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INTRODUCTION 

THE BACKGROUND 

The ceramic research described in the 
following repo1t was part of a general an
thropological project undertaken by the De
partment of Anthropology of the University 
of Chicago in the Central Highlands of Chi
apas, Mexico. As part of a program inves
tigating both the present inhabitants and the 
past history of the region, the principal ob
jective in studying archeological ceramics 
was to provide a chronological framework 
within which such broader problems as ter
ritorial organization and settlement pattern 
( Adams, 1961) could be more meaning
fully interpreted. 

In addition, the ceramic history of the 
Chiapas Highlands provided some informa
tion that could be related to problems of 
culture history. In the first place, the com
parison of ceramic samples from different 
sites demonstrated a marked increase in reg
ionai differentiation between the Ciassic and 
Postclassic periods in the Highland region. 
Secondly, the seriation procedure used to 
obtain a sequential order of ceramic sam
ples for the major periods of occupation 
showed several periods of rapid technolog
ical change that were designated as the 
phase temporal boundaries. 

Finally, the ceramic data from the Cen
tral Highlands add another point of com
parison for the general hi�tory of Maya 
ceramics. Ethnohistorical material ( Calnek, 
n.d. ) indicates that at the time of the Con
quest the Highlands were occupied by speak
ers of the Tzeltal and Tzotzil branches of
the Mayan family of languages. A point of
interest in ceramic study was to determine
whether any suggestion might be made
about the historical depth of Maya occupa
tion in the area. TI1e evidence given in the
following pages indicates that throughout
the entire history of the Chiapas Highlands
the ceramic complexes have their closest out
side ties with other parts of the Maya area.
Lexicostatistical data ( McQuown, 1964) sup
port a conclusion that the Tzeltal and Tzot
zil languages began to differentiate in about
their present locations at some time in the

1 

Classic period. Both the ceramics and other 
archeological information suggest that, al
though clearly Maya, the culture of the 
Central Highlands was always marginal to 
more sophisticated developments in other 
parts of the Maya area. In several instances 
the ceramics demonstrate selective diffusion 
and cultural lag, both of which can be con
sidered indicators of the marginal position 
of the culture. 

Geography 

The area covered in this report, the Cen
tral Highlands of Chiapas, Mexico, is one of 
the major physiographic zones of the state 
of Chiapas ( Fig. 1), It is a highland plateau, 
the long axis of which, with a northwest
southeast orientation, parallels the Pacific 
Coast. The Central Highland zone is the 
fomth physiographic province encountered 
in moving inland from the Pacific Ocean. 
Aiong the coast there is a narrow coastal 
plain which slopes rapidly upward to the 
rugged Sierra Madre de Chiapas. The Sierra 
Madre is separated from the Central High
lands by the Central Depression of Chiapas 
through which flows the Grijalva River, more 
commonly called the Rio Grande de Chiapas 
by the inhabitants of the Central Depres
sion. On the Atlantic side of the Highlands, 
the terrain breaks gradually downward

through a mountainous northern zone to the 
broad Gulf Coastal Plain which covers the 
northern part of Chiapas and the neighbor
ing state of Tabasco. 

The area considered here to be the Cen
tral Highlands proper is approximately rec
tangular in shape, measuring 80 kms. along 
the long axis and varying from 30 to 60 kms. 
in width. The height of the plateau summit 
is, over most of the area, between 2000 and 
2500 m., placing the region clearly in the 
dimatic zone known as tierra fria. The core 
of the plateau is Cretaceous limestone, much 
faulted in the process of uplift. Several peaks 
of Tertiary and Quaternary volcanic origin 
complicate the geological situation and add 
to the disruption of the plateau surface. 
Since, however, a large part of the basic 
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sedimentary deposits have only a slight in
clination, level areas and valleys are not un
common in the region, paiticularly along the 
southwestern perimeter. ( Data from Miiller
ried, 1957, and Adams, 1961 , ) 

A fev..r details might be given about the 
regions that border on the Central High
lands . To the southwest, the highland pla
teau is bordered by the Central Depression, 
which is drained into the Gulf of Mexico by 
the Grijalva River. The descent from the 
Highlands to the Depression is marked by 
steep scarps broken by narrow, step-like pla-
teaus . Surface drainage of the plateau sum
mit in this direction is limited, with most of 
the short, steep strnams arising from under
ground drainage from the Highlands at alti
tudes well below the sununit. 

The southeastern corner of the Central 
Highlands is delimited by the Comitan Val
ley which slopes downward to the east into 
the tropical Lacand6n forests. Although 
classified by Miillerried ( 1957 ) as part of 
the Centrnl Plateau, the Comitan Valley is, 
at its highest part, ,500 m. below the plateau 
summit ancl is thus in a different ecological 
zone. For the purposes of this report, the 
Comitan Valley will not be considered a part 
of the Central Highlands. 

The eastern border of the Central High
lands is marked by a gradual dropping off 
of ridges and valleys which run in a south
easterly direction to the lowland forested 
area. The most important of the valleys at 
the eastern edge of the Highlands is the Oco
singo Valley. Surface drainage is more im
portant on this side of the Central Highlands 
than on any other. Several river systems, all 
of ,vhich empty into the Usumacinta River 
or one of its major tributaries, run -southeast 
from the Highlands. Some of these rivers, 
of which the Tzaconeja is the most notable, 
penetrate to considerable distances into the 
Highlands in systems of narrow valleys and 
canvons. 

To the north, the Central Highlands 
merge gradually into the mountainous reg-
ion called i\fontafias del Norte bv tvli.illerried 
( 1957 ) .  Although the northern m�untain zone 
does not reach the altitude of the Central 
Plateau, it i� marked by sharp variations of 
altitude and by numerous small valley sys
tems which do not show any con:;istent pat-
tern of orientation. Rivers from this zone nm 

directly north, eventually joining the Grijalva 
in the state of Tabasco. 

T11e northwest comer of the Central 
Highlands is bordered by the valley in ·which 
the town of lxtapa is located. Like the val
ley of Comjtan at the other extremity of 
the plateau, the htap.a Valley has an ele
vation 500 m. less than that of the plateau 
summit and is not here included in the Cen
tral Highlands. 

Climate 

The clitnate of th,;: p1ateau summit of the 
Central Highlands is cold and of medium 
humiditv, with a suinmer rainv season oi 
six mo1{ths duration and a -.,vinte'r dry season 
during ·which heavy frost!.i are not uncommon 
at higher altitudes. Vegetation in the higher 
parts of the zone is pine forest which gives 
way to evergreen oak forest at sHghtiy lower 
elevations. The climate and rainfall of the 
plateau summit afford only a single annual 
crop of corn; squash, and beans. There is 
never a shortage of water in the Ct.-'ntral 
Highlands, but access to available water is u. 
problem in some localities. On parts of t11e 
plateau there are enough small streams to 
supply the needs of the modern commun• 
ities, while in other areas surface water is 

rare during the dry season and settlement� 
must be located near the scattered springs 
and water holes. Springs are rare on the 
ridges and hilltops which are the locations 
of prehistoric ruins, and the transportation 
of water must lrnxe heen a time-consuming 
occupation for the ancient inhabitants of the 
region. 

The climate is va1iable in the regions that 
border the Highlands. To the west, south
west, and southeast, including the valleys of 
Ixtapa and Comitan, the climate is semiarid 
and semitropical to tropical, dependilig on 
the altitude. In these areas, the growing sea
son is restricted to the summer months when 
there is rain, and severe droughts are not un
known. Current ag.dcultnral prnduction in 
these areas includes the standard lughla,,..,d 
c.rops plus bananas, citrus fruits, and, near 
sh·eams or in irrigated are.as, crops more typ
ical of moist tropical climates. To the east 
and north, the graduai descent from the Cen
tral Highlands leads into moist tropical areas 
characterized bv extremely heavv summer 
rains. In some , of these a'reas tr�pical rain 
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forests can be encountered at elevations as 
high as 1000 m. These areas have flora and 
fauna typical of wet tropical regions, and, of 
course, the agricultural potential of such 
regions. Even if the prehistoric inhabitants 
of the Central Highlands did not themselves 
have lands at lower elevations, they must 
have had ample opportunities to trade for 
products from the tierra caliente, for there are 
few arnas of the Highlands that are more than 
a two-day walk from a warmer climatic zone. 

Previous Archeological 
Investigations 

Previous knowledge of the archeology of 
the Central Highlands was very scanty. A 
number of the explorer-archeologists of the 
19th and early 20th centuries passed through 
the region, but none of them reported any 
sites. Considering the unprepossessing nature 
of the Highland remains and the absence of 
stone sculpture and monumental architec
ture of Maya style, this lack of reports is not 
surprising. 

In more recent times Schumann ( 1936) 
visited the site of San Gregorio and reported 
a Plumbate vessel that was recovered from 
the site. Shook ( 1956) made inquiries about 
sites along the Pan-American Highway, but 
merely reports the sites and does not seem 
to have visited all of them. All of the sites 
reported by Shook are described by Adams 
( 1959), ·with the exception of the platform 
mounds reported by Shook on the floor of 
the Amatenango Valley. My intensive survey 
in the Amatenango Valley failed to reveal 
mounds, and it seems likely that Shook was 
referring to low natural eminences on the 
valley floor, some of which have a deceptively 
mound-like appearance ,vhen seen from the 
highway. Blom and Weiant (information 
from Frans Blom) excavated at the site of 
Moxviquil at the edge of the San Cristobal 
Valley. References to their data and collec
tions are included in the ceramic analysis 
that follows. 

Archeological investigation in the low
land areas bordering the Centi-al Highlands 
has been similarly sparse, and has usually 
been of a sort that does not contribute to the 
present study. Only in the Central Depres
sion of Chia.pas has a body of data been 
amassed that includes thorough ceramic 

studies. In the Grijalva Valley the New World 
Archaeological Foundation is conducting an 
extensive program of survey and excavation, 
and there are a number of reports in print 
or in the process of publication ( Papers 1-3, 
5-17; Brockington, personal communication;
Warren, personal communication ). Much of
this material, unfortunately, is not directly
pertinent to the research reported here since
it refers mainly to the Preclassic periods, re
mains of which were almost totally unrep
resented in the Chiapas Highlands.

To the east of the Cenh·al Highlands, 
the Classic Maya ruins in the Ocosingo and 
Comitan Valleys attracted the attention of a 
number of early travelers and archeologists. 
Dupaix (see Lord Kingsborough, 183148), 
Stephens ( 1841 ) , the Selers ( Seler, C., 1900; 
Seler, E., 1901 ), and Blom and LaFarge 
( 1926) visited the ruins of Tonina near Oco
singo and published maps and data con
cerned with architecture and sculpture of the 
site as well as a few illustrations of pottery 
from graves. The Selers and Blom and La
Farge also reported on several of the Classic
period sites in the Comitan Valley, Since 
Tonina and the Comitan Valley sites are the 
points closest to the Chiapas Highlands at 
which such Classic Maya features as dated 
stelae and corbeled arches occur, the sites 
are of considerable interest for this research. 
Unfortunately, none of the reports listed 
above contain more than a few paragraphs 
dealing with ceramics, and, since the illus
trated vessels were all mortuary offerings, 
they cannot be considered to have been rep
resentative of the ceramic inventories of the 
sites involved. Some ceramic data for Tonina 
and two sites in the Comitan Valley were 
obtained, however, from surlace collections 
made by the University of Chicago Project 
in 1961. 

With the exception of the Central De
pression repo1ts of the N.W.A.F., the sites 
or areas closest to the Central Highlands for 
,.,•hich ceramic reports are available include 
the Tabasco Coastal Plain ( Berlin, 1956), 
Palenque (Rands and Rands, 1957; Rands, 
1961), and Piedras Negras (Butler, 1935) 
to the north and east, and Zaculeu (Wood
bury and Trik, 1953), Nebaj ( Smith, A. L., 
and Kidder, 1951), Zacualpa ( Lothrop, 1936; 
W auchope. 1948), the Alta Verapaz ( Butler, 
1940) and Tajumulco (Dutton and Hobbs, 
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1943) to the southeast. All of these sites are 
separated by a wide gap of unknown terri
tory from the region covered in this report. 

CHRONOLOGY 

Since the detailed presentation of the data 
that follov,, is most meaningful in the light 
of the final results of the research, it seems 
advisable to introduce at this point the names 
and dates of the phases defined in the pre
history of the Central Highlands of Chiapas. 
It has already been demonstrated by Adams 
( 1961) that there were differences in other 
elements of culture that correlated with the 
time periods defined on the basis of ceramic 
study, so it is possihle from the outset to 

refer to these periods as phases and omit 
sped.fie names for ceramic complexes. The 
Highland Chiapas phases are presented in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1. A.RCHEOLOGICAL PHASES OF THE 

CHIAPAS HIGHLANDS 
----------·

-------------

Cultural Period Phase 

Late Postclassic Lum 
Early Postclassic Yash 
Late Classie Tsah 
Earlv Classic Kan 

'(discontinuity) 
Late Preclassic Sak 

Estimated Dates 

A.D. 1250-1524
A.D. 1000-1250

A.D. 700-1000
a\.D. 300-700

300 B.C. - A.D. 100 



SITES AND EXCAVATIONS 

The initial problem in obtaining a cer
amic sequence for the Central Highlands of 
Chiapas was to discover refuse deposits that 
would demonstrate changes in ceramic styles. 
It was planned originally to excavate exten
sively at a single site with a long history of 
occupation, and deep, undisturbed cultural 
debris. Very little field work had been done 
before it became evident that there was little 
hope that such a site would be found in 
the area. Mosl of the ruins were located on 
steep hillsides where neither topography nor 
climate were favorable for the accumulation 
of deep deposits. In addition, most of the 
sites proved to have had relatively short per
iods of occupation that rarely exceeded two 
phases. 

Considering the nature of the deposits, 
the most profitable approach was to empha
size limited excavations at a number of sites, 
each of which would provide a segment of 
the ceramic sequence. Where an overlap be
tween sites could be found, the seq�ence 
would become continuous rather than a col
lection of discrete phases. In addition to the 
fact that this method seemed to be the only 
feasible way of obtaining a sequence within 
the time and resources available, it provided 
a better understanding of intraregional var
iation than excavation at a single site would 
have done, and made it possible to do small
scale testing of features of other than cer
amic interest at sites pertaining to several 
different phases. 

Two field seasons, from September 1958 
through January 1959 and from January 
through March 1960, were devoted to the col
lection of ceramic samples. I made strati
graphic excavations at six prehistoric High
land sites, Mercedes de la Marfa, Cerro Cam
panat6n, Yerba Buena, Rancho San Nicolas, 
San Gregorio, and La Hermita, and in the 
modern towns of Amatenango and Teopisca. 
Dr. Adams participated in some of this work. 
During a field season in 1961 in which I 
did not participate, Adams, Calnek, and Mc
Vicker ( personal communication) made fur
ther excavations in the Highlands at the sites 
of Cerro Cuchumt6n and Cerro Ecatepec. 
I had the opportunity briefly to review col-

5 

lections from these sites in order to add sup
plementary data on the western sector of 
the Highlands. Collections obtained by Blom 
and \Veiant from excavations at the site of 
Moxviquil were also inspected. Locations of 
all of the sites referred to are marked in 
Figure 2. 

The sites at which I excavated cluster 
along the southwestern periphery of the Cen
tral Highlands. The reason for this distribu
tion was that the project under which the 
work was begun was confined to a nanow 
transect in this area, extending downward 
from the more elevated parts of the High
lands near Chanal to a point a few kilo
meters short of the Grijalva River in the 
Central Depression. During the second field 
season, the area sampled was expanded to 
include almost the entire southwestern per

iphery by excavations in the San Crist6bal 
Valley, near the western limit of the High
lands, and at Yerba Buena, about 20 kms, 
short of the descent into the Comitan Val
ley which marks the eastern boundary of the 
region. Sampling was also extended into the 
northeastern Highlands by excavations at San 
Gregorio, a site on the Tzaconeja River, one 
of the rivers which provide access to the 
Mava Lowlands to the east. The third field 
sea�on provided a larger sample from the 
San Cristobal Valley by extensive excava
tions at Cerro Ecatepec, and extended cov
erage to the area north of San Cristobal by 
excavations at Cerro Cuchumt6n. Although 
the coverage of the Central Highlands was 
far from complete, the work included a 
large enough area to indicate some of the 
patterns of regional variation, and to suggest 
that the major features of the ceramic se
quence ( p. 4) hold true for most of the 
plateau. The far northern extremities of the 
Highlands remain unknown, and the Pre
classic and Early Classic periods of the west
ern part of the Highlands are poorly under
stood, but with these exceptions the ceramic 
history of the region is fairly well controlled. 

The test pits ,vere stratigraphically sub
divided in levels 25 cm. in depth although, 
wherever possible, natural or architectural 
features were substituted for arbitrary levels. 
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1 Mojon de Madronal 12 

2 Unnamed 13 

3 Mercedes de la Maria 14 
4 Cerro Felon Paraje 15 

Cerro Pelan 16 

6 Holna Kerem 17 
Pi11a Parada 18 

8 Unnamed 19 

9 Amawitz 20 
10 Rancho San Nicolas 21 
11 Ceao Twntawitz 22 
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Figure 2. SITES IN THE CHIAPAS HJGHLANDS 
Cerro Pedregal 23 

Rancho Campana 24 

Ycrba Buena 25 

Lomulh6h 26 

Cerro Campanat6n 27 

Xuma 28 

Colonia Porvenir 29 

Unnamed 30 

Cerro Xakilti.k 31 

Cerro Tzenam 32 

Cerro Chavin 33 

Cerro Mispia 34 
Cerro Chenikultik 35

Santo Ton 36 
San Juan de la H;unaca 37 
Pueblo Viejo Soyatitan . 38 
Cerro de Yalchuch 39 
Ska'pin Antivo. 40 

Corral de Piedra 41 

Cerro Ecate�ec 42 

Copanaguast a 43 

La Hennita 

El F'rntal 
La Mesita 
La Tinaja 
Vulcan Huitepec 
Unnamed 
Santiago 
Unnamed 
Tzajalucum 
Cerro Cuchumt6n 
San Gregorio 
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Although there \Vere very few sealed samples, 
both the excavation data and the results of 
seriation indicate that most of the refuse de
posits had been undisturbed since the time 
of deposition. 

TI1e follovving section gives a brief des
cription of the sites at which excavations 
were made, and discusses the most impor• 
tant stratigraphic pits at each site. It also 
presents the history of each site insofar as 
it was revealed by the ceramic analysis. _Site 
descriptions generally follow those given by 
Adams ( 1959). 

MERCEDES DE LA MARtA 

The site of Mercedes de la Marfa ( Fig. 3) 
is located on the floor of the Amatenango
Teopisca Vailey about 1 km. northeast of the 
town of Teopisca. The oniy visible structures 
are a single large mound and two smaller 
mounds, all of which have been badly des
troyed in the process of recent earth moving. 
Mercedes is unique in several respects among 
the sites at which excavations were made. It 
is the only one of these sites located on a 
valley floor, the central mound was origin
ally larger and more dominant than was 
common in the Central Highlands, and it is 
the only excavated site that produced cer
amics dating from the Late Preclassic period. 

Three test pits were made in refuse de
posits outside of the area of visible archi
tecture. A stone pavement encountered in 
one of the pits and quantities of ash and 

CV-3

�,,�,�,�,,�o--+--�l-10_0
--t

,--4\200 m 

Figure 3. MERCEDES DE LA MARIA 

charcoal from all of them suggested that the 
area tested had probably been the residen
tial part of the site. All of the test pits reached 
fairly deep sherd-bearing deposits beneath 
a layer of sterile topsoil which measured be
tween 50 and 100 cm. in thickness. The quan
tity of sherds recovered was too small to per
mit an exhaustive analysis, but the fact that 
the common types and forms occurred at all
levels indicated that there were no major 
changes during the time represented by the 
deposits. TI1e surface of the soil is being con
stantly built up by wash from the nearby
hill slopes, so the depth of the refuse de
posits need not have been indicative of any 
great length of occupation. All that can be 
said on the basis of the small sherd sample 
available is that the site of Mercedes de la
Maria was occupied for an indeterminate 
length of time during the Late Preclassic 
period. 

CERRO CAi\1P ANA TON 

The site of Cerro Campana ton ( Fig. 4)
i� !ccated on a range of h.l\V hills at t1..e outer 
edge of the Villa Las Rosas shelf, one of the 
steplike plateaus that break the descent 
from the Centxal Highlands to t.he trough of 
the Grijalva River. Since the eievation of the 
Villa Las Rosas shelf is 1250 m., Cerro Cam
panaton is in a location which is intermediate 
between the Highlands and the river valley. 
The ceramics, however, clearlv demonstrated 
that the area was part of thi Central High
lands ceramic province in prehistoric times. 

The hills on which the architectural fea
tures of the site were placed overlook the 

Figure 4. CERRO CAMPANA.TON 
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steep descent to the next iower shelf, but 
offer only a slight and gradual elevation when 
approached from the Las Rosas shelf. In this 
sense, the topographic placement i,; inter
mediate between the vallev-floor sites of the 
Late Preclassic and the hilltop sites of the 
Late Classic. The site consists of at least two 
terraced hillsides, several small pyramids, 
and a widespread scatter of occupation de
bris 

Four test pits were made at Cerro Cam
panat6n, three in small mounds, the fourth 
in an area where there was a heavy concen
tration of surf ace sherds but no architecture. 
None of the pits provided more than three 
25 cm. levels of cultural material. The analy
sis of ceramic types indicated only a short 
time span between the upper and lower lev
els in the excavations, and all of the ceramics 
pertained to the early part of the Kan phase. 
Since the Cerro Campanat6n collections were 
the earliest Classic-period ceramics recovered 
in the excavations, and since the site is close 
to the Xakiltik site which seems to extend 
from the Kan phase back into the Sak phase 
( Adams, 1961: 342), the Villa Las Rosas shelf 
is the only area where there is known to be 
evidence of the transition from ti'1e Preclassic 
to the Classic. 

YERBA BUENA 

Y erba Buena ( Fig. 5) was one . of the 
largest sites encountered during archeologi
cal reconnaissance in the Chiapas Highlands. 
The ruins cover several hills and ridges over
looking the Pan-American Highway at a point 
about 25 km. west of Comitan. There were 
at least two ceremonial groups of altar-or 
shrine-platforms at the site, the larger of 
which contained an I-shaped ball court and 
several plazas. The ceremonial centers occu
pied the summit of the ridge, and the area of 
occupation and terracing extended several 
kilometers along the hills and ridges and 
reached down into the small valley at the 
foot of the slope. 

Seven stratigraphic pits were made at 
Yerba Buena. All of them were either in the 
largest of the ceremonial centers or on the 
first few terraces just below it. The collec
tions obtained make possible a� outline of 
the history of activity in the ceremonial cen
ter, and give good stratigraphic confirmation 
to the trends of ceramic chan• � indicated 

by seriation. In view of the complex history 
of the site, and the fact that its ceramics 
were an important factor in adding continuity 
to the ceramic sequence, a detailed discus
sion of the more important pits at the site 
seems worth while. 

Pit 1 was excavated in the center of the 
ball court floor. At this point, the intrusion 
of a cache into bedrock had badly mixed 
the deposits, so the pit was of little use for 
stratigraphy. The ceramic c.-ollection did, 
however, provide a rough estimate of the 
date at which the ball court was con
structed. The upper level of sherds, which 
was collected from the surface to a point 
slightly below the badly destroyed ball court 
floor, dated largely from the early part of 
the Tsah phase with some admixture of both 
earlier and later types. A lower sherd level, 
collected from fill and pits in bedrock, dated 
from the Kan phase, although there was some 
mixture with later ceramics. These samples 
indicate that the ball court was certainly in 
use during the Tsah phase. 

There were two parts to the cache en
countered in the Yerba Buena ball court. One 
of them was located in the approxin1ate cen
ter of the ball court. At this point, about 25 
cm. beneath the present ground surface, there
was a cap of large rocks that measured 140
by ll0 cm. The rocks had been laid without
mortar and with little attempt at symmetri
cal placement. Removal of the upper cap of
rocks disclosed two large, flat slabs which
covered a small cache pit 25 by 45 cm. in
size m1d 60 cm. deep. TI1e sides of the cache
pit had been formed by the careful place
ment of flat slabs similar to those that were
used as capstones.

The cache pit contained half of a large 
um which was decorated by the figure of a 
priest or god fonned in modeled clay on the 
exterior of the vessel ( Fig. 6, b). Since the 
pit was sealed and no trace of the missing 
half of the urn could be found, it must be 
concluded that it was fragmentary when it 
was placed in the pit. The fact that the frac
ture neatly bisects the figure on the exterior 
may indicate that breakage was intentional 
rather than accidental. The wn is similar in 
concept to the famous urns of Monte Alban 
and other sites in Oaxaca ( Caso and Bernal, 
1952), but the figure portrayed is not equi
valent to any of the figures known from Oax-
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C d e 

Figure 6. CACHES, CIS'rS, AND VESSELS FROM THE CHIAPAS HIGHLANDS 
a: Fragment of large Chanal modeled-carved-ware vessel from San Nicolas. b: Fragmentary 
large urn in cache pit, Yerba Buena. c: Slabs covering tomb in Pit 3, Yerba Buena. d: Cer
amic contents of tomb, Yerba Buena. e: Large bowl tbat contained the burial, Yerba Buena. 

aca. The closest parallels to the Yerba Buena 
urn are several urns discovered by E. Seier 
in the caves of Qu'en Santo in Nent6n, 
Huehuetenango, Guatemala ( See E. Seier, 
1901:Figs. 244-48, 250, 258-62). Since the 
Qu' en Santo caves are close to the border 
between Mexico and Guatemala and just on 
the far side of the Comitan Valley, trade con
nections between that area and the Central 
Highlands of Chiapas are not surprising. Vail
lant (1927:375) gives a stylistic date of A.D. 
550 to 650 for the Qu' en Santo material. 

The fragmentary um was the only arti
fact discovered in the first cache pit in the 
Yerba Buena ball court. Underneath the um, 
however, were a number of fragments of 
bone which seem to have been the remains 
of the skeleton of a tiny bird. It seems likely 
that a small bird was included as a part of 
the offering when the ball court was dedi
cated. 

At one side of the ball court, very close 
to the bench, a second cache was discovered. 
This offering was not so carefully covered as 
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the cache described above, nor had pains 
been taken to prepare a synunetrical cache 
pit. In this case, a small pit roughly carved 
in bedrock served as the cache chamber. This 
second offering contained a tubular jade bead, 
perforated along the long axis, a rectangular 
jade plaque with rounded corners, and a mir
ror ol: iron pyrite thin flat segments cement
ed to a round stone disk. A few very poorly 
preserved fragments of human bone that were 
also found in the pit seem to be a secondary 

burial. The offering did not include any 
ceramics. 

A badly broken cylindrical vessel ( Fig. 
7, a) was found in the fill immediately over 
the cache in the center of the ball court at 
Y erba Buena. Although there is Iio certainty 
that this vessel was intentionally placed at the 
same time as the cache, the fact that recon
structible vessels were extremely rare in the 
refuse and fill deposits in the Central High
lands suggests that the cylinder may also 
have been a dedicatory offering at the time 
of construction of the ball court. The vessel 
,uoc, n.f'. o Tnn.Y"lnr-hrn.t"n.o. u.o-llnu,_nrontto hrru:>: +hot 
.. -� -· - ···-.. --·--···- ,-•--" -·- c, .1t:'- ---

was. probably foreign to the Chia pas High
lands The cylindrical form is rare at sites in 
the Highlands, and is usually associated with 
caches. 

Pit 2 was located at the edge of a low 
platform that extended outward from the 
bottom of the stairs of a large pyramid into 
what could be called the main plaza at Y erba 
Buena. Pit 2A was on the platform, while 
Pit 2B was off the front edge of the platform 
in the plaza. Remains of a platform floor 
were uncovered in Pit 2A, but there was no 
indication in Pit 2B that the plaza surface 
had ever been floored. The upper levels of

both parts of the pit showed a mixture of 
ceramics from all three phases during which 
the site was occupied. The single level be
low the platform floor and the bottom level 
of the pit in the plaza provided what was 
probably the earliest Kan-phase sample recov
ered from Y erba Buena. 

Pit 7 tested a low elevation near the cen
ter of the main plaza. Only two levels of 
sherds were recovered, and both proved to 
IV\nf-ailn D mivh1ro nf t"er!lrni� fr�rr'\ f-hA T[ O'l, 
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Figure 7. BuRIAL AND CACHE VESSELS FROM YEIIBA BUEN.A 
a: From cache 2. b-f: From the tomb burial. a, Yellow-orange monochrome cylindric:tl ves
sel. b: Large red-slipped burial vessel. c,d: Red-slipped annular-base bowk e: Red-slipped, 

flat-base plate. f: Red monochrome tripod bowl with rattle feet. 
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Tsah, and Yash phases. The combined evi
dence of Pits 2 and 7 indicated that the area 
of the main plaza had been in heavy use 
throughout the history of the site. The plat
form that wa& tested by Pit 2A was prob
ably constructed during the Kan phase, or 
at least no later than the very early part of 
the Tsah phase. If the platform was not con
structed during the Kan phase, the concen
trated deposit!. of Kan ceramics in the lowest 
leveh: make it seem likelv that some other 
nearby construction dated from the Early 
Classic. 

Two pits on the terraces immediately be
low the main ceremonial center gave excel
lent stratigraphic evidence for the ceramic 
sequence. Pit :l and Pit 6 were made in a high 
terrace below the main plaza. No evjdence 
of houses or platforms was encountered in 
either pit, but a stone-lined tomb was un
covered by Pit 3. The ceramic offering from 
the tomb indicated that the burial had been 
made about the middle of the Tsah phase. 
Despite the presence of the burial and the 
necessity of abandoning the pits at 100 and 
75 cm. respectively, the samples gave excel
lent data. The seriation analysis indicated 
that the upper levels from both pits pertain
ed to the Ya,h phase, and were among the 
latest samples from Yerba Buena. The second 
level in both pits dated to the Tsah phase. 
although this Jene! from Pit 3 showed the 
effects of the construction of the tomb bY 
some admixturC' of earlier material which 
must have heen thrown up from deeper de
posits when the tomb was built. Below .50 
cm., both Pit 3 and Pit 6 showed ceramic: 
samples that were highly characteristic of 
the Kan phase. In terms of ar�hitcctural 
activity, the presence of pure Kan-phase 
ceramics so close to the surface indicated 
that the terrace wall must already have 
reached a height of several meters, during 
the Earlv Classic, for if the terrace wall had 
not bee� there, Kan ceramics would have 
been washed do¼-11 the slope. 

The first indication of the existence of 
the tomb in Pit 3 was the presence of two 
large slabs of rock that were lying across 
the pit at a depth of about 25 cm. below the 
surface. At one end of these slabs, and at a 
slightly lower ievel, the capping stones of 
the tomb began to appear. There were sev
eral layers of capstones that formed a roughly 

circular outline. TI1e final (lower) layer con
sisted of three flat stone slabs of irregular 
shape that rrwasured about l m. in length 
by 20 to .50 cm. in width, with a thickness 
varying between 5 to 10 cm. (Fig. 6, c). The 
tomb its-elf was circular in section with a 
diameter of 75 cm. and a depth of l m. It 
was constructed of small stones, square or 
rectangular in shape, that had been placed 
without much interest in obtaining a smooth 
face. The tomb was floored \\'1th similar 
stones, also placed without attention to ob
taining a smooth surface. There were no 
traces of the use of either plaster or mortar in 
the tomb comtrnction. 

The body had been placed in a large 
restricted-orifice bowl (Fig. 6, e), but the 
preservation was too poor to detennine whe
ther the skeleton was still articulated when 
it was introduced into the bowl. A round, 
perforated jade bead was the only artifact 
found in the bowl. The ceramic contents of 
the tomb consisted of six vessels ( Fig. 6, d).
The restricted-orifice bowl that contained the 
remains was of a local red-slipped type, but 
the fo1m was not diagnostic of a particular 
pe1iod. The burial bowl was covered, how
ever, with an open-mouth fillet bowl of Yerba 
Buena Fine ( see Fig. 7, b). The presence of 
this vessel indicated that the burial almost 
certainly took place during the Tsah phase. 

Four additional vessels had heen placed 
in the tomb as an offering. Two of these ves
sels ( Fig. 7, c, d) ,vere round-side bowls with 
annular bases ,:vhich were made of a red
slipped type that was probably of Highland 
manufacture. The third offertorv vessel was 
a red-slipped round-side plate ,;,ith flat base 
( Fig. 7, e). This form is known from other 
sites in the Chiapas Highlands, but is ve1y 
rare in the area and may have been either 
of local manufacture or :-i'n import from out
side the Highlands. The final vessel in the 
tomb was a monochrome red, outflaring-side 
tripod plate with hollow rattle feet ( Fig. 7, f). 
This form was not native to the Chiapas 
Highlands, and the vessel must have been 
either imported or a copy of an imported 
vessel. Monochrome vessels of this fonn were 
common toward the end of the Late Classic 
period in the l\fava lowlands, at a time 
equivaient to Tepeu 3 at Uaxactun (see 
Smith, 1955:193-4 for literature references; 
Fig. 51, b, 1-12). 
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Pit 4 ,vas excavated on a very high ter
race slightly above that on which Pits 3 and 
6 were placed. A short di.stance below the 
surface, the exeavation brought to light the 
wall of a buried structure which had stood 
on an earlier terrace. The wall was preserved 
to the height of 1.3 m., and was found to 
rest on a well-piastered floor. The wall had 
heen plastered on both surfaces and con
tained a large sample of sherds in the fill 
between the rocks. This sample, which dated 
from the middle of the Tsah phase, was the 
only sealed sample of Tsah ceramics re
covered during the Highland Chiapas ex
c.avations. The structure was apparently not 
in use for very long before it was filled to 
permit the construction of a higher terrace 
wall. The fill from inside the wall was a 
homogeneous sample dating from the end of 
the Tsah phase, except for a slight admixture 
of earlier ceramics in the surface level. 

In total, the ceramic samples from Yerba 
Buena indicated an occupation that began 
durine: the Kan phase and continued throu�h 
the Tiiah and 1� ash phases. The depth and 
quantity of Kan ceramics indicated a fairly 
long and intensive Early Classic occupation 
for at least the part of the site tested. The 
system of teiTaces was established during 
this phase, and construction in the major 
ceremonial center was probably begun as 

· well. The Tsah phase saw a continued heavy
use of the ceremonial center accompanied by 
further, and probably expanded, construc
tion, which included further work on the
terraces and the probable construction of the
ball court. There was no building activity
that can with certainty be assigned to the
Yash phase. The impression given by the dis
tribution of Yash ceramics is that of a marked
decline in population and activity.

RANCHO SAN NICOLAS 

The site of Rancho San Nk-olas ( Fig. 8) is 
located on two hills about 2 km. distant from 
the large Amatenango-Teopisca Valley. It is 
typical of the ruins in the Central Highlands, 
consisting of terraced hillsides and three small 
ceremonial precincts. The major and best pre
served of the ceremonial centers occupied a 
saddle between the tv,o hills, and was com
posed of three rectangular platforms, two of 
which enclosed an I-shaped ball court. 

The major excavation efforts of the first 
field season were devoted to digging at 
Rancho San Nicolas. A total of 14 strati
graphic pits and architectural explorations 
were made. These included a thorough test of 
all three structmes in the main ceremonial 
center and 6 pits on the terraced hillsides 
which were probably the living area of the 
site. 

Excavations in the ceremonial center at 
Rancho San Nicolas included surface clear
ing of all three pyramids, short axis trenches 
through two of them, and pits in the center 
of the ball court and in what seemed to have 
been the plaza. The samples recovered 
were of little interest from the stratigraphic 
viewpoint, for neither deep refuse nor mean
ingful architectural stratigraphy were en
countered. Ceramics of the Yash phase were 
scattered over the surface of all the buildings, 
but seem to have been the result of the 
same sort of diminished activity that occur
red at Yerba Buena during the Yash phase. 
111e major part of the constrnction dated 
from the Tsah phase. Two of the pyramids 
were completely constructed at that time, 
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and, since one of tht:>se pyramids served as 
one side of the ball court, the court must 
also date from the Tsah phase. The trench 
through the third pyramid disclosed the re
mains of a low platform '.vhich had been 
completely covered by the final structure. 
Unfortunately th<� ceramic sample from the 
earlv platform was too small to gi\'e signifi
cant cfata, but Kan types seeme{f to predom
inate. It :eems probable that a smaii plat
form dating from the Kan phase had been 
rPbuilt to serH: as one side of the Tsah-pbase 
ball court. 

A cache consisting of two vessels and a 
smail jade pie.:e ,vas found in almost the ex
act center of the b-aH court at Rancho San 
Nicolc1s. 'fhe cache had been placed inside a 
small stone enclosure, the top of v,•hich was 
50 cm. belO\v the present ground surface. A 
tree that was growing exactly above the cache 
had seriously displaced the stones that form
ed the cache pit, but the pit seemed to have 
been roughly sguare, and to have measured 
40 cm. on a si.de. 1 t was constructed in oart 
of large stones which had been dressed" on 
only one or two sides, and in pa1t of thin 
stone slabs \vhich had been placed on end to 
serve as parts of the wall. Another large flat 
slab ,vas used as a capstone. 

The more interesting of the vessels in the 
offering was a flat-bottom cylinder, 20 cm. 
in height and 14 cm. in diameter. It  sti11 ex
hibited a few traces of pink and green stucco, 
but it v.ras impossible to determine either the 
technique or ti1e designs of the original stucco 
decoration. The paste, form, and stucco dec
oration all indicate that tlw cvlinder was a 
trade piece, for no similar vessels .were en
countered elsewhere in the Chiapas High
lands . The paste of the vessel appeared to me 
to be very similar to that of a common type 

. from Palenque, where stucC'oed cylindrical 
vessels also occur. 

'The seeond vessel in the eache was a 
straight-side dish with flat base. It was dec
orated with a monochrome red-orange slip 
and ,vas probably of Yerba Buena Fine. The 
jade offrring which had been placed inside 
of the cylindrical vessel was a rectangular 
piece, 3.4 by 3.7 cm. ,  ,,·ith rounded corners. 
One face ,vas highly polished, the other less 
so. The highly polished face }iad a circular 
depression in the center, and the piece had 

heen perforated in the center of thi.s de
pression . 

The pits m the terraced hillsides at  
Rancho San Nicolas provided data of  interest 
for both the cernm.t;: stndy and the history 
of the site. Fit 12, tlie only one on the hill 
slope to the southea�t of the main ceremon
ial center, rn·ea led a 2 m.-deep deposit of al
most pun• Tsah-phase ceramics. J.t was ob
vious that this terrace had not been construct-
1:'d until the Late Classic period, but from a 
single test there w,is no basis to decide whe
ther this represented an isolated in:; tance or 
whether this entire hi l l  had r{'mained unde
veloped until the Tsah phase. 

Pits 7 and 8, ,vhich tested a heavy sherd 
concentration on a terrace to the northv,rest 
of the main ceremonial center, provided a 
large sample of Kan cerarnies \\�ith only i-� 

surface :;catler of Tsah-phase materiai . Pit 15, 
seYeral terraces above Pits 7 and 8 on the 
northwestern hill , encountered a 2.5 m. de
posit of cultural debris, the lower half of 
which was sealed by a plastered floor. The 
ceramics beneath the flour pertained to the 
Kan phase, while Tsah eernmics were the 
major component in a mixed sample from 
above the floor. Pit l:3, on a slightly .lower 
extension of the same terrace in which Pit 
15 was made, turned into an extensive exca
vation of a bmial area. The vessels included 
as offerings were of fom-1s common to both 
the Kan and Tsah phases and could not be 
securely dated, but the deposit into which 
t:lw burials were intruded was of Kan date. 

1be terrnce platform on which the burial 
area was located is about 25 m. in width, and 
tests cove-red a iength of 75 m. \vithout en
countering the end of the burial ground in 
either direction. 

Although the remains of more than twen
tv individuals were recovered from the test 
1;its made in the hurial area, they yielded 
reiatively little information about burial 
practices. The burial a.rea was discovered 
when only ten days of the digging season 
remained and had to be investigat<�d rapidly. 
i\1ly own inexperience plus that of the vrnrk
men, th0 poor preserva!'ion of the remains, 
and the <listurbcd nature of the area, in 
which fragments from apparently earlier bur-• 
ials gaYe frequent false ,lbrms, precluded 
the careful excavation that would have been 
desirable. 
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The burials at Rancho San Nicolas were 
normally made in groups containing from 
two to four individuals. All of the evidence, 
however, indicated that the burials were pri
mary rather than secondary. Of the seven 
skeletons for which the position of burial 
could be determined, five were seated with 
the legs and arms flexed, the back sometimes 
resting against a large rock. The other two 
skeletons were in a flexed position and lying 
on the right side. No eff01t had been made 
to orient the heads in any particular direc
tion. 

The remains had frequently, but not al
ways, been placed in crudely made stone 
cistc;. In some instances these consisted of no 
more than a circle of one or two courses of 
large rocks. In other cases the cist was of a

beehive shape with a large flat slab of rock 
serving as a capstone. 

Four of the burials or burial groups were 
accompanied by offerings of from one to 
six vessels. Since there were several whole 
vessels and many large sherds that could not 
he associated \:vith any h11rial, as well as str::i-Y 
fragments of human bone, it seems likely that 
the burial area was in use for an extended 
period of time, and that earlier burials were 
sometimes disturbed in the process of placing 
subsequent ones. The vessels placed ,,vith the 
burials offered little ceramic information of 
importance, for most of them were of types 
and forms native to the Central Highlands, 
and even t.liose that were not of standard 
Highland type.s and forms could not be re
lated to other ceramic sequences. 

Burials 1-3, a group of three individuals, 
were accompanied by an offering of four 
vessels: a round-side bowl with annular base, 
a round-side bowl with flat base, a round
side bowl with a slightly restricted orifice 
and flat base, and a round-side dish with flat 
base. The first three vessel� mentioned were 
monocl1rome "'ith red to reddish-orange slip, 
while the fourth was red orange with a black 
line around the interior of the lip. With the 
possible exception of the black on reddish
orange vessel, all were probably of local 
manufacture, and even the bichrome vessel 
may have been a variant of Yerba Buena 
Fine. 

Burials 7 and 7 A, an adult and a juvenile, 
were accompanied by an offering of six ves
sels and a stone mano. The vessels included: 

a round-side bowl with annular base, a round
side bowl with flat base, a straight-side plate 
with flat base, an outcurving-side bowl with 
flat base, an outcurving-side dish with 
flat base, and a round-side dish with flat 
base. The first four vessels mentioned had 
a reddish-orange slip and were probably of 
Yerba Buena Fine. An attempt had appar
ently been made to fire the outcurving-side 
dish black, but the result was a mottling of 
black and reddish-orange. The round-side 
dish was decorated on the interior with a

simple pattern of dark red ovals on a red
dish-orange background. Once again, the last 
two vessels may be nothing more than vari
ants of local types. 

Burials 8 and 9 were accompanied by an 
offering of two vessels, a round-side bowl 
with annular base and a composite-silhou
ette bowl. Both of these vessels are of mono
chrome red. The round-side bowl with annu
lar base is of a very typical Highland form. 
The composite-silhouette form is rare in the 
Central Highlands, but does occur in a few 
othP.r inst::i n<'P.�. 

Burial 15 offered clear evidence of the 
occasional disturbance of early burials at 
Rancho San Nicolas. It was located just out
side of the rock tomb that housed Burials 
10-14. The skeletal remains consisted of only
a skull cap and a few vertebrae, and there
was no evidence that any sort of cist had
existed in this location. Near the bones there
was a large fragment of an outflaring-side
bowl of Soyatitan Polychrome. It seems likely
that the remains called Burial 15 had been
disturbed by the instrusion of Burials 10-14.
No vessels were discovered with the latter
group burial, so no date can be given for
the group, but the Soyati.tan Polychrome bowl
associated with Burial 15 is earlier than the
vessels that were .associated with other group
burials in the area.

What could be determined of the burial 
practices in the burials encountered at 
Rancho San Nicolas contrasts sharply with 
the more formal tombs containing only a 
single individual that were encountered at 
Yerba Buena and Cerro Ecatepec. The poor 
construction of the cists, the haphazard plac
ing of several individuals in the same cist, 
and the failure to include offerings with some 
of the burials suggest either haste or a lack 
of attention to care of the dead. Since all of 
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the offerings found with the group burials 
eould have been contemporary, it is possible 
that these burials are a result of some fatal 
eatastrophe, such as a war or epidemic, that 
precluded the attention normally given to the 
dead. The presence of Burial 15 and large 
fragments of other early vessels, however, 
demonstrated that the burial area had been 
in use for some time, and the bedrock in the 
area was too close to the surface for formal 
tombs to have been constructed at any time. 
·whatever the situation that accounted for
the group burials, it is necessary to conclude
that there were also social differences that
separated these burials from those at other
sites. The fact that burials at all other sites
were encountered only at locations dose to
ceremonial centers, while the burial area at
Rancho San Nicolas was well removed from
its ceremonial center, perhaps indicates that,
by chance, a burial ground of the common
people was encountered here, while only
tombs of individuals of higher status were
found at the other sites.

The history of Rancho San Nicolas closely 
parallels that of Yerba Buena. The site was 
first occupied during the Kan phase, at which 
time the terrace system was begun and there 
was some building in the ceremonial center. 
The latter reached its final form during the 
Tsah phase when activity at the site seems 
to have been at its peak. The Yash phase was 
a period of decline, with a smaller popula
tion and little or no new building. The fact 
that the pits in the terraces usually encoun
tered evidence of only a single phase sug
gests that the population of the site was 
never very large, for only a part of the avail
able space was in use at any one time. 

SAN GREGORIO 

The group of ruins known as San Gregorio 
( Fig. 9) is located on two adjacent hills over
looking the Tzaconeja River. San -Gregorio 
was the dominant prehistoric settlement of 
the section of the river valley in which it was 
located, and in size and architectural devel
opment it was exceeded among the sites test
ed only by Yerba Buena. 

TI1ere was a clear separation between the 
sacred and secular precincts at San Gregorio. 
The ceremonial center occupied the more 
northerly of the two hills, farthest from the 

river; it con::;isted of a series of plazas as
cending the ridge that leads to the summit of 
the hill. The most important part of the cer
emonial center included a ball court, a large 
plaza, and a number of large pyramids. The 
domestic area occupied the hill closer to the 
river, and consisted almost entirely of ter
races and low house mounds. A large pyra
mid at the summit of the hill and a small fea
ture which was probably a ball court were the 
onlv structures to which a ceremonial char
acter could be assigned. 

Ten test pits and b:enches, divided evenly 
between the two hills, were made at San 
Gregorio. In spite of the size of the site, 
ceramic remains were very scanty and the 
deposits were uniformly shallow. Only two 
pits, both in the area of house mounds, pro
vided as many as three 25 cm. levels of 
sherds. These two pits showed a clear trend 
of ceramic change ,vith Yash-phase ceramics 
at the bottom, and ceramics from the early 
part of the Lum phase at the top. Two other 
pits, both on the "domestic" hill closest to the 
river, yielded good samples of early Lum
phase ceramics. Since one of these latter pits 
was close to the ceremonial mound on the top 
of the hill, it seems likely that this mound 
was still in use during the Lum phase. A 
brief test of the small ball court on the 
"domestic" hill did not provide enough cer
amics for quantitative comparison, but did 
show many late fonns. 

The major group of ceremonial buildings 
on the northern hill yielded a disappointingly 
small collection of ceramics. Fairly numerous 
sherds were encountered only dming exten
sive clearing and trenching of a building on 
the north side of the main plaza. This sample, 
as well as other samples from the ceremonial 
center, dated from the Yash phase and con
tained very little material of a later date. It 
seems likelv that the ceremonial center was 
little used :tlter the end of the Yash phase, a 
conclusion that is supported by the fact that 
the stone facing from the sides of the large 
ball court had been systematically removed 
in prehistoric times. 

'The Yash phase ·was certainly the most 
important period in the history of San Gre
gorio. At that time, both hills were in use, 
one as a ceremonial center, the other largely 
for residence. At the end of the Yash phase, 
the ceremonial center fell into disuse, hut 
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occupation continued on the other hill, with 
some ceremonial activity probably being con
nected with the large pyramid and ball court 
that were located there. The site seems to 
have been totally abandoned very early in the 
Lum phase, for the early Lum ceramic sam
ples reveal Httie more than the transition he•·tween the Yash and Lum phases. 

LA HERMITA 

La Hennita or Cerro Santa Cruz ( Fig. 10) 
was one of a complex of late sites which 
occupied the hills and ridges surrounding the 
valley of San Cristobal Las Casas. La Hcr
mita, is located on a steep hill at the south
eastern corner of the valley, and its natmal 
defensive advantages were supplemented by 
the constn1ction of a trench across the only 
easv route of access. The site seems to hc-ive 
sen:,ed an essentiallv domestic function, with 
a single small pyra;nid at the summit of the 
hill being the only evidence of ceremonial 
construction. The rest of the site consisted 
of the usual terraced hillside although, in 

.,,..-------�. .  

this case, thHe were no house mounds \is
ible on the surface. 

Six test pits were made at La Hermita. 
One of these was at the base of the small 
pyramid, while the rest were in a large, flat 
area just below the crest of the hill. Although 
sherds were plentiful and several of the de
posits reached depths of a meter or more, 
there was no evidence of ceramic change 
during the period of occupation. TI1e cer
amic sample pertained to a short pe1iocl at 
the end of the Lum phase, and, although 
there was no di.red evidence for this con
clusion, it is highiy likely that the site was 
occupied at the time of the Conquest. 

AMATENANGO AND TEOPISCA 
In addition to the prehistoric sites des•• 

cribed above, excavations ,vere undertaken 
in and near the modem towns of Amatenango 
and Teopisca. It was hoped that one or both 
of these towns might yield refuse deposits 
which would provide a link between the 
present day and the prehistoric past. It would 

CERRO SANTA CRUZ 
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have been of particular interest to trace back 
into pre-conquest times the ceramic industry 
that exists today in Amatenango. 

In both cases the hopes of encountering 
early colonial and prehistoric remains were 
disappointed. Although eight pits were made 
in various places in Teopisca and fifteen pits 
in Amatenango, the collections re{!Overed 
showed almost no pottery that could not be 
duplicated in present-day invento1ies. While 
the archeological work was in progress in 
Teopisca, the telephone company placed 
poles along the main street from one end of 
town to the other. All of the post holes were 
checked for evidence of deep refuse deposits, 
but all were uniformly shallow. \Vith such a 
complete test, it seems ver; unlikely that im
portant deposits were missed. Both Amate
nango and Teopisca must have been the result 
of a resettlement of the native population 
during Colonial times. Since not even any 
ceramics were recovered upon which a Col
onial ceramic complex could be based, the 
samples from Amatenango and Teopisca were 
not included in the ceramic analysis. 

CERRO CUCHUMTON 

Brief mention must be made of three 
sites in the Central Highlands which pro
duced ceramic collections that served as sup
plementary data in this study ( CeITo Cuch
umt6n, Cerro Ecitepec, and Moxviquil). 
Since I "vas not present at any of these sites 
during excavations there, site descriptions 
and excavation data are derived from Adams 
( 1959) and from personal communication 
,.-.,;th Robert M. Adams and Frans Blom. 

Cerro Cuchumt6n is a large site on a 1idge 
some 15 km. north of the town of San Cris
tobal. In spite of an extensive system of ter
races, there does not seem to have been anv 
great amount of construction assignable t� 
ceremonial functions. Limited test excavations 
were made at the site by Adams, Calnek, 
and McVicker in  1961. In general, refuse de
posits were shallow, and the sherds few in 
number and badly weathered. Only three pits, 
Pits 3, 4, and 5, produced usable data, and 
none of these was deeper than l m. There 
was little evidence of ceramic change in any 
of them, but the total collection indicated 
that the site was occupied during the Lum 
phase, with the start of occupation at the 

end of the Yash phase or beginning of the 
Lum phase, with occupation probably con
tinuing until the time of the Spanish Con
quest. The ceramics were regionally variant 
from both the ceramics of the San Cristobal 
Valley and those of San Gregorio, the only 
other locations at which ceramic material of 
a comparable date was recovered. 

CERRO ECATEPEC 

Cerro Ecatepec is a large ridge-top site 
located at the southwestern corner of the San 
Cristobal Valley. Like other late sites in the 
area, it showed a well developed and exten
sive terrace system, but no great amount of 
ceremonial building. Extensive testing of the 
site was done by Adams, Calnek, and Mc
Vicker during 1961. Although the quantity 
of sherds recovered was high, most of the pits 
either encountered sterile soil within 50 cm. 
of the surface or failed to show evidence of 
ceramic change. A few of the stratigraphic 
pits and architectural excavations, however, 
gave enough data to indicate the ceramic his
tory of the site. Pit 4 tapped a refuse deposit 
1.25 m. deep which showed a development 
from ceramics of the Yash phase in the bot
tom levels to ceramics of the Lum phase in 
the top level. The excavation of Structure 2 
produced two fill samples from different 
stages of construction. The upper fill cont�in
ed a mixture of sherds from the Tsah and 
Yash phases, while the lower sample dated 
entirely from the Tsah phase. Strncture 3 
showed a history similar to that of Structure 
2. The fill was , a mixture of Tsah and Yash
ceramics, but a deep pit in the corner of the
structure, underlying the final fill sample, was
entirely from the T sah phase.

Pits and trenches in the first terrace be
low the ceremonial center ( Fig. 11) encoun
tered a series of six tombs and a cist which 
contained an unusually rich collection of cer
amics. Tomb construction, although not dem
onstrating much sophistication in the tech
niques of masonry, was formal and identical 
in general plan for all the tombs ( Fig. 12). 
The bodies had been placed extended on 
their backs with no consistent directional or
ientation of the heads. The Cerro Ecatepec 
tombs are an additional evidence of the tre
mendous diversity of burial practices during 
the Tsah and Yash phases in the Central 
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CERRO ECATEPEC 

(CV - 31) 

Figure l l. CE!IBO ECATEPEC: CERE�IONJAL PRECINCT 
Showing locations of tombs and cist. 

Highlands of Chiapas. Although many fea
tures of the culture were common to the en
tire region, the customs associated with bur
ials differed completely from one site to the 
next and sometimes varied between different 
locations at the same site. 

The similarity in tomb construction and 
the fact that the same ceramic types were 
common to several tombs leads to the con
clusion that the burials must have been ap
proximately contemporaneous. For this re� .. 
son the ceramics from all of the tombs will 
be discussed as a group. Much of the pottery 
recovered from the Cerro Ecatepec tombs 
was trade ware from outside of the Central 
Highlands, and the local pottery that ap
pears is of types \vhose exact temporal distri
bution is not known. For this reason, the 
tomb ceramics do not help much in relating 
the local sequence to those of other parts of 
Mesoamerica, but they do provide an indica
tion of some of the trade relationships that 

existed between the inhabitants of the Cen
tral Highlands and people from other reg
ions. 

The most stTiking of the vessels from 
Cerro Ecatepec is a polychrome barrel-shape 
vessel that pictures a procession of persons 
approaching an individual seated upon a 
throne ( Fig. 13, a). The lip of the vessel is 
encircled by a band of .tviaya glyphs and a few 
glyphs appear scattered among the figures. 
Cylindrical and barrel-shape vessels decor
ated with glyph bands and figure painting 
had a ,vide distribution in the Mava area 
during the first half of the Late Cla;sic per
iod. 111e vessels are most common in the 
i\Jaya lowlands, and may \vell have been 
distributed from that regio�1 ( see Smith, 1955: 
168-9; Figs. 2, a, c; 72., b). The combination
of colors used in the Ecatepec vessel, how
ever, is not the same as that in any of the
figure-painted polychromes with which I am 
familiar, and the vessel may have come from 
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Figure 12, CERRO ECATEPEC: TOMBS AND CoNTENTS 

some part of the Maya region that is still 
unknown archeologically. The closest approx
imation of the colors of the Ed.tepee vessel 
is on a cylinder of unknown provenience that 
was purchased from a collector in Tabasco, 
Mexico, bv the Mexican National Museum 
( Cook de' Leonard, 1954). Whatever the 
source of the Ecatepec vessel, the date is 
very probably equivalent to either Tepeu I 
or Tepeu 2. 

Another style of polychrome decoration 
is exhibited by three dishes from Tomb 4 
( Fig. 13, b-d). This decoration, in red and 
black on orange, features figures of animals 
portrayed in a semiabstract style. Although 
these vessels are probably from somewhere 
within the l\faya Lowlands, they are unlike 

any examples I know from the Tikal-Uaxac
tun area, for they combine a sort of repre
sentation most common in the Early Classic 
of that region with a vessel form that is typi
cally Late Classic. Again, they may well rep
resent trade of the Highlands ,vith a low
land region closer than the central region. 
A recent personal c.'Ommunication from Bruce 
\Varren states that these vessels are closely 
similar to his Berriozabal Polvchrome, Ber
riozabal Variety, a pottery type widespread 
in the western end of the Central Depression, 
the latter being an area of Zoque domination. 

The three black modeled-carved vessels 
in Figure 14 are probably all of the same 
ceramic type and come from a source out
side of the Chiapas Highlands. The vessel 
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Figure 15. VESSELS FHOM TOMBS A'f CE1rno EcATEPEC 
a: Siab-foot hipod bow1, Tomh l. Dark red paint on unslipped buff chy; probably htapa 
Fine. b: Tripod bowl, Tomb l. Dark red paint on unshpped huff clay; pr0bahly Ixtapa Fine. 
c: Black round-side bowl with lug� at lip, Tomb 5. d: Straight-side huwl, Tomb 2. Black 
decoration on white slip; Ixtapa Fine. i': Unslipp,id stamp seal, Tomb Z. f: Stndght-�tde bowl., 
Tomb 6. Dark red paint on un�iipped buff day; probably lxtapa Fine. g: Tripod bowl, 
Tomb 6. Dark red paint on tmslipped huff clay; probahiy Ixtapa Fin;:;. ii: Onslipped mop_lrny 
effigy wliistle, Tomb 2. i: Hound-side bowl with bosses, Tomb 2. Bed slip inside ar,d lip 
out�ide; section with bosses unslippe<l; probably Ixtapa Finu. j: Tii.pod bowl, Tomb 3. Red 
sHp over white base slip; htapa Fine. k: Sb:aight-side howl, Tomb :3. White base dip with 

traces of overlying decoration in red and bla::,k; Ixtapa Fine. 

with monkeys appliqued into a carved 
panel ( Fig. 14, a) is, as far as I know, unique. 
The vessels carved with glyphlike designs 
( Fig. 14, b, c) are vaguely similar to a type 
of vessel that occurs in the Guatemalan 
}iighlands around Lake Atitlan ( Lothrop, 
193.'3 ), hut the resemblance is not very close. 

The vessels of Ixtapa Fine that ,�ere re
covered from the tombs at Cerro Ecatepec 
( Fig. 15, a, b, d, f, g, j,k) v✓ere probably of 
local manufacture. The varietv of color com .. 
hinations used in the decoration of these is 
typical of Ixtapa Fine, but all of the design 
elements are relatively simple. 

On the whole, the ceramics from the Cerro 
Ec:atepec tombs sho\v a greater ceramic soph
istication and a wider sphere of trade con
tacts than do the ceramic coliections from 

other sites. It is unfortunate that the tombs 
cannot be exactly dated in terms of the local 
se<iuence. lxtap� Fine, tht' only local type 
represented, was produced during the Tsah, 
Yash, and Lum phases. A communication 
from Bruce VVarren indicates that the Ber
riozabal polychrome types correspond best 
with Tepeu 1-2, and the Ixtapa Fine with the 
1vfarnvillas cist vessels of Chiapa de Corzo 
( Agrinier, 1\:)64: Figs. 122-125) tlms an early 
Tsah date seems most probable for these 
Cerro Ecatepec tombs. 

In connection with Cerro Ecatepec, men
tion should be made of two smaH sites, CV-38 
and CV-44 (Adams, 1961), both of vvhich are 
located at the foot of the slope that is sur
mounted by the larger site of Ceno Ecatepec. 
Both sites produced ceramic samples that 
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date from the end of the Lum phase, of a 
date comparable to that of the occupation 
of La Hermita at the other side of the val
ley. CV-44, however, was located on top of 
an earlier site which was probably of Early 
Classic date. The ceramic sample from the 
earlier site was completely unrelated to Early 
Classic ceramics from other sites tested in the 
Chiapas Highlands, but showed very strong 
connections with Early Classic sites in the 
northern part of the Grijalva Valley ( Lowe, 
1959:15). 

The total ceramic collections from Cerro 
Ed.tepee indicated an occupation that con
tumed from the Tsah phase until the Con
quest. In the last century or hvo before the 
Conquest, the inhabited area was extended 
onto the valley floor at the foot of the hill. 

The Early Classic site at the foot of the hill 
was unreiated to any later activity at the site. 

MOXVIQUIL 

Moxviquil is a typical hilltop site of the 
Central Highlands, located on one of the 
hills that enclose the San Cristobal Valley 
on the north. In size and site plan, Moxviquil 
is almost identical to Rancho San Nicolas. 
Blom and Weiant excavated at the site and 
gathered a sizable ceramic sample, which in
cluded a number of whole vessels from 
tombs. The general ceramic collection sug
gests that Moxviquil was occupied during the 
Tsah and Yash phases. The tomb pottery in
cludes several Fine Orange vessels that indi
cate trade between the Central Highlands 
and the Gulf Coast of Tabasco. 



SEQUENCING THE CERAMICS 

The extent of the area covered by the 
archeological research in the Central High
lands of Chiapas and the failure to find 
lengthy periods of occupation represented 
in any single deposit posed problems in the 
construction of a ceramic sequence that would 
cover the total period of occupation of the 
region. There was enough evidence from 
stratigraphy and from general relationships 
with other sequences so that there was rarely 
doubt about �hich collections were early and 
which were late, but questions about the 
specifics of ceramic change could not be 
easily answered. Data from different pits 
and from different sites had to be fitted to
gether, taking acc-ount of regional as well as 
temporal va1iation.

Because of these problems and because 
of the nature of the collectioru;, not all of the 
phases could be sequenced by the same 
method. \Vhere it was possible, a s eriation 
procedure was used to study ceramic change. 
The collections from the Sak and Lum phases, 
however, did not provide material suitable 
for seriation, so the� ceramics of these phases 
had to be considered as simple units without 
internal differentiation. 

TI1e small Sak-phase collections provided 
only minimal information about the ceramics 
of the earliest of the Highland phases. Be
cause of the dose relationships ,vith Grijalva 
Valley ceramics, however, the Preclassic date 
of the Sak phase was clear, while the lack of 
continuity between Sak ceramics and those 
of later phases indic-ated a temporal gap at 
this point in the sequence. 

Beginning with the Kan phase and ex
tending through the early part of the Lum 
phase, there were sufficient data to attempt 
a more sophisticated study of ceramic change. 
The system of classification outlined in a fol
lowing section made possible the separation 
and tabulation of the ceramic types and ves
sel forms encountered in the ceramic collec
tions from triJs period. There \Vere clear dif
ferences among� the samples in the ceramic 
inventories represented that were presumed 
to be due to changes in ceramic styles 
through time. These data had to be ordered 
in a manner that would provide maximum 

information about the order of succession of 
the various ceramic. elements and the fashion 
in which elements were replaced by others 
with the passage of time. Although prelim
inary inspection of the ceramics from sev
eral fairly deep pits had indicated the direc
tion of trends of change, the majority of pits 
failed to show noticeable change or were too 
shallow to give convincing evidence. To en
large the number of usable samples, and 
make it possible to bridge the gaps between 
different pits and different sites, the most 
promising method of operation was the seri
ation method ( Phillips, Ford and Griffin, 
1951 ). 

Seriation 

In the seriation proc-edure used for the 
Chiapas Highlands ceramics, all of the sam
ples were considered to be independent and 
separate. The samples were arranged, without 
consideration of site or stratigraphic position 
in the test pits, to show an orderly pattern 
of increase or decrease of the elements. 

The ordering of the samples was then val
idated by reference to die stratigraphic data. 
Since undisturbed refuse deposits encountered 
close to the surface of the ground are more 
recent than deposits buried beneath them, 
each series of superimposed samples had a 
known temporal order that was independent 
of the order achieved bv seriation. When the 
two methods of orderi�g the data produced 
the same results, there remained little doubt 
that the sequence of ceramic changes had 
been correctly interpreted. 

27 

Two separate sets of data from the Cen
tral Highlands were used for seriation. The 
primary seriation charts were based upon the 
ceramic types. Types proved to have changed 
in a regular fashion through the part of the 
Highland ceramic sequence for which the 
samples could be seriated, but the changes 
were relatively slow, and all major types 
spanned at least two phases. To provide a 
more sensitive chronology for the dating 
of surface coliections, changes in vessel 
forms \Vere also studied by means of seria
tion. The seriation of vessel forms showed 
that a number of fonns had had short spans 
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of existence. These forms pmvided a "type 
fossil" sequence for use with mixed collec
tions for which the frequency of ceramic ele
ments was not significant. 

Data from three of the six sites at which 
I excavated were used in preparing the seri
ation charts. The collections from the sites 
of Mercedes de la Maria and La Hermita 
were so different from each other and from 
those of the rest of the sites that they did 
not provide enough common elements to make 
comparison by seriation possible. The reason 
for the difference was that both sites were 
separated from the others by temporal gaps, 
while the ceramics from La Hermita were 
regionally variant as well. Although the col
lections from Rancho San Nicolas pertained 
to the time range for which seriation could 
be used, they were sorted during the first 
season of field work when the method of clas
sification on the basis of paste and temper 
had not reached complete reliability. The 
type breakdown for Rancho San Nicolas was 
not, therefore, completely comparable to that 
from the other sites, and could not be used 
for seriation. 

No attempt was made to seriate the sherds 
recovered from Cerro Cuchumt6n and Cerro 
Ecatepec during the 1961 season. Most of the 
body sherds had been discarded before I re
viewed the collections, and the use of rim 
sherds alone would have distorted type fre
quencies in favor of the finer types, the 
smaller vessels of which produce more rim 
sherds when broken than do the larger ves
sels of coarse types. Even if the body sherds 
had been available, it seems unlikely that the 
seriation of types would have been reliable. 
The regional variation between the areas 
tested in 1961 and those from which the bulk 
of the material was gathered was great en
ough so that it could not be expected that 
the varieties of known types that occurred 
would necessarily have had the same tem
poral range as the varieties from the better
known eastern sector of the Highlands. The 
seriation of ceramic types was, therefore, 
based upon the collections from the sites of 
Cerro Campana ton, Y erba Buena, and San 
Gregorio, and covered the period from the 
early part of the Kan phase through the 
early part of the Lum phase. 

The frequencies of ceramic types in each 
sample were graphed, and the graphs ar-

ranged to give the chart presented as Chart 1. 
This and the succeeding seriation charts do  
not include data from six samples that would 
not fit the pattern made by the rest of the 
samples. It was encouraging to note that these 
six mixed samples, which could not have rep
resented the short occupation span necessary 
for seriation, were, Vl--ith one exception, from 
surface levels. Since some mixing is only to 
be expected in surface samples, the necessity 
of discarding these samples does not chal
lenge the validity of the procedure. 

Little comment need be added to the 
representation of ceramic change presented 
by the type-seriation ch.art. Ali major types 
showed the expected unimodal distribution 
curve with good continuity between sites. In 
all of the pits that produced two or more 

_ stratigraphic levels, there were only two in
stances in which the levels appeared on the 
seriation charts in an order that reverses their 
stratigraphic position. One case of reversal 
occurred in Pit 1 at San Gregorio, where 
Level 1, the 0-25 cm. level, showed an earlier 
series of ceramic types than did Level 2, the 
25-50 cm. level. Occurring as close to the
surface as it did, this transposition can be
explained as a result of erosion or construc
tion activity which displaced an earlier cer
amic sample onto a house mound of later
date. The second case of transposition was in
Pit 4 at Y erba Buena. In this pit, Level IA,
a surface stripping only 15 cm. thick, pro
vided an earlier ceramic sample than did any
of the deep fill samples that lay beneath it.
Since this case again involved a surface level
in a very steep part of the site, the same
explanation can be applied as was suggested
for the reversal in Pit 1 at San Gregorio.
There was, then, a high con-elation between
the temporal order obtained by seriation and
that indicated by stratigraphy. This agree
ment could not have been obtained had there
been any major error in classification or in
seriation.

The samples from the three sites used in 
the seriation study do not overlap in Chart 1. 
Levels from Cerro Campanat6n occupy the 
bottom, levels from Yerba Buena the middle, 
and levels from San Gregorio occupy the 
upper part of the chart. This might be taken 
as an indication that the occupation spans 
of the three sites did not overlap. Another, 
and more likely, explanation is that there 
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were slight regional differences in ceramic 
frequencies that made the samples from 
each site more like each other than like the 
samples from other sites. It is probable that 
there was some, but not much, overlap be
tween the later levels at Yerba Buena and the 
earlier levels at San Gregorio, and between 
the earlier levels at Yerba Buena and the 
later levels at Cerro Campanaton. 

Yash-phase deposits from Yerba Buena 
and San Gregorio demonstrated one clear in
stance of regional variation. The data pre
sented in Chart l show unexpectedly low fre
quencies for almost a.ll ceramic types in the 
earlier levels from San Gregorio. These same 
levels have a high frequency of Tzaconeja 
Red, a type that was rare at Yerba Buena 
and Rancho San Nicolas during the Yash 
phase. 

Since Tzaconeja Red appears suddenly 
in the San Gregorio samples at afaiost peak 
frequencies, it was suspected that the ab
sence of the type at Yerba Buena was due 
to regional rather than temporal variation. 
This hypothesis was checked by eliminating 
Tzaconeja Red from the tabulations of types 
for San Gregorio and recalculating the fre
quencies of other types. The seriated results 
of the recaiculations are presented in Chart 
2. All types show considerably greater con
tinuitv between Yerba Buena and San Gre
gorio·· when Tzac..---oneja Red sherds are omit
ted from the calculations. If there were a
time differential between the end of occupa
tion at Yerba Buena and the beginning of
occupation at San Gregorio, the seriation
chart couid not have been smoothed bv the
elimination of Tzaconeja Red, for the' ratio
between the later types, San Gregorio Coarse
and Huistan Hard, and the predominant ear
lier type, Y erha Buena F-ine, would still
have showed variation between the two sites.
The evidence thus supports the hypothesis
that Tzaconeia Red was a local or northeast
ern Highland type which did not reach the
more southerly sites in any quantity.

The seliation of ceramic types gave a pic
ture of an orderly process of change and re
placement of types between the beginning 
of the Kan phase and. the early part of the 
Lum phase in the Central Highlands of Chi
apas. It should be possible to. fit t.he type 
frequencies for samples from any untested 
site within the same time range and geo-

graphic area into the same char t, providing 
that the samples are unmixed. Although, in 
theory, each sample should fit the chart at 
one precise point, the random variations arc 
such that most samples can be placed any
where within a series of levels that corres
pond to a time span between one-third and 
one-half phase, a maximum difference of 
about 150 years. This degree of error is a 
relativelv low one for ceramic time estimates. 
Chart 1 'would not serve so useful a function, 
however, for mixed samples such as are fre
quently obtained in surface c-ollections. Such 
samples could not be fitted into the chart 
because they would present a mixh1re of early 
and late ceramics wMch could not have re
sulted from a short span of deposition. For 
this reason, a seriation of vessel forms was 
also undertaken, for it was suspected that 
some vessel forms had had spans of persist
ence more restricted than those of the cer
amic types. 

The sedation data for vessel forms is pre
sented in Charts 3, 4, 5, and 6. For this ser
iation, the data from Rancho San Nicolis 
were added, for the vessel forms used · in 
sorting the San Nicolas collections were es
sentialiy of the same categories as were used 
in sorting the collections from the other sites. 
In preparing the charts, the order of levels 
obtained from the type seriation was used, 
but data from all levels that had provided 
fewer than 2,5 rim sherds were either omit·· 
ted or combined with data from an adjacent 
level if one of the adjacent levelc; also pro
vided too few rims for inclusion. 

The serialion of vessel forms gave a much 
less regular pattern than did the seriation of 
ceramic types. Sin1ple forms, such as the 
round-side bowl, small outc·urving-side bowl, 
small straight-side bowl, and small-mouth 
jar, showed distributions that covered long 
spans of time with no clear pattern of in
crease or decrease. Other forms, such as the 
restricted-orifice fillet bowl, open-mouth fillet 
bowl, deep, o utcurving-side bowl, polychrome 
outflaring-side dish, cmnal, vague-neck jar, 
flat-lip jar, perforated jar and wide-mouth 
jar, were clearly restricted in their distribu
tions, and can serve as "type fossils" whose 
presence in a collection gives evidence of cul
tural remains from a specific period of time. 

Even the forms with restricted temporal 
distributions failed, in many cases, to show 
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CMART 3. SERIATION OF VESS£L F'ORMS (&OWLS) 
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Bowl Forms 

1. Round-Side Bowl or Dish. 7. Deep Flaring-Side Bowl.
2. Restricted-Orifice Fillet Bowl. 8. Incensario, Frying-pan Type.
3. Open-Mouth Fillet Bowl. 9. Small Outcurving-Side Dish.
4. Pseudo-Neck Bowl. 10. Small Straight-Side Dish.
5. Lateral-Ridge Bowl. 11. Comal.
6. Composite-Silhouette, Outcurving-Side 12. Polychrome Flaring-Side Dish.

Bowl. 13. Cylinder.
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CHART 4 SERIATION OF VESSEL roRMS (JARS)
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Jar Forms 
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14. Vague-Neck Jar.
15. Flat-Lip Jar.
16. Everted-Rim Jar.
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17. Perforated Jar or Colander.
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18. Wide-Mouth Coarse Jar.
19. Wide-Mouth Jar.
20. Tall, Outcurving-Neck Jar.
21. Small-Mouth Jar.
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CHART 5. FREQUtNCIE:S Of VESStL FORMS IN COMBINE]) SAMPLES (BO\rJL5) 
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CHART 6, rn£QUENC1£S Of V£SSEL FORMS IN COMBINE]) SAMPLE.S 
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smooth frequency curves. The prohabie 
reason for the lack of regularity in the 
reriation of vessel for:ms is the small size of 
the samples that resulted from using only 
form-indicative sherds. \Vi.th such small 
samples, rnndom vm.iations in sampling or 
the displacement of even a few sherds from 
their correct level in the deposits •.:vould 
have been mpable of producing an 
exaggerated effect on the charts. On the 
theorv that smali sanmle size was the 
primary cai:�se of the jrreg,ufarities in form 
seriation, each phase was subdivided into 
two or three equal divisions, and combined 
form totals for each di.vision 'Nere 
calculated. The seriatio11 of the e:omhined 
totals is presented in Charts 5 and 6. The 
regulmity of the frequency curves was 
greatly improved by the lumping process, 
but there were still several instances of split 
peaks or discontinuous distributions, Whether 
these variations were stili due to samplbg 
error, mixed deposits, or actual Yariations of 
popularity could not be deterrnined. 
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In su.mm:.rr, the seriation sequence 
obtained by ch,{rting the frequenci�es of 
ceramic ele�ents indi;�1Jes an o;derly 
pattern of change in the ceramic, history of 
the Central Highlands of Cbfa.pas. The 
almost wmplete agreement bet,·veen ser:iation 
and stratigraphfo data leaves little doubt 
that a correc-t tem- porai ordering of the 
sampfos ,va;; achieved. 

The Last Prehistoric Centuries 

11ie seriaton pro<:edurn that vnrn applied 
to the majority of the ceramic samples from 
the Central Highland,<; of Gbfapas yielded a 
ceramic sequence that is complete from the 
beginning of the Kan phase, about A, D. 300, 
through tJ1e early par!: of the Lum phase, 
which ended about A. D. 1350. The serial:frm 
sequence thus terminated at a point in time 
about two centuries p1im: to the conquest of 
the area by the Spaniards in 1524. Data for 
the final period of. the prehistolic ceramic 
sequence could not be seriated, but enough 
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evidence was avaiiab}e from scattered sitc.s 
that had been occupied during the latter part 
of the Lum phase to make possible the com
pletion of the sequence. Although conclus
ions concerning the ceramic history of the 
last centuries before the Conquest must be 
advanced with less confidence than is possi
ble for those relating to earlier periods, the 
general ceramic inventory and the patterns 
of regional variation have been fairly well es
tablished. 

Ceramic samples were recovered from six 
sites in or near the Central Highlands which 
were judged to have been occupied until the 
end of the Lum phase. One of these sites, La 
Hermita, was tested by me during the 1960 
season; four of the sites ,vere excavated by 
Adams, Calnek, and McVicker during the 
1961 season ( Cerro Ecatepec, CV-38, CV-44, 
and Cerro Cuchumt6n); and a smface col
ledion was obtained £�om the site of Cha
calxib in 1961. 

La Hermita was the only site covering 
the late part of the Lum phase at which 
excavations were aimed primarily at recov
ering a ceramic sample, and also the only 
site for which there was time to complete a 
full analysis of the ceramics. Unfortunately. 
the pottery from La Hermita was so variant 
from that recovered at other sites excavated 
during the 1959 and 1960 seasons that no 
direct connections with -earlier parts of the 
sequence could be proposed, and the site was 
dated as Late Fostclassic only by the elimina
tion of other possibilities. Also, the short per
iod during which the site had been occupied 
produced ceramic samples that were essen
tially homogenous, with no indications of 
trends of change or of what sort of ceramic 
complex had preceded the La Hermita com
plex. 

Excavations in the San Cristobal Valley 
in Hl61 provided additional samples of Lum 
ceramics and additional evidence for the tem
poral placement of the phase. The two small, 
unnamed sites. CV-38 and CV-44, which are 
at the foot of the steep ridge occupied by 
the site of Cerro Ecatepec, produced ceramic 
samples comparable in types and fonns with 
samples from La Hermita. 

The large site of Cerro Ecatepec dem
onstrated different patterns of occupation 
and ceramics. Ceramic collections from the 
site indicated an occupation that began in 

the Tsah phase and continued through the 
Lum phase. !l.fost of the test pits encountered 
bedrock within the first stratigraphic level 
and provided mixtures of ceramics from all 
phases of occupation. In three pits, a rough 
stratigraphic separation was encountered, 
with Tsah and Yash ceramics at all levels, 
but with Lum ceramics only in the upper 
levels. These pits indicated the temporal pos
ition of the Lum phase relative to the Tsah 
and Yash phases, supporting the late date as
signed to the phase on the basis of evidence 
from La Hermita. Furthermore, examples of 
Lum-phase types known from San Gre
gorio occurred in the Cerro Ecatepec collec
tions. 

Excavations at the site of Cerro Cuchum
ton provided another ceramic collection that 
dated mostly from the Lum phase. Cerro 
Cuchumt6n is located to the north of San 
Cristobal, about equidistant from the late 
sites in the San Cristobal Valley and the 
early Lum-phase site at San Gregorio. The 
ceramic inventory from the site showed a 
mixture of elements, some of which were 
known mostlv from the San Cristobal Vallev, 
others from , San Gregorio. The three t�s 
that had the highest frequenci-es of occur
rence in the collections were San Gregorio 
Coarse, Huistan Hard, and Ixtapa Fine. Huis
tan Hard and San Gregorio Coarse were 
present in amounts that varied from one pit 
to another, but in several pits Huistan Hard 
was the more common of the two types, a 
fact that indicates a date for these pits later 
than that for any of the samples from San 
Gregorio. In one pit, Ixtapa Fine was the 
most frequent type, showing frequencies 
higher than those for any other site within 
the Central Highlands. Two of the three pits 
that produced fairly large quantities of sherds 
had a few samples of La Hermita Coarse in 
the upper levels, and a complete absence of 
the type in lower levels, thus offering addi
tional evidence of the temporally late posi
tion of the type. All common vessel forms 
that occur in the Cuchumt6n collections are 
forms already known from other sites to have 
been common during the Lum phase. 

The final Lum-phase sample was a sur
face collection from the site of Chacalxib 
in the O<--osingo Valley, just outside the east
ern boundary of the Central Highlands. This 
collection is of interest because it provides 
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the only evidence of continuity through the 
Lum phase of the ceramic tradition of the 
eastern Highlands, which is otherwise known 
only from early Lum levels at San Gregorio. 
In a sample of slightly more than 100 sherds, 
54 percent of the sherds are of Huistan Hard, 
34 percent of San Gregorio Coarse, and the 
remainder of nondistinctive types, which may 
or may not have been native to the Central 
Highl�nds. There are no examples of types, 
aside from San Gregorio Coarse, that are 
known from Highland phases earlier than the 
Lum phase. The most common vessel form 
in the Chacalxib collection is the vague-neck 
jar, followed by perforated jars and round
side bowls. In terms of both type percent
ages and vessel frequencies, the sample from 
Chacalxib could be roughly fitted into the 
seriation charts at a point later than any of 
the excavated samples. This fact, together 
\Vith the comnlete absence of earlier tvpes 
such as Yerba 'Buena Fine, indicates that the 
collection from Chacalxib represents a fully 
developed eastern Lum ceramic complex, 
completely consistent with the trends of 
change established for the beginning of the 
Lum phase by the samples from San Gre
gorio. It eliminates any possibility that the 
eastern hadition found at San Gregorio might 
have been suddenly terminated and replaced 
by the tradition common to the western 
sites. 

In view of the foregoing evidence, the 
ceramics of the Chiapas Highlands can no 
longer be considered a single ceramic com
plex during the Lum phase, but must be di
vided into at least two complexes, one of 
\.vhich prevailed at eastern sites such as San 
Gregorio and Chacalxib, the other in the S an 
Cristobal Valley at least. The distinction of 
two separate ceramic complexes is admittedly 
an oversimplification, for the collections from 
Cerro Cuchumt6n represent a mixture of 
ceramics from the h,.,o complexes, and display 
a higher frequency of Ixtapa Fine than does 
either complex. The true picture might well 
have been that of a series of different types, 
each with its own center of distribution, 
which merged in varying proportions in dif
ferent sections of the Central Highlands. If 
such were the case, the two ceramic com
plexes mentioned here represent nothing 
more than regional crystallizations of the 
overall pattern. At the very least, one point 

was clearly established by the study of Lum 
phase collections. Both the ceramic complex 
represented by the early Lum levels from 
San Gregorio and that represented by collec
tions from La Hermita and other sites in tl,e 
San Cristobal Valley contiuued through the 
Late Postclassic period, and vvere, in aD pro
bability, still in existence at the time of the 
Spanish Conquest of the Chiapas Highlands 
in 1524. 

Determination of Phase Boundaries 

The final problem that could be consider
ed for the seriatecl part of the sequence was 
the placement of phase boundaries in iight 
of the patterns of ceramic ch,1nge. The seri
ated samples cover a period of about 1000 
years, and l'<�veal a pattern of continuous 
change over that period of time. Although 
the seriation procedure and stratigraphic data 
reveal the temporal order of the samples, 
they do not immediately indicate the phase 
divisions of the sequence. The necessity of 
dividing the sequence into phases was, how
ever, obvious. Regardless of whether or not 
there were abrnpt changes to mark phase 
boundaries, the ceramics from the earliest 
phases were almost entirely different from 
those of the latest phases, and the total se
quence had to he divided into units of hom
ogeneous content. To delimit phases within 
the sequence it ,•,·as necessary to review the 
data for clusters of changes which might 
serve as indicators of points of transition be
tween ceramic complexes. ln the absence of 
such change clusters, the phase boundaries 
would have had to ht' arbitrarily placed at 
convenient intervals. 

The distinction of phases connected with 
different ceramic complexes is, however, only 
a part of the total study of ceramic change. 
Such a study must begin with the histories 
of individual ceramic elements, whether they 
be ceramic types, vessel forms, or modes. In 
its history. each element has a time of intro
duction ��d a time at which production is 
terminated. Between introduction and disap
pearance, most elements may be expected 
to show a unimodal curve of frequency 
which rises to a peak and then declines. In 
completely gradual change, the frequency 
curve is smooth, with a proportionate amount 
of increase or decrease per unit of time. Still 
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within the unimodal frequency curve, the 
rate of change can vary from the pattern of 
gradual change in the direction of a more 
abrupt change pattern. Departures from the 
gradual change pattern are manifested by 
rapid increases or decreases in frequency 
within a short time span, perhaps followed 
by periods during which the frequency re
mains constant. For the sake of ease of refer
ence, such points of accelerated change will 
be referred to as "change points." Discontinu
ous distributions, bimodal frequency curves, 
and other departures from a unimodal curve 
of change are possible, but are rarely en
countered in ceramic research. 

When considered in combination, the his
tories of the individual ceramic elements in
dicate the trends of change within the cer
amic complex as a whole. The complex is 
composed of a number of elements, each of 
which is constantly changing in accordance 
with its own pattern of change. The presence 
or absence of well-marked phase boundaries 
bl::'tween sequent ceramic complexes depends 
upon the degxee to which the introductions 
of new elements, the disappearances of old 
elements, and the chane:e points of different 
elements tend to cluster.� � 

Culture change through time ranges be
tween two polar types. One is completely 
gradual change with a constant, invariant 
rate. The other is an abrupt change, the 
most extreme example of which is total re
placement of one culture bv another at a 
;ingle point in time. When �eramic change 
approaches the gradual model, the sequence 
will fail to show any dusters of changes, for 
there are, by definition, no abrupt changes 
in individual features, and the points of in
troduction and disappearance are randomly 
spaced. In a sequence which represents this 
sort of change, the phase boundaries may be 
placed arbitrarily and are only the division 
of a continuum for the sake of convenience. 
The abrupt model of change represents the 
ultimate in clustered change, for this model 
presents the most distinct phase boundary 
possible, a total replacement of one ceramic 
inventory by another within a biief period 
of time. Change within an actual ceramic 
sequence may fall anywhere between the two 
exh·emes, and, in fact, a single seauence mav 
have some phase boundaries that' are purely 
arbitrary divisions of a period of gradual 

change and others that are strongly marked 
by a series of rapid changes which affect a 
large part of the ceramic inventory. 

\,Vith the models of culture change in 
mind, attention may now be turned to data 
from the present research which bear upon 
the nature of ceramic change in the Central 
Highlands of Chiapas. Data from the Sak 
phase and the later part of the Lum phase 
must be omitted from consideration, for sam
ples from these time periods could not be 
used in the seriation charts. The seriation 
method used for the remainder of the se
quence provides au excellent framework for 
the study of culture change, for it presents a 
long series of samples arranged in a temporal 
order, and shows the transitions between dif
ferent types and forms. In this discussion, 
reference will be to the corrected type seri
ation chart, Chart 2, which omits Tzaconeja 
Red from consideration. 

Reference to the frequency curves of cer-
!lmln f-uT"lDl'.' w,,r£H•on4--.o.r1 � ...... f"'1'h ,..,, ..,.J.. C) ,,..}... ,....,.r,.. ,-1-,, ,.. ., .,_.,..,,. • .._..._., \.JJ:'""' t'.._.._,,...,.._,,_..,...,.._,._,._ .L.L.& ..._,..1..1.QJ.\, - ,;JJ..IVlV.:3 \.J..IQI. 

most of the curves approach the ideal curves 
of gradual change. It is impossible to denote 
with any precision the precise points of in.tro
duction and disappearance for most of the 
types, for sporadic examples tend to occur 
well before and well after the areas of con
tinuous distribution in the charts. The vague
ness of initial and final points of distribution 
for types may be attributed in part to shal
low samples and mixing of the deposits, and 
in part to a small number of errors that must 
have occurred in the sorting. The almost in
evitable sorting enors would have a dispro
portionate effect in lengthening spans of 
persistence even though they would have 
been too small to affect the shapes of the 
frequency curves materially. 

Although points of introduction and cess
ation of production could not be determined 
for the ceramic types, there were a number 
of instances in which type frequencies de
parted from the normal smooth curve to 
show fairly rapid increases or decreases 
within the space of a few samples on the 
seriation charts. Loci of accelerated change 
at which a consistent change of greater than 
5 percent in frequency occurred within 3 
samples on the seriation charts were tabulated 
as change points. 
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Tlw data for ves;.el fonm .supplied fur

tlwr information ,1bout the nature of culture 
change in c-ernrnic.s. These data differed in 
some respecti, from that provided by the 
seriation of ceramic tvnes. Firnt, it was oos
sH,le in sume cases t.� detc>nnine point; nf 
introduction ,wd disanpearanct>. Reference , . .  to Charts :3 and -i shows that somt· forms 
had continucJu-3 distributions ,vith sharp cut� 
off points b,:::fore or after wbidi the:re were 
no---or only a few scatternd---examples of the 
forn1 . "fherr.� ,ver-e also ahrnpt changes in the 
frequencies in which :1 number of form5 
apnearcd. Since !-he 1evel-bv-level sei:.ttion 

€' z..  t· • .J or tor1ns gave verv errat1e results.. <:harts 
3 and 4 could not be used t0 determine 
e�rnng1::'_ po!nts, b�1t the _combined samples
given m Charts ::, an<l •; niade · it possible
to place abrupt changes m frequ�ncy to 
within one-half a phase . 

The finaI us5ig1,ment of phase boundar
ies was made by considering the location of 
all points of ceramic change ( introduction, 
disappearance, and. change points ) for both 
types and vessel forms. There were a num
ber of dusters of points of ehange which 
could be used to divide thr- sequence mto 
pha1;e:; of approximately equ«l length. The 
center points of these ch1sters were (:hosen 
as uhase boundaries, and are marked on the 
scriation charts. Table 2 presents a summary 
uf the 1ocatfon of points nf change in rela-
tion to the phase boundaries . A change that 
occurred within three samples on either side 
nf a phase boundary 'NaE considered to be 
located at the honndary, and all other 
,:hanges vvere considered to be ·within phases. 
This system of dh·ision meant that r1 mini
mum Zif 50 percent (}f the samolcs from each 

� l phase was considered to tw within th<< fuil 

TABLE 2: SuM1>fAHY oF PorNTS OF 

C1mAMJC C,v,Ncr:: 
-------------··-··------- ------·--· ···-----·-------

Location in Sequence 
Early-Middle Kan boundary 
'Within 1\faldlc-Late Kan phase 
Kan-Tsah boundary 
\Vithin Tsuh nhase 
Tsah--Yash br:1mdarv 
VVithin Yas!i phast:; 
Yash-Lmn boundary 

7fotal Points 
of Change 

11 
:l 

11 
2
,� 

I 

7 

tradition of the phase, v,hile up to 2."5 per
ce.nt of the samples were at bound:iry at 
eithei· end of the phase. 

11-ie points of ceramic change demonstxatt� 
a definite pattern of dmtering :.t the points 
chosen as phast• hmmdarit.'s. Beginning at the 
earliest end of the seria.ted part of tho se
quenee,. the first cluster of changes tc, ap-
pear occurred at a. point marking the change 
from Eariy Kan to Middle Kan \Vhen this 
long phase i, divided into three subphases. 
This cluster of ehanges ,vas not used as the 
basis for a phasf' boundru.-y became the data 
failed to make its nwaning mitirelv dear. The 
elustcr appears at the point on the s�riation 
charts where th(, data from Cerro Campana
ton join the data from Rancho San Nicolasct• •,, , t:' •• • c·• r I an . I erna .Liuena.. �1nce �erro . ___ ampa:naton 
is located mid\\"Rf bet�'een th-e liighlands 
and the Gr.ijalva ··/r-lfoy, it is possible that tJie 
ceramics from that site were regionally, rath
er than temporaily, different from those of 
Rancho San �Jico1U!> and Yerb�1 .Buena. '\'Vith
out supporting. evidence from other sites in 
the Highlands of ceramics similar to those 
of Cerro Camp·a.nat!>n , n definite conclusion 
that Cerro Cai-nosnatou C('rarnics V'lere ear
lier than those f;om other site� d.id not seem 
justifiable. In spite of this rcasnn for caution, 
I do feel that the cernrnics from Cerro Cam
panat6n are an ecdy sample from a p,'!rt o:f 
the Kan nhase not encountered at the other , I· ,. h l · f' . ' ,1tes. 1 t. e m.rnrence were reg10na1, one 
would expect not only the frequency <liff er-
enc-es noted. but also ti,e appearance at Ce.rm 
Campanat6n of types and forms not native 
to the Central Highlands. 

.'\fter the c.·luster of changes just discussed, 
the ceramic tradition of the Lremainder of the 
Kan phase was g1lite stable. At the end of 
the Kan phase and the 'beginning of the Tsah 
phase, there \-VG5 a marked duster of changes 
bv which drn transition hehveen the auite 
<liHerent ceramics or the Kan and 'fsah 
phases took ph1ce. Once the more character
istic elements of the Kan phase had heen 
repiacc·d by tliost·: o{ the Tsah phase, the 
ceramic tradition of the Chiapas Highlands 
bt!gan a 1on� period of slovl and gradual 
ch;nge . .  .1\l111{��t no change ,vas noted- \vit-hin 
the Tsah pha�e, and, althour{h tl-ic Tsah-Yash 
boundary \Vil� marked hy a- cluster of seven 
changes,' most of these were frequency 
changes in e�isting features ,.:vhich did not 
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result in any radical aiteration of the exist
ing traditio�. This fairly smooth transition 
betv..reen the Late Classic and Early Post
classic phases in the Chiapas Highia;ds is a 
point of considerable interest which will be 
discussed at length in the final section. At 
the end of the Yash phase, another cluster 
of changes marked the introduction of the 
ceramics of the Lum phase. Since only a fe'vv 
samples from San Grego1io attributable to the 
early part of the Lum phase could be placed 
on the seriation charts, these few samples 
have been referred to as "Transitional" on the 
charts to indicate that they are stili so close 
to the Yash-Lum boundar�- that they cannot 
be considered representatt{,e of fully 'develop
ed Lum ceramics . Although the number of 
changes at the Yash-Lum boundary was the 
same as that which marked the Tsah-Yash 
boundary, the transformation was in fact a 
more radical one. It was marked bv the re
placement of Yerha Buena Fine by, the con
siderably different Huistan Hard, a change 
that was without parallel in the transition be
tween the Tsah a�d Yash phases. 

The data for the development of ceramics 
during the Lum phase ,vere not sufficient to 
provide any definite conclusions. Aithough 
there were a number of samples available 
that dated from the Lum phase, most of 
these samples were from the· western sector 
of the Highlands. By this phase, the diver 
gence betv,reen the two sectors of the High
lands had increased to the point at which 
the western samples could not be adjusted 
to comnlete the seriation charts. On the basis 
of a si'n.gle surface collection from immedi
ately outside the boundary of the Central 
Highlands proper to tht:> east, it seems likely 
that the trends of change indicated by the 
few early Lum levels at San Gregorio con
tinued without serious disruption until the 
time of the Conquest. The Lum phase sam
ples from the western Highlands were from 
contexts too lacking in stratigraphic control 
to indicate patterns of change in that region. 

The ceramic data seem to indicate several 
periods of accelerated ceramic change which 
were 1Jscd to define the boundaries between 
phac;es in the ceramic sequence in the Cen
tral Highlands of Chiapas. &fore these clus
ters of changes are accepted as fact, how
ever, some consideration should be given to 
the manner iil which the nature of the de-

posits from which the ceramic samples were 
recovered might have distorted the results 
of analysis. Archeqlogical data are rarely 
ideal, and a failure to estimate the results of 
incomplete or misleading data can lead to 
grave errors in interpretation. 

The apparent history of individual cer
amic features mav be shifted toward either 
the gradual mod�! or the abrupt model of 
change hy various defects in the nature of 
the deposits from which material for analysis 
was obtained. Discontinuity of occupation is 
a major cause of shifts to-ward the abrupt 
model. Discontinuity of occupation may re
sult in late points of introduction, early points 
of disappearance, and the appearance of ab
rupt changes which had no real basis in fact. 

Major discontinuities within a'" single site 
or between two site,s are easy to detect. The 
major discontinuity between the Sak and Kan 
phases in the present sequence \Vas unmis
takable, for the collections from the two 
phases had almost no elements in common. 
Short time or partial discontinuities create 
more of a problem for detection. As Ford 
( Phillips, Ford, and Griffin, 1951 ) has pointed 
out, refuse tends to accumulate une.;enly in 
occupied areas. A location that received 
heavy refuse while there was a house located 
nearby may have received little or no debris 
after the house was abandoned, and then 
may have been subject to further heavy trash 
accumulations when another house was built 
in the vicinity. If the gap between the struc
tures was a small one in time, the total 
ceramic picture provided by midden deposits 
in the location will c-,orrespond to the pattern 
given by a period of rapid change simply 
because part of the total time span was poorly 
represented. The danger of distortion of the 
ceramic results by partial discontinuities of 
this sort becomes greater the smaller the 
number of locations tested to obtain ceramic 
samples, for in the case of continuous but 
shifting locations of refuse dumps, the use of 
a large number of pits in different locations 
of a site increases the likelihood that the en
tire time range will be -represented in the 
samples. 

\Vhat seems to be an example of partial 
discontinuities in ceramic data can be illus
trated bv reference to Ekholm' s Huastec se
quence ,( 1944 ) .  The major excavation of a 
single large pit in deep deposits in Panuco 
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gave results indicating sharp breaks between 
the ceramic periods. When, however, data 
from supplementary pits at El Prisco and 
Tancol are taken into account, the abruptness 
of the phase boundaries is decreased. The 
El Prisco ceramics provide data that indicate 
a more gentle transition between Periods 2 
and 3, while the Tancol material provides a 
more gradual transition between Periods 5 
and 6. ( See Ekholm, 1944:36.5-66, 370-71.) 

Aside from the discontinuity between the 
Sak and Kan phases and a possible slight 
discontinuitv between the earlv and middle 
sections of the Kan phase, the Chiapas High
land data seem to be free from gaps, for there 
are none of the clusters of sharp changes be
tween adjacent levels which indicate the pres
ence of major discontinuity. 

Shallow deposits, in which material col
lected as a single stratigraphic level contains 
ceramics representing a long period of refuse 
accumulation, also tend to distort the result
ing impression of ceramic change. The effect 
of such distortion is to increase the apparent 
spans of persistence of elements and to give 
the appearance of contemporaneity to ele
ments which may never have coexisted. If, 
for example, a standard stratigraphic level 
encompasses material covering a time span of 
150 years, it could include the initial exam
ples ·of a late type which appeared during the 
last 50 years of this interval and the last ex
amples ·of an early type that was no longer 
produced after the first 50 years. Such types 
would then appear to overlap slightly even 
though they were, in actuality, separated by 
a gap of 50 years. 

The frequency curve will be unpredictably 
affected by shallow deposits, with the direc
tion of distortion depending upon the point 
at which the curve is cut by the samples. A 
gradual change might be made to appear 
abrupt if one sample included the peak fre
quency and the areas of high frequency on 
either side of it, while adjacent samples were 
obtained from lower frequency areas at the 
end of the curve. On the other hand, an ab
rupt change might be made to appear gradual 
if the samples straddle the boundary at which 
the change took place. On the whole, the lar
ger the number of samples included, the 
sh·onger will be the possibility that the total 
effect will be to distort frequency curves to
ward the gradual model of ceramic change. 

Distortion due to subsuming an unde
sirably long time span within each sample 
may be detected by reference to sealed de
posits or to burials or caches that contain a 
number of vessels of different forms or types. 
Sealed deposits cannot contain ceramics 
which had not been introduced at the time of 
sealing, while burial and cache offerings pro
vide evidence of the coexistence of features. 

Burial and cache vessels were too few in 
quantity and too limited in types and fonns 
represented to provide much information for 
the sequence of the Chiapas Highlands. Only 
two sealed deposits were encountered by the 
excavations. The sample found sealed within 
the wall in Pit 4 at Yerba Buena consisted 
almost entirely of Yerba Buena Fine and 
Santa Elena Red, and was completely lack
ing in Madronal Ware (Campana Red and 
Las Rosas \i\'hite) and San Gregorio Coarse, 
both of which ,vere found in all unsealed 
Tsah-phase deposits. This suggests that at 
the middle of the Tsah phase, the time from 
which the wall sample dates, there may have 
been a period 'after the disappearance of Ma
dronal \Vare but before the introduction of 
San Gregorio Coarse. If this were the case, 
enough distortion has occurred from the use 
of shallow unsealed deposits to give Madronal 
'Ware an apparent persistence of at least half 
a phase too long and to give San Gregorio 
Coarse an apparent appearance at least half 
a phase too early, for the seriation chart indi
cates that both types spanned the Tsah 
phase. 

The other sealed sample, from beneath a 
floor in Pit 15 at Rancho San Nicolas, gives 
data that tend to support the seriation chart. 
This sample, which contained a ceramic dis
tribution typical of the middle of the Kan 
phase, contained a small amount of Yerba 
Buena Fine. This evidence suggests that the 
early appearances of small amounts of Yerba 
Buena Fine suggested by the seriation chart 
had basis in fact but is far from conclusive, 
for the date of construction of the floor that 
sealed this sample could have been later than 
the ceramics beneath it suggest. 

In summary, it seems possible that the 
shallow deposits found in the ruins of the 
Chiapas Highlands might have tended to dis
tort the impression of ceramic change in the 
direction of a gradual change model, with 
long spans of persistence of types and forms, 
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and a lack of abrupt change in frequencies. 
The histories of many of the ceramic types 
do present a pattern of gradual change. The 
data for vessel forms indicate, however, that 
this pattern is more likely a reflection of his
torical fact than a result of the nature of the 
deposits, for a number of forms show re
stricted distributions and abrupt changes in 
frequency. Since both type data and form 
data were obtained from the same samples, 
any defect of the deposits which would give 
a false impression of gradual change for the 
types would have created a similar impres
sion for the forms. 

Discontinuities and shallow deposits may 
also have a distorting effect upon the clus
tering of points of ceramic change and the 
consequent placing of phase boundaries. 
Both of these defects of deposits compress 
the data and make points of change appear 
to correspond, thus creating the impression of 
sharp phase boundaries. None of these situ
ations would be expected to separate a clus
kr of d1anges that did occur i:ogether. 

This consideration raises the question 
,vhether the change clusters upon which the 
phase boundaries of the Chiapas Highlands 
sequence are based may be an artifact of the 
nature of the deposits. The possibility that 
the cluster of changes that separated the 
Early Kan phase from the Middle Kan phase 
may have been due to a discontinuity be-

tween the occupation at Cerro Campanat6n 
and occupations at other sites has already 
been mentioned, and was one of the primar)' 
factors influencing the decision that these 
changes should not be considered to mark a 
phase boundary. The Kan-Tsah and Tsah
Yash phase boundaries are spanned by sev
eral pits from both Yerba Buena and Rancho 
San Nicolas. This makes it most improbable 
that the clusters of changes that marked 
these two boundaries were the result of a 
discontinuity of occupation, for the discon
tinuities would have had to be site-wide and 
at an identical time at two sites to produce 
the results given by the seriation charts. That 
the cluster was due to a compression of the 
data resulting from shallow samples is also 
unlikely, for in other stratigraphic pits which 
do not show sharp changes, the samples and 
sample time-spans were similar to those of 
the pits that spanned the phase boundaries. 

The cluster of changes separating the sam
ples from the early part of the Lum phase 
fl"nn"\ .. hnc.·� nf •ho V,;s,l:'l, nh.-.c-n. � .. T'"o....,.4- h,,..r,.....,,.l .,_..,. ...., .... ,. .._., • ...,..._,.'-. V,<. ._ .. ,...._, .., "-•.:Ja.t t'.l.�".;,'\.,I .1.-.) &J\.I\,. I.JU..,\iJU 
upon such secure data. Since the transition 
between the two phases was sampled only on 
one of the two hills upon which the site of 
San Gregorio is located, the possibility that 
a slight discontinuity existed cannot be ruled 
out. Since, however, the Yash-Lum transition 
was repeated in two pits where both phases 
were represented, the evidence is slightly in 
favor of the reality of the change cluster. 



THE CULTURAL ASPECT OF THE CERAMICS 

Although all archeological data are cul
tural in the broadest sense of the term, it 
is useful to make a distinction between tech
nological data dealing primarily with descrip
tion and chronology, and the inferences about 
patterns of living that can be made from 
these data. The section follovving is basicaily 
technological and descriptive and will not try 
to infer anything about the role of ceramics 
in the life of the prehistoric inhabitants of 
the Chiapas Highlands. The present section, 
although admittedly conjectural, offers some 
hypotheses about the function of vessels and 
about the manufacture and distribution of the 
ceramics described in the following section. 

The first cultural problem deals with the 
function of the potten1 in the lives of the 
prehistoric inhabitants �f the area. The great 
majority of the pottery encountered fits into 
a number of broad classes, to some of which 

, , ,r, r . • 1 . . '" . , qun:e specinc runcuons can oe an:nout:eo on 
the basis of shape limitations and compar
ative ethnographic data, while for others only 
tentative functions can. be suggested. The n1a
jor vessel classes are the following: 1, Fine
quality vessels. 2, Large-diameter storage 
bowls. 3, Broad-mouth jars for water storage. 
4, Narrow-mouth jars for the transportation 
of water. 5, Comales. 6, Colanders. 7, Incen
sarios. A list of the specific vessel forms as
signed to each of these functional classes is 
presented. in Table 3. 

For the first and largest class of pottery, 
the general term "fine-quality vessels" has 
been adopted. This class includes the better
made and better-finished pottery, which us
ually occurs in small bowl forms. The assign
ment of a specific function to the class is dif
ficult, and, in fact, the class may have had 
more than a single function. Vaillant ( 1931: 
269) recognized the same general class of ves
sels in the Preclassic periods of the Valley of
Mexico, and suggested that they may have
been used in serving food. Although the pos
sibility of this use exists, and a comparable
usage is reported in modem Yucatan ( R.
Thompson, 1958:105-6), the number of ves
sels used in serving food in modern Indian
villages of Mesoamerica is limited and
would not seem to account for all of the

fine vessels encountered among the archeo
logical remains. 

Fine vessels were also probably used in 
connection with ceremony and ritual. The 
majority of vessels encountered in burials 
and caches in the Chiapas Highlands were of 

TABLE 3: FUNCTIONAL CLASSES AND 

VESSEL FORMS 

Forms Phases 

43 

1. Fine-quality vessels
Round-side bowl or dish All 
Polychrome outflaring-side dish
Lateral-ridge bowl
Deep, outcurving-side bowl
Small composite-silhouette bowl
Cylinder
Vertical-neck jar
Small outcurving-side dish
Small straight-side dish

2. Large-diameter storage howls

phases 
Kan 
Kan 

Kan 
Tsah 
Yash 
Yash 
Lum 
Lum 

Deep, outflaring-side bowl Kan 
Restricted-orifice fillet bowl Tsah 
Open-mouth fillet bowl Tsah 
Large-diameter restricted-orifice bowl Tsah 
Large-diameter flat-lip howl Tsah 
Round-side bowl, large-diameter 

variant 
Neckless jar 

3. Broad-mouth jars for water storage

Lum 
Lum 

Wide-mouth jar Kan 
Flat-lip jar Tsal1 
\Vide-mouth, coarse jar Yash 
Outcurving-neck, coarse jar Lum 

4. Small-mouth jars for water transportation
Tall outcurving-neck jar Kan 
Everted-lip jar Tsah 
Vague-neck jar Lum 

5. Comal
Comal

6. Colander

Perforated jar

7. Incensarios

Frying-pan type
Hound-side bowl type

Tsah 

Lum 

Yash 
Lum 
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this class. There are also representations of 
smaU bowls being used in offerings on a 
figure-painted ,essd from Uaxachin ( Smith, 
195.5 : Fig. 72, v )  and iu the Bonampak mm-
als ( Ruppert, T!wrnpson, and Proskouriakoff, 
1955 ) .  The abundance of fine vessels in ref
use from housr mounds in Highland Chiapas 
seems to indici!te that the vessel� had both 
ritual and domestic functions. 

The srcond class of vessels, large storage 
howls, was an important element .in the cer-
amic trnditiom of the Central Highlands, par
ticularl:,• during the T�ah phase. The large 
size of the bodv and large diam1;ter of the 
orifice indicate , that thes�- vessels v,·0.uid be 
well adapted to use for s torage . B<rwls of the 
same general size and shape are still used by 
the Tzeltal and Tzotzil inhabitants of the reg
ion. Similar forms in Yucatan are nsed as 
cooking pots and water basins ( R Thornp-
son, l\J58: ll3, 117-8, Figs. 34, 36 ) .  

111e separation of water .. carrying jars 
from water--storage jars is based upon mod
ern ethnographic data. Observation of jar 
.forms and their use in Highland Chiapas and 
Highland Guatemala indicates such a separ-
ation, and Edwin Shook ( personal communi
cation ) and Haymond Thompson ( 1958: 120-1, 
123--·i, Figs. :37-<11 ) report that it holds true 
for Yucatan as weli . Carrying jars have a 
small-diameter neck, which is tali or of med .. 
ium height to prevent spilling, and a small 
enough capacity so that they can be carried 
when full. \\'ater-storage \'esscls are of a 
rnuch greater capacity and have a broader ori
fice to permit dipping the water from the 
vessel bv m(:'ans of some small container. The 
archeolc;gical data suggest that such a dis
tinction between jar forms held tnfo for a11 
phases of the Central Highlands sequence, 
with the possible exception of the Sak phase 
for which the sampie was too small to be 
indicative. 

Comales ( griddles ) are still the standard 
utensils used in cooking tortillas in Meso
america. and, although pottery comales have 
been largely replaced by metal one, at pres
ent, the form remains the same and is quite 
unmistakable. Comales •.•:ere rurc in prehis
toric Highland Chiapas, and it seems likely 
that some other object, perhaps a large stone, 
was used for this purpose. 

Colanders are another type oJ: vesi;el fre
quently found in archeological deposits, the 

use of wh.ich persists until the present. 111e 
function of these utensih amoug modern na
tives varies con,;iderablv. Arnone; the il!ha b .. 
itants of Amatcnango tn the Chia.pas .High
lands, the vessels an' used to sift temp!r a:,; 
it i� being added to the clay in the produc
tion of the paste for pottr,ry rnaking. In High
iand c;uaten1a1a , �ucl1 \N�sse1s ar(� 1. !�ed to 
rinse corn after it has been s�,aked in Hme to 
soften it for the preparation of tortillas, and 
are sometimes used in connection with ritual 
offerings ( Ricketson and Rickets-:m, 1937: 
25,3 ) .  Pcrfornted ,·essds of colander tvpe oe .. 
cun:ed in the Chiapas Highl:mds only_, ()uring 
the Yash and Lum phases. hut the specific 
use to vvhieh they were put cannot be stated. 

lncensarios a;.e the c,niv vessel class for 
which a :-olelv ceremoni::tf' function can be 
indicated. Th� use of incen,;;arios, of both 
simpk and highly ot:namented types, was very 
common in prehistoric Mesoamerica, and con-
tinues to b;, a part of Indian custmn at the 
present. Although oniv tvvo incensario tvDes 
could be identified ii'1 the ceramic rcn1;ins 
from Highland Chiapas, there i.s a possibil
i.tv that some of th<� simnle bowl form!:' might 
also have been put to tliis use. 

The failure tZ} include cooking pots among 
the functional classes of vessels do0s not in
dicate anv doubt that SU(;h ,·essels existed in 
the prchis.toric Highlands. The omission is dne 
to the fact that it ,vas impossible to determine 
which specific ves;;el form�: rnight have be
longed to this class. From a consid(:'ration of 
mo<lern ethnographic data , it seems likely 
that smaller examples of either brge--diameter 
bm.ds or wide --moath jars might hnvE" $erved 
this function. 

An attempt was made, using the functional 
assignments derived for vessd classes, to de
termine whether the archeological data in
dicated an\' differentiation of Zeramic inven
ton· betwt;en ceremonial ,md domestic cun-
texts in the Chiapas Highhrnd..:_ It wa:-; assurn-
d . •l . . •' j, l f' t e m c .• 11s comparison d1a, vesse1 ragmen ·s 

found on house terraces well removed from 
anv architectural evidence of ceremonial ac-
t. ', h_ ' , l • 1 d- • • • lVla/ COUl.0 !W ass1gnea J. .omestrc ongrn . 
Refuse from within the ceremonial precincts 
or from the terraces immediatelv below them 
was pre:mrned to have had a;1 origin con-· 
necte�l with activity in the ceremor�ial cen
ters. Fili. samples and s,nnples from deposits 
whose location left doubt as to their origin 
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were not considered. In spite of the fact that 
pottery from cer prnonial contexts was com
pared with pottery from domestic contexts for 
all phases of the sequence, there are no clear 
indications of anv difference in either the 
kind or frequenC}' of vessels represented in 
the two contexts. Perhaps these results should 
not be considered surprising for an area in 
\vhich there \vas so little evidence for an 
elaborate c.:eremonial organization, for even 
in the far more complex society of thP Early 
Classic Maya Lowlands, Gifford and Smith 
( n.d.) feel that there is little difference be
hveen the ceramic inventorv found in cere
monial centers and that found in house
mounds. 

A singie instance of a specialized ceramic 
inventon' from a ceremonial location occur
red at tl;e late Lum-phase site of La Hermita. 
Here, a very abundant deposit of sherds at 
the base of the single small pyramid of the 
site produced an extremely . high concentra
tion of simple incensarios, blackened by the 
soot of offering fires. This case does not shed 
much new ligllt upon the ceremonial use of 
pottery, for the offering of incense upon the 
steps of churches and in other places of cer
emonial importance is still a common prac
tice among the indigenes of Guatemala. 

In summary, the archeological data of
fered little confirmation of the functions sug
gested for major vessel classes on the basis 
of shape limitations and ethnographic data. 
Nevertheless, the form classes in the archeo
logical e:eramics from the Chiapas Highlands 
compared well with form classes still being 
produced by native potters, and it seems not 
unlikely that there may have been a contin
uity in function as well. The most common 
form classes showed great stability in the 
ceramic history of the region, all classes being 
represented in each period for which the 
ceramic inventory can be considered to be 
completely kno\.v�. In spite of the fact that 
the specific forms within a single class varied 
through time, certain rules of basic shape and 
dimensions ,vcre adhered to with a regular -
ity that suggests that they had a basis in ves
sel function. 

Modern Native Pottery Production 

The research reported here also made 
possible some tentatiYe conclusions about the 

pattern of manufacture and distribution of 
prehistoric ceramics in the Chiapas High
lands. Before describing the archeological 
ceramics, it might be well to review com
parable data for the modern Indian popu
lation, for there is still a flourishing ceramic 
industry based upon native Mesoamerican 
techniques of manufacture. There are only 
two major centers of pottery production in 
the Highlands at the present time, Amaten
ango and Chamula. The potters of Amate
nango specialize in the production of three
handle cantaros used for carrying water. On 
several occasions when I counted- vessels 
being fired in the streets of the village, more 
than 80 percent of the vessels were cantaros. 
Admittedly an inadequate sampling of pro
duction, this estimate is still probably rep
resentative. In addition to cantaros, tinajas for 
\vater storage, various large and small bowls 
with restricted orifice, colanders, cooking 
pots, incensarios, and comales are produced 
for sale to Indians of the region, and a num
ber of specialty items are turned out for sale 
to tourists. Amatenango vessels, especially 
cantaros, are in great demand, and can be 
f�t!nd in almost any part of the Highlands, 
although the distribution is centered in the 
southern section along the Pan-American 
Highway. 

The majority of the vessels from Amate
nango are sold wholesale to Ladino merchants 
in Teopisca, San Cristobal Las Casas and 
Comitan. They are then retailed to Indians 
who visit these towns for the market and to 
make purchases. When the pottery is to be 
sold in one of the aforementioned towns, it 
is transported to the town by Amatenan
geros either by bus or truck. Another mech
anism of distribution is by Indians of 
Chamula and Zinacantan who ·buy large sup
plies of the vessels to be distributed on trad
ing trips through the more remote parts of 
the Highlands. Amatenangeros do not seem 
to engage in trips to sell their pottery retail, 
although they will sometimes take a load of 
pottery for retail sale at fiesta markets in 
neighboring towns. 

Much less is known about the pottery 
industry of Chamula. �oth the ceramic type 
and the vessel forms of Chamula dilfer from 
those of Amatenango and, on the whole, the 
Chamula pottery appears to be considerably 
more crude. Chamula pottery is never en-
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countered in the southern pa1t of the High
lands where there is easy access to the towns 
where Amatenango pottery is sold . lt in
creases in frequency with remoteness from 
the Panamerican Highway, although too little 
is known about the outlying sections of the 
Highlands to make it possible to be specific 
about distrihutiµn. Chamula pottery is not 
sold bv anv of the stores in the towns where 
Amate�1ango pottery is handled, and it seems 
likely that most of the distribution is handled 
by the Indians themselves. 

Tenango is a third pottery-making center 
of the Chiapas Highlands which must be 
mentioned, but about which almost no in
formation can be giYen. This village, located 
in the northern part of the Highlands, had a 
large pottery industry at the time of the visit 
of Blom and LaFarge ( 1926 ) .  In a year of 
field work in the southern half of the High
lands, I sa•w no examples of Tenango pottery 
being used by the Indian population, but the 
pottery is still being produced, and may well 
be of importance in the far northern and 
northeastern fringes of the area; however, al
most no ethnographic information on this 
region is available. 

Aside from the specialized centers of pot-
tery manufacture, there are frequently one or 
more women in the larger Indian or Indian
Ladino towns ,;vho make a few items, es
pecially comales and cooking pots, for local 
sale. The volume of this production is small, 
and the producers make no effort to enter the 
field of decorated and better-finished items 
such as Amatenango cantaros. 

Antiquity of Village Speciali'zation 

Although the pattern of Indian pottery 
production has undoubtedly been influenced 
by the increasing ladinization of the area and 
by the competition of low--priced glazed pot
tery and metal bowls and dishes, there seems 
to be a good possibility that the specialized 
centers of production are survivals from pre
hispanic times. Red-on-buff pottery made in 
Amatenango today resembles the Lat-e Post-
classic type Huistan Hard in use of matte 
red-on-buff decoration, general appearance of 
paste and temper, and the fact that the dom
inant vessel form in both types is a water
carrying jar with handles. Specific design 
motifs and vessel forms differ, however. No 

conclusion c.111 be drawn from the similarities 
because of the lack of information concern
ing the immediately pre-conquest history of 
Huistan Hard, and the failure to determine 
the Colonial ceramic CDrnplex of the High-
lands. 

On the basis of the ceramic analysis, it 
has been tentatively eoncluded that. there 
were villages specializing in the production of 
pottery in the Chfapas Highlands from the 
beginning of the Classic period until the 
present. No concrete datu to support this 

l • > ' 1 :l l 
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CQfiC .us10n cou.1e1 oe prot uc-ea without an 
impossibly costly and time-consuming tech
nologicai study of largt> quantities of ceram
ics, but the "feel" for the pottery, established 
by working with large immbers of sherds 
from several site�, gave a distirwt impression 
t1:at all of thf' examples pertain.ing to each 
ot a number of varieties were so nearlv iden
tical that the best assumption is th�t they 
vvere produced at a single location. 

The type Y e:rha Buena Fine might. be dis
cussed as an example. Three varieties of the 
type are disbnguished, the Yerba Buena., San 
Nicolas, and San Cristobal varieties. 111e 
Yerba Buena and San Nicolas varieties have 
the same paste and temper and an egttivalent 
regional distribution and were probably pro
duced at a single location, while the San 
Cristobal variety, with different paste and 
temper, had a different area of highest fre
quency and probably had a separate source. 
'CT1e Yerba Buena varietv occurred in medium 
to large quantities in the three excavated sites 
of Classic or Earlv Postdassic date in the 
eastern sector of the Highlands, and as a 
minor varietv at the two sites of this date in 
the San Crist6bal Valley. In addition, samples 
of the variety were noted in surface coflec
tions from more than tvventy sites in the Cen
tral Highlands and about half a dozen sites 
in the Grijalva Valley ( N\VAF collections ) .  
Samples from the different sites are so simi
lar in paste, temper, and color of slip-the ' 
features that would be most likely to differ in 
p0ttery produced in severai different places
that it is difficult to imagine that there could 
have been more than a single center of pro
duction. Sarnpies of the Yerba Buena variety 
that occurred in the collections from Cerr� 
Ecatepec could be distinguished without 
.i;reat difficultv from those of the San Cristo
bal variety, the dominant variety at the site. 
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Similarly, the San Cristobal variety was rec
ognized in preliminary sorting of the collec
tions from Yerba Buena and Rancho San 
Nicolas, where it occurred in small amounts 
with the other two varieties. It was not tab
ulated as a separate variety for these sites 
because, until its western center of distribu
tion was revealed bv excavations at Cerro 
Ecatepec in the folldwing year, no meaning 
could be attached to the ceramic differences 
from the Yerba Buena variety. 

It seems likely that the - following types 
and ,·arieties were produced in villages spe
cializing in pottery manufacture: Campana 
Red, Las Rosas White, Soyatitan Polychrome, 
Yerba Buena Fine (all three varieties), Ix
tapa Fine: Ixtapa Variety, Huistan Hard, La 
Hermita Coarse. It is not necessarily true that 
each of these types and varieties was made at 
a different viliage, for it is possible that a 
single center may have produced more than 
one type of pottery. In modern Amatenango, 
two kinds of pottery are produced that, in 
an archeological sample, would be classified 
as separate types. One is a harder, siipped 
pottery with medium tempering, while the 
other is a softer, unslipped pottery with heavy 
calcite tempering. The reason given by in
formants for the different classes of pottery 
is that the heavier tempering must be added 
to all vessels intended for use in the fire, 
while vessels for other uses are made of the 
more attractive, slipped pottery. 

For most of the Highland Chiapas types 
and varieties not listed as products of a spe
cialized industry, the lack of inclusion is due 
to too limited a sample to give assurance 
of the pattern of manufacture. Santa Elena 
Red is not included because it is too undis
tinctive and too widely variant to make a 
definite conclusion po.�sible. San Gregorio 
Coarse, on the other hand, is a type that 
was probably made in a number of locations, 
perhaps even locally in each village. Although 
paste, temper, and color are too crude and 
variable to permit the separation of varieties, 
the vessel forms in which the pottery occurs 
differ at each site, a pattern that does not 
occur for any of the types considered to be 
the product'> of a specialized industry. The 

manufacture of San Gregorio Coarse perhaps 
paralleled the modern situation in which a 
number of villages have potters who make a 
few of the coarser vessels for local use while 
the finer vessels are brought in from special
ized centers. 

The division of the Central Highlands be
tv,reen the two diverging ceramic h·aditions of 
the Lum phase is roughly similar to the di
vision between the areas of maximum distri
bution of ceramics from Amatenango and 
Chamula at present. The Panamerican High
way and the function of San Cristobal as a 
trading center have resulted in a greater 
spread of Amatenango ceramics than was 
enjoyed by ceramics from the eastern sector 
during the Late Postclassic period, but when 
allowance is made for the results of modem 
communications systems the parallel between 
the Lum phase and modern distributions be
comes closer. 

The suggestion that village specialization 
in ceramic manufacture mav have an an
tiquity of more than one thousand years in 
the Chiapas Highlands merits further study. 
Navarrete ( personal communication) has ar
rived at the hypothesis that most of the Post
classic ceramics of the Guatemala Highlands 
were also the result of specialized production, 
and has managed to trace the sources of some 
prehisto1ic types to pottery centers which 
still exist today or are known to have existed 
in the Colonial period. In the Classic period 
of the Peten, the situation. for domestic pot
tery of monochrome red varieties seems to 
have been different, for the domestic pottery 
from Tikal differs considerably in paste and 
firing characteristics from that of Uaxactun, 
although there is an identity of vessel forms. 
The more highly decorated types of the Pe
ten, on the other hand, were probably made 
in specialized centers, although the preserva
tion of decorated types at Tikal has been too 
poor to allow a careful comparison with U ax
actun ceramics. A full-scale technological an
alysis of both ceramics and native clays from 
some of the better-known regions of Meso
america seems likely to be a source of im
portant data about prehistoric economic pat
terns. 



CERAMIC DESCRIPTION 

The goal of ceramic classification in this 
research was to separate recurring combina
tions of modes, each of which differs enough 
from other combinations so that there is little 
doubt that they represent distinct typological 
units. Before presenting the description of the 
types and forms defined by the analysis, a 
few comments must be made about sorting 
and classification procedures. Since an ef
fort was made to consider correlations be
tween all observable modes, the order of 
sorting by different modes would not have 
affected the final results, for the final conela
tion of all modes would have indicated the 
most frequently recurring combinations. In 
practice, however, it was much easier to sort 
first on the basis of the attribute which most 
clearly and consistently differs among the 
various types. The use of such an attribute 
means that most types were sorted out at 
once, thus minimizing the number of resort
mgs. 

Criteria for Ceramic Types 

Since the early work of Vaillant in the 
Valley of Mexico ( 1930, 1931 ) , surface color 
and decoration have traditionally been the 
attributes most intensively studied and most 
frequently used to differ�ntiate types in cer
amic analysis. ,vhen these features show 
considerahie variety, they are ideal as a basis 
for primary classiEicatio�. The first attempt 
to separate provisional varieties of Central 
Highlands ceramics was based upon surface 
treatment. It soon became evident that sur
face treatment did not vary eno�gh in the 
ceramics of that area to be of much use in the 
separation of varieties. Almost all of the cer
amics were either plain or red-slipped. A 
few highly distinctive t�7Pes were exceptions 
to this rule, but the separation of these rare 
types left the bulk of the collections unsorted, 
with onlv subtle variations of color to serve 
as an aid in further subdivision. 

Eventually, after an intensive study of a 
few key lots ,vhich indicated temporal dif
ferences, paste and temper proved to be the 
best basis for separating the types. Pastes 
and tempers from the various types were dif-

ferent enough so that the sherds could be 
separated by inspection, and the use of these 
characteristics permitted the inclusion of both 
rim and body sherds, even when they were 
small or badlv weathered. By the time the 
analysis of sa�ples gathered during the sec
ond field season was undertaken, all of the 
sorting was being done first on the basis of 
paste and temper, and subdivisions were 
made using other attributes. The use of paste 
and temper as primary sorting characteristics 
has some precedents in Mesoamerican cer
amic classification. Drucker ( 194.3) used 
these features as primary type diagnostics 
for the ceramics from Tres Zapotes, and 
Brainerd ( 1958) used them in the separation 
of Yucatecan Slate Wares. Shepard's techno
logical study of ceramics from San Jose 
(Thompson, 1939) and Benque Viejo 
( Thompson, 1940) showed variations in tem
per through time, as did Rands' analysis of

the Paleny_ue co1lections ( Rands, personai 
communication). In these last three instances, 
paste and temper were used as secondary cri
teria in sequences based largely upon vessel 
forms. 

Since paste and temper were the dom
inant variables in the classification of types 
for Highland Chiapas pottery, the subdivi
sion and naming of the types does not always 
follow the common practice which makes 
surface treatment an invariable feature of

type names ( Phillips and Gifford, n.d.; Smith, 
\Villey, and Gifford, 1960). It is hoped, how
ever, that the basic principle that types should 
represent attribute dusters has been main
tained throughout the classification. 

Form Classification 

49 

The classification of vessel form was done 
as a separate procedure from type classifica
tion, and is presented separately in this re
port. The reason for the separation was two
fold. First, forms tended to crosscut types, 
and even some of the more characteristic 
forms were produced in more than a single 
ceramic type. Second, even forms that were 
restricted to a single ceramic type frequently 
showed a more restricted temporal distribu. 
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lion than did the type. If the forms had been 
considered merely modes of the ceramic types, 
the unity of multiple-type forms would not 
have been apparent, and the temporal signifi
cance of the forms would have been more dif
ficult to comprehend, or, with lack of care, 
might have been lost altogether. It must be 
remembered that whole vessels were the ob
ject of prehistoric pottery making. For highly 
decorated types, the decoration may have 
been of equal or even of more importance to 
the user than the forms of the vessels, but in 
pottery intended. for domestic purpose vessel 
forms and dimensions must have been the 
primary consideration for utility. Any system 
of classification that relegates form to a status 
of dependence upon decorative considerations 
can easily ignore much information of cul
tural importance. 

Like the ceramic type, the vessel form is 
based upon a cluster of modes that con
sistently occurred together. Unfortunately, 
due to the fragmentary condition of the pot
tery, vessel size and proportions could not be 
taken into account in the form classification to 
the degree that would have been desirable. 
The probable importance of size and propor
tion in the categorization of vessels was sug
gested by brief ethnographic work that I did 
in the Tzeltal pottery-making village of Ama
tenango. In an attempt to elicit the classifi
catory system by which the potters of Ama
tenango separated vessels of different forms, 
pottery inventories were taken in several 
households, asking the name given to each 
vessel. When two vessels of somewhat simi
lar shapes were given different names, the 
difference behveen the vessels was asked. 
The initial reply was usually phrased in terms 
of the ideal use for which the vessels were 
intended., and the explanation was enlarged 
( either voluntarily or upon further guestion
ing) to stress some difference of size or pro
portion. As an example, a can taro ( Tzeltal 
k?ip) was said to differ from a tinaja (Tzeltal 
tirwsha) because the cantaro was used for 
carrying water while the tinaja was used for 
storing water. The visible difference indi
cated between the two vessels was that the 
tinaja had a wider orifice than did the can
taro. This evidence suggests that a classifica
tion of vessel form aimed at recreating the 
significa.nce of the vessels to their prehistoric 
users should stress characteristics of size and 

proportion. In the present classification, this 
ideal was not completely achieved because 
the lack of large sherd sections made measure
ments difficult for a number of the vessel 
classes. 

In describing the various fonns, the term
inology used by Smith in the U axactun report 
( 1955:4) has been followed. A brief sum
mary of the major form classes used by Smith 
will be presented here for reference: 

Bowl: a vessel with unrestricted, or little 
restricted, orifice whose }wight may be 
equal to but not less than one-third its 
diameter. Dish: a vessel with unrestricted 
orifice, whose height is between one-third 
and one-fifth its diameter. Plate: a vessel 
with unrestricted orifice, whose height is 
less than one-fifth its diameter-. 

For some vessel classes that did not have any 
complete sections the most probable height 
had to be estimated from base fragments 
and wall curvature. 

All measurements for vessel forms are 
given in centimeters. For each dimension for 
which a s-eries of vessels could he measured, 
both the range and median are given, except 
for a few cases in which the sample size was 
too small and the measurements too erratic 
to provide a median that could be accepted 
as representative of the form class. The med
ian, rather than the average, of measure
ments has been used to avoid distortion bv 
the inclusion of a few exceptionally large or 
exceptionally small examples. 

The Types and Fo1·ms 

The types and forms are presented accord
ing to phase, with each type or form describ
ed under the phase during which it reached 
peak frequencies in the Central Highlands. 
\\-11ere there was significant comparative ma
terial either from the archeological literature 
or from collections inspected in museums, 
such comparisons are discussed and refer
ences given. Ceramic types of the Central 
Highlands, however, frec1uently proved of 
little value for comparative purposes. Plain 
and red-slipped types accounted for the ma
jority of sherds in collections for all phases, 
and these two ciasses of surface treatment 
were so common in prehistoric );lesoamerican 
ceramics that thev cannot be considered 
meaningful in the�selves. TI1e same thing 
is true of the simpler vessel forms, for such 
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forms as round-side bowls were also so ,,videly 
distributed that they are without chronolog
ical or areal si�nificance, On the whole, how
ever, vessel forms provided much more com
parative data than did the ceramic types. 

The great extent to which the comparative 
data draw upon Pxamples from the Maya 
area reflects a h·ue condition, not a lack of 
research nor any presupposition that the cer
amics of the Chiapas Highlands should be 
related to those of the ./vfaya region. The 
literature on ceramics from Mexican sites, 
with the exception of sites in northern :Mex
ico which lie outside of the boundaries of 
�·1esoamerica, was as carefolly checked as 
was the literah.ire on sites from the iviaya 
area, and I had the opportunity to review 
general collections in the Musco Nacional of 
Mexico in search of similarities to the cer
amics of the Chiapas Highlands, Examples of 
comparative interest that were seen by me in 
museums, but which have no literature refer
ence are referred to the appropriate museums. 
Abbreviations for these coilections are ex
piained in the first instance in which they 
appear in the descriptive section. Forms are 
listed in order of frequency. 

See adjacent "Key to Vessel Colors" for 
colors of vessels depicted in the Figures. Un
less noted otherwise, ali illustrations are at 
one to four scale. 

SAK PHASE 

CERAMIC TYPES 

Mercedes Red: \Iercedes Variety 
Paste: Texture medium to fine. Color 

commonly tan with orange cast, but fre
(jl!Cntly brown to reddish. Inclusitms: small 
to medium amounts of finely ground, non
calcareous rock, perhaps quartz sand; notice
able numbers of fairly large hematite particies 
which were probably .an accidental inclusion 
in the clay. 

Surface Treatment: Fairly thick, polished 
red slip, somewhat waxy to the touch. Groov
ing and incising occur, but are very rare. 

Firing: Pottery is fairly soft with 20 per 
cent of the sherds showing dark cores. 

Forms: 1) Widely everted rim bowls. 2) 
Round-side bowls. 3) Large, straight-side 
bowls. 4) �•1ediurn-nec:k jars. 5) Short-neck 
jars. 

Chronological Position: Occurs only in the 
Sak phase samples. 

Teopisca White: Teopisca Variety 

Paste: Texture medium to fine. Inclusions: 
large amounts of medium-size particles of a 
white, crystalline material, Sample too small 
to comment upon color range. 

Surface Finish: White slip, comparable in 
thickness and polish to the red slip of Mer
cedes Hed. 

Firing: Sample too small for comment. 
Forms: The only rim sherd encountered in 

the excavations was from a widely everted 
,.;_ \... ___ ,J 
lU.U UV\'V.i, 

Chronological Position: Occurs only in the 
Sak phase samples. 

With a larger sample, it seems likely that 
Mercedes Red and Teopisca 'White would 
prove to belong to a single ware, The two 
types are directly related in slip character
istics and vessel forms to Late Preclassic 
types from the depression of the Grijalva 
River ( Navarrete, 1959; Lowe, 1959; author's 
inspection of Chia pa de Corzo collections). 
These same feah1res are also found in types 
belonging to Paso Cabailo Waxy Ware ( Smith 
and Gifford, n.d. ), which includes Chicane] 
\Vaxv Ware from Uaxacti.'m ( Smith, 1955) 
and ·numerous as vet unnamed ceramic units 
from the Late Pr;classic of the Peten. Their 
tendenc;v to waxiness and the Chicanel-like 
vessel forms in which they were produced 

[7::t>>·· 
it: 

Red Orange Unslipped White Black 

KEY TO VESSEL COLORS 
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leave little doubt that i\-iercedes Red and 
Teopisca White participated in the wide
spread Chicanel influence of Late Preclassic 
' . 

nare. 

Xakiltik llmlipped: Xakiltik Yariet.y 
Paste : Generally similar to the paste of 

Mercedes Red. Color varies more widelv and 
tends more to darker shadeii of brown and 
gray. Temper more abundant and less finely 
ground than in �forcedes Red. 

Snrface Treatment: Unslipped. One groov
ed sherd is the (}n]y example of decoration . 

Firing: Soft, with 30 percent dark cores. 
Forms: l l Short-neck iars. 2) Large, re

stricted-orifice bowls. 3 )  Shallov,·, rom�d-side 
bowls. -i ) Shaliow, straight-side bowls. 

Chronological Position : Occurs only in the 
Sak phase samples. 

San Sebastian Fine Red: San Sebastian Variety 
Paste: Texture medium fine to fine. Color 

usually buff to tan. Inclusions : small to med
ium a'mounts of very finely ground material 
of undetermined nature, 

Smjacc Treatment: Slip of medium thick
ness, red where oxidized, but more frequently 
smudged to red-brov.:n or brov;n. Incising and 
grooving are far more frequent than in any 
other type found during the investigation. All 
four rim sherds encountered are either in
cised or grooved . Since body sherds are very 
small, it is impossible to estimate the fre
quency with \.vhich whole vessels were dec
orated in this manner, but it must have been 
very high. In<'ised designs seem to have been 
simple r-ectilinear patterns. 

Firing: All of the 3.5 sherds of this type 
show large dark cores. The pottery is soft, 
and appears to have been fired at a 10\v tem
peraturp \Vith a limited supply of oxygen. 

Forms: Ail four rim sherds are from small 
bowls, with round, straight, or outcmving 
si.des . 

Chronological Position : Predominantly Sak 
phase, but one sherd of San Sebastian Fine 
Red was recovered from an early Kan phase 
deposit at Cerro Campanaton . 

Compa.rati-t:e Data : San Sehastian Fine 
Red or a related variety probably occurs in 
the Grijalva Valley, for similar incised bowl 
forms are illustrated by Lowe ( 1959) among 

sherds from the Late Preciassic sites of Paso 
de la Vega ( Fig. -4-3A _) and Laguna Dolores 
( Fig. 53B ) .  

SAK-PHASE: VESSEL FOR.HS 
Widely Everted Rim Bowl ( Fig. 16, b, c )

f;Jrm : Base u11known; side straight or out-
curving; orientation of side ontfotrinf; ri.m 
widely' everted. often with a slight sl;elf at 
the juncturt' of rim an<l side: lip round<'d er 
pointed. 

l 
Figure l(J. S,,;.:: .. PHA�E VE.,S£L FoHMs 

a: Round-side bowL /J, c :  \Vicleiy everted r.im bowls. 
d:  iliedium-high-neck jar. 

Dimensions: The ,herds in the sample per
taining to the Sak phase were too s�nal1 to 
provide measurements of dimensions either 
for this form or for tlw other Sak forms that 
follmv. From thi:' degree of curvatur-e of the 
rim, ho·wever, it w,1s possible to estimate that 
widely everted rim howls were always of 
large diameter ( in excess of 2.5 cm. _) .  

Decoration : Unslipped; :red or white slip
ped, both interior and exterior. 

Types: Mercedt>s Red, Teopisca \Vhite, 
Xakiltik lTnslipped. 

Chronological Position : This form occurs 
only in samples from the Sak phase. 

Comparative Data : Vessels of this form, 
some of them identical ,vith examples from 
the Cr�ntral Highlands, were common during 
the Late Preclassic period in tlie Grijalva De
pression ( Lowe, 19,':,9: Fig. 43, r!, a1i of top 
row, fourth sherd from ieft in third row; 
Fig . .5.3, a, first and second sherds from left in 
top row, all of second and third ro,n; Fig. 
53. b, third sherd from 1<:'ft in top row, all of
second ravv; Navarrete, 1859 : Fig. ,5, h-k, rn ,
p ) .  Similar forms a.rt'- illustrated by Lowe
( 1959: Fig. 59. c, first sberd from left in top
row, first three sherds from left in second
row ) from Izapa on the Pacifi<: Coast of Chi
apas. Bov,ls of anprnx.imately the same form
were a characteristic featu;e of Late Pre
e:lassic ceramic complexes in the !\faya Low-
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lands. They occur in the Chicanel phase at 
Uaxacn'm (Smith, 1955: Figs. 16, c, 1-7; 70, 
a, 33; 75, a, 3), in . San Jose I ( Thompson 
1939: Figs. 24, o-c, k, o, p, r; 26, b, c), in the 
Copan Archaic ( Longyear, 1952: Fig. 50, a-c)
and in the Formative of Yucatan ( Brainerd, 
1958: Fig 5, o). There is little doubt that this 
Sak-phase form was part of a widespread 
Late Preclassic tradition. 

Round-Side Bo,'1-'l or Dish ( Fig, 16, a) 
Form: Base flat; some examples were pro

bably rounded; side rounded; orientation of 
side unrestricted to slightly restricted orifice; 
rim direct; lip rounded or pointed. 

Dimensions: Generally small diameter, 
probably shallow. 

Decoration: Unslipped; red-slipped inter
ior and exterior; examples in San Sebastian 
Fine Red incised or grooved. 

Types: Mercedes Red, San Sebastian Fine 
Red, Xakiltik Unslipped. 

Chronological Position: Simple, round-side 
bowls occur in all phases of the Chiapas High
lands sequence. 

Flaring-Side Bowl 
Form: Base unkno\'m; side straight; ori

entation of side outflaring; rim direct; lip 
rounded. 

Dimensions: The bowls seem to have been 
of large diameter. 

Decoration: Unslipped; red-slipped inter
ior and exterior. 

Types: Xakiltik Unslipped; Mercedes Red. 
Chronological Position: The outflaring

side bowl of the Sak phase ha� the s
0
ame gen

eral shape as the deep, outflaring-side bowl 
that was common during the Kan phase. It 
seems not unlikely that there mav have been 
a functional conti�uity between tl;e two forms. 

Short-Neck Jar 
Form: Neck-body juncture well defined 

but rounded; neck outcurving; orientation of 
neck slightly outflaring; rim direct; lip round
ed or pointed. 

Dimensio11s: The neck is very short to 
short with variable diameter. 

Decoration: Unslipped. 
Types: Xakiltik Unslipped. 
Chronological Position: Although a few 

jars with short necks occurred in later parts 
of the sequence, only during the Sak phase 
were unslipped, short-neck jars the dominant 
jar form. 

Comparative Data: This is a simple form 
without highly distinctive features, which 
could be roughly duplicated by samples from 
many ceramic complexes throughout Meso
america. There was, however, a general pat
tern in the development of jars in the Maya 
area in which jars with short necks predom
inated in the Late Preclassic period to be 
followed by jars with much taller necks 
during the Classic periods. This was true at 
Uaxactun ( Smith, 1955: Figs. 16, a, b; 70, a, 
3-12), at Tikal ( Culbert, n.d.), at San Jose
(Thompson, 1939: Fig. 22), and at Copan
( Longyear, 1952: Fig. 30, a-h, m, n). This was
the earliest of several instances in which gen
eral patterns of development of vessel forms
for the Chiapas Highlands paralleled those
of the �faya Lowlands.
Neckless Jar 

Form: Base unknown; side rounded; ori
entation of side restricted orifice; rim direct; 
lip rounded. 

Dimensi.ons: Probably large diameter. 
Decoration: Unslipped; red slipped. 
Types: Xakiltik Unslipped, !v1ercedes Red. 
Chrcmological Position: Simple neckless 

jars occur in all phases of the Highland se
quence. 

Medium-High-Neck Jar (Fig.16, d) 
Fo,m: Neck-shoulder juncture well de

fined; neck outcurving; orientation of neck 
outflaring; rim direct; lip rounded. 

Dimensions: Diameter medium; neck 
height medium. 

Decoration: Red-slipped interior and ex
terior of neck. 

Types: �lercedes Red. 
Chronological Position: Comparnble to jar 

forms that occur in all later phases, this form 
is rare during the Sak phase. 

KAN PHASE 

CERAMIC TYPES 

Campana Red: Campana Variety 
Paste: Texture medium. Color most fre

quently brick red, but with some examples 
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tan or brown. Irid.u:,ions : medium amounts of 
finely ground mutcrial including both hard 
and soft white particies. fairly large lumps of 
hematite , occasional golden mica. 

Swface 1'1 eat111ent : Med.iurn thick red slip, 
with color varying sometimes toward orange 
or pink. Slight polish. Incising rare . 

Firing: Pottery is fairly sofl wit� about 
20 per cent of the sherds showing dark cores. 

Forms: l ) Hound-side bowls. 2 ) Deep, 
outflaring .. sidt> bowls. 3 )  Later?.1-rid,!e bow· ls 
with composite silhouett�:. 4 ) Outcur�irig-side 
bowls. 5 ) Small-mouth jars. 

Chmnological Position :  The highest fre
q,1ency of this type ( about 40 per cent of the 
total sherds ) occurs i...-ri the earliest Kan .. phase 
samples recovered. Thereafter, Campan::i Red 
decrease:,; steadil-v in frequencv. It i:; nresent. 
in about half t>f ·the TsalJ-pha;e sampl�'s, and 
occurs rarely, perhaps dut- to mixing. in sarn
pies from the Yash phase. 
Las Rosas vVhitc: Las Rosas Variety 

Paste: Identical to that of Campana Red. 
Surface Treatment: \Vhite slip of medium 

thickness. Color varie,- from '.vhite into crearn 
and pink. Some · -vessels have decoration in 
black o\'er white slip ( Fig. 17 ) . The black 
is alwavs in the form- of horizontai bands and 
dots n;ar the rim of the vessel. Slight. polish. 
Incii:ing rare. 

1/
Cl , 
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.Figure 17. LAs HosAs ViHlTE '\V!TH BL" .. CK 
DEt:ORAnm, 

Firing : Comparable to that of Campa1w. 
Heel. --

Forms: 1 ) Deep, outflaring-side b,w.:is .  
2 ) Ronnd--side bowls. 3 ) Small-mouth jars. 

Ch1'onological Position :  �fost frequent in 
the earliest part of the Kan phase, rare in the 
later nrut of that phase, an<l completdv ab--

r - , 

sfmt during the Tsah phase. 
Compo.mtfoe Data: White-slipped pottery 

was comparatively rare in the Maya area
l . l .  E 1 ,...,, . . .J I ' aurmg tne ' ar y l,;Htss1c penot i. t ewes oc-
cur in the trough of the Grijal\'a River at the 

site of Santa Cruz ( Sa.nders, 196.l, and rnv 
inspection of the Santa Cruz coll,-,ctinns ) , hut 
the Santa Cruz whitc .. sHpped type is very 
unlike Las Ho5as \\'hite. In the Central 
Maya L{)y1;·lands, there:; were neither mono
clirOrne vihite nor blaek tin \.vhit£:l types dur
ing the Early Cfo.s�,ic at D axacti:'m ( Smith, 
1955 ) .  In gf'neraJ surface treat1nentJ I�a� 
Rosa� 'White is muH' similar to Tt'opisca 
·\·Vhite fron1 the Sr:.k phasr i n  the Chi�pas
Highlands ,md to Lat•: Prec:lass.i.c type, from
the Griialvi:l \Tallev ( 1.1ov�'e, lf-)5H ) and the
Lowlan�i .Mava a�ea I Smith an,� Gifford.
,J.d. _) th,u, to; any lmo,\:n types dating from
tt)e k'a~•,· ("1as · ·'r• V("'S"'"' f(,�11· c r·J" "f ' S  ·1{· 1e3�• _ - J..; 1 1/ ,__,;_ , :-.1 ,. . .;:-:· ,., -_- -, 1.. :' l..,,, LI. ,> ,. 

\Vhite, howt>\'er, d1rter fron. the forms 0f
I;ate Preclassic \V.hite types.

Comments: Since Las Rosas \-Fhite is re
stTicted entirely to the Kan phase, and pre
sents a characteristic cornhination of surface
color and Yessel forms. this tvpe is a good
chronologfoa1 marker for o,:,c:�pation d�ting
to that phase.
!ifadronal H'me

Since Carnp,uw Red and Las Rosas \:Vh.ite
\.Vf're obviously made from the same paste,
the two types have been grouped as a single
ware, .Madronal \VarP. lt was impossibie to 
attribute badly weatliered sherds to one or
another of th� tv,·o types, but :md1 sherds
could. easily be iclent:i.Hed ;;1s \Ia<lrnnal \Vare
on the basis of paste and temper character
istics. For this reason the \\'are, rather than
the separate types. v,ai; used in tabulatkm and
on the seriation charts.
Santa. Elena Red:  Santa Elena Variety

This type consiste<l of fi heterogeneous col
lection of sherds that showed greater variety
in almost all dw.rnc-teristics than did the
sherds sorted into any other of the Central
Highland types. It \':as a residual category to
the oxttmt that undistinctive sherds tended to 
be considered of this type. Since an '\mcJass
ified'' category wns used in sorting, hmvever,
the sherds considered tn be Santa Elena
shared a common, if rather broad, tratlition
of prnduetion and finish. It seems likely that
with tedmicai analvsis of naste and temper
the t-vpe could Le divided \nto several well
defined varieties, but attempts to make such
a subdivision on the basis of visually ohserv
,1ble attributes gave .rnch iuconsis:le{,t re'>'.iults
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that it was preferable to leave the type as a 
single variety for the purposes of this report. 

Paste: Texture fine to coarse. Color tan, 
brown or brick. Inclusions: small to medium 
amounts of fine to medium-size particles 
among which a translucent material, perhaps 
sand, predominates. 

Surface Treatment: Slip of medium thick
ness with low to medium polish. The slip 
color varied slightly through time. During 
the Kan phase, dark red, sometimes varying 
to light-er shades of red, predominated. In 
the succeeding Tsah phase and thereafter, 
red orange was the most common slip coior. 
Some vessels were left unslipped during the 
Kan phase; these were usually made of a 
welI-smoothed buff paste. 

Firing: The hardness of Santa Elena Red 
varies with vessel form. Coarse jars are soft, 
while thinner, better-finished forms are of 
medium hardness. Of the total sample, 30 to 
40 per cent of the sherds have dark cores. 
'fl1is figure is slightly higher for coarser ves
sels, and lower for finer ves�els. 

Forms: i) Round-side howls. 2) Outcurv
ing-side dishes. 3) Straight-side dishes. 4) 
Open mouth, fillet bowls (Tsah phase). 
5) Wideiy everted lip bowls or jars. 6) Wide
mouth jars. 7) Tall, outcurving-neck jars (Kan
phase). 8) \' ertical-neck jars. 9) Smali-mouth
jars. 10) Comales (rare). 11) Censers (rare).

Chronowgica.l Position: Santa Elena Red 
was the most common type in the Central 
Highlands throughout the Kan phase and 
through most of the Tsah phase. It reached 
peak frequencies of 50 to 70 per cent of total 
sherd, during the middle and late• parts of 
the Kan phase. It declined slightly in fre
quency during the Tsah phase, but still aver
aged better than 25 per cent of the ceramics 
at the end of that phase. Santa Elena Red con
tinued to decline during the Yash phase, and 
was only sporadically present during the 
Lum phase. 

Sovatitan Polychrome: Sovatitan Variety 
, (Fig. 18) , . 
Paste: Texture fine. Color buff; very rare 

examples are brown or gray. The only visible 
inclusions are scattered large particles of soft _ 
volcanic ash. 

Sllrface Treotment: The base color of the 
polych�·ome is orange, although a few ex
amples may have the buff of the base day 
as a background color. Designs were added 
over the base color in dark red and black. 
The inside of the vessels is usually entirely 
orange except for a. band of dark red at the 
lip. On the outside, both lip and base are en
circled by a wide band of dark red. TI1e red 
,Nas also· used to divide the exterior of the 
vessel into panels upon which designs were 
painted in dark red. Black was used as nar
row lines to outline the panels and designs, 
and, in a few instances, was used for the 
designs themselves. The latter seem to be 
seminaturalistic, but not enough large frag
ments were preserved to determine what was 
portrayed. 

Firing: Although the pottery is soft, only 
about 10 per cent of the sherds show dark 
cores. 

Forms: 1) Better than 90 per cent of the 
rim sherds are from flat-bottom dishes with 
straight or siightiy outcurved, outfiaring sides.

• 2) Round-side bowls.

Figure 18. SOYATITAN POLYCHROME 
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Chronologica./. Posit ion: Encmmtered onh·
in samples dating to the eariy and middle
parts of the Kan phase.

Cornvarative Data. : Soyatitan Polvchrome
·is clearly related to, and perhaps identical
with, Santa Crnz Polvchrome from the site
of Santa Cruz iu the G�iialva Valley ( Sanders,
1961 ) . A. polychrome t:;pe that "-:1.s made in
the same vessel for.ms and utilized the same
co1or:; is a part of the Protodassic ceramic
inventory at Chiapa de Corzo ( \Varren. per
sonal communication ) ,  hut the Chi.a.pa de
Corzo type hns a different paste and te.m
ner. Tlie l:vne is not dose1y related to any
known tvp�-� from the ;\·lay� L\•',vlands . Th·e
color scheme and arranger;ient of decoration
is vaguely paralleled by decoration on basal
flange bowls from Tzakol 2 and :3 at Uax�tC··
tun ( Smith, 1955; Figs. 26-28 ) .  but similar
vessel forms did not become important at
Uaxactu:n until Tepeu ··Z.

Co,nments: Soya.titan Polychrome is so un
like other Central Highland types and was
so clearlv fft;tricted in time that, where it oc
curs, it is perfectly diagnostic of Kan-phase
occup;,tion. Distribution of the type in the
Highlands w,ts not uniform. The type v.,as
common during the Kan phase at Rancho San
Nicolas, but �as rare at Yerba Buena . Be
cause of its uneven distribution and lack of
relatitmship to other Highlan<l types, it seems
likely that Soyatitr.n Polychrome was import
ed into the Highiands from some neighboring
region, probably the Centrnl Depn!ssion.
Skapin Red: Skapin Variety 

Paste : Texture fine to very fine. Color
varies betweeD bm, orarn�e-tan, and brown.
lnclusiom ure \-en· finely 'ground and can be
detected oulv lwcause they reflect iighl .

S·urface Treatment: The thin slip .i s usua!
lv red-orangic in color. but is red-brown on
s�m1dged specimens . A few examples have
curved iint'S in dark red painted over 1he reo
ornnge siip.

Firing: The pottery is soft to medium hard .
About 65 per cent of the sherds have dark
<.:ores .

Forms: l )  Round -side bowls. 2) Deep,
outcurving-side bowls.

Chronological Position : Occurs in small
amounts at the end of the Kan phase and t..1-ie
beginning of the Tsah phase.

KAN-PHASE YESSE;L FORMS
Round-Side Bow! or Dish

( Fig. HJ, o ;  Chart :3_ No. l )
Form : Ba!;e fl.at. rounded lo•N riug or nor

H1<1l ring; sid� rounded; oi-ientation of side:
orifice norrnaUv unrestrictr:d, in J fr_,.,_. ('ases
Sli o+,�Jv· r(1�trin;,._,d· · yi p·1 d1· ,.,.,, .... (>!' • .,,,., .  s1 ' rr1•c· J·,·. ·c1-t• ' l  � �v �- - '-.• -. .... , 1 .. .__ \.. '\.. l  .,.. \. \..-. Y , s.l.biJ I 

eYerted: lip rnunded, pointl'd , or , rnunded
1 ' .)eveJ .

Dimensions: Dimneter i 0-26, median :2.0.
. Decoration : '.\Jost 1:re:1uently slipped '-\'.ith

rea or red-orang(', botl1 mterwr and r!xtenor:
�ornptfrnes 1f'ft t�nsHpped r·xh�rior: sonH? \":hite

I
-,�-1 

t?Ji; 

Figure 19. KAN-·PHAs1-: Bcnvr.s 
a :  Hound-fid(" h,m'I,. b :  Pseudo-neck bowk

or black on \VJ tite; dichron1e decc�.ration and
incising are more common on this form than
on any other form em.:ountered in t1w High-
lnnd� 'T'h1' · l

r

')l"']" sorn c,f•1' 1n�, ON• .. . s·o• r•·t· i 
'� 

-.. : ... t .. .=. .s '\ . J...! •- ... ,Cl h <• v, .... ur� ID ) d. ,-

tan Porychro:1 1e.
Types: Produced .in c:11 I(an-pbase types,

but v�rv rare in Sovatit{m Polvchronw. · · 
.. • � J 

Chronolo!!ical Po.>'ition :  Although tht' fre
quencies var:\; widely, the majority �Jf surnpies
from t!w carh· and middl,,! perinds of the
Kan phase Li�·e lower freque;cies of round
side bow Is ( fi- 10  per C'L0nt of total rims ·1 than
is shown b): an;: ;erics frorn later ph::1.��s

Cv1 1 1 1 1 1c1it.<; :  A ithongh tl ie ge-ner,tl features
of t·he rnund-side bowl re1�:iain invariable
througli( lul tlw Highland Chic1pas segnence,
there ar0 some rnrnor variations in rnodes of
form thrnu j{h tim�' . Ring bases on this form
first appea; during the Kan pha.'ie. The Jo,,'" 
variant nf ring base, which i� Httie more than
a nubbin d ciav, i� ]argelv restricted to Km-
phase samples, ·hut t'Ye;1 in these samples it
is less comrnon thaa the higher ring hasc,
Pscudo-1\ieck Bowl 

( Fig. HJ, h; Chart :3, Ko. -1 )
Form : Base unknown: side rounded to

nearlv strnight near lip; orientation of side
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restricted orifice; rim everted upward and 
bach,•ard to give the appearance of a short 
neck; lip pointed. 

Dimensions: Diameter 12-30, median 20. 
Decoration: Red slipped outside, rare ex

amples unslipped. 
Types: Santa Elena Red, Yerba Buena 

Fine, Campana Red (rare), San Gregorio 
Coarse ( rare, Tsah and Yash phases). 

Chronological Position: This form has a 
long and erratic history in the Chiapas High
lands. The most consistent appearances are 
from early Kan levels. Thereafter, examples 
_occur sporadically through the rest of the 
Kan phase and the Ts::th and Yash phases. 

Comparative data: Vessels of approximate
Iv this form occur in a number of different 
;ites and time periods such as the Late Pre
classic at San Agustin, Chiapas ( Navarrete, 
1959: Fig. 6, d), Panuco III (Ekholm, 1944: 
Fig. 6, a), and the Tohil phase at Zacualpa 
(Wauchope, 1948: Fig. 49, c). There is no 
uattern to the occurrences_ and it must. be 
presumed that they represe�t independent hp
proaches to a simple form. 

Laterai-Ricige Bowi (Fig. 20; Chart 3. i'-io. 5) 
Form: Base probably flat; composite sil

houette; ridge, sometimes scalloped, between 
the upper and lower sections; side: lower sec
tion rounded, upper section straight; orien-

) >) > ► 
Figure 20. LATEHAL-Rmci,: Bow1..s 

tation of side: lower section w1delv outflar
ing, upper section restricted orific;; rim di
rect; lip pointed. 

Dimensions: Diameter 20-30, median 24. 
Deco-ration: Red-slipped interior and ex

terior. 
Types: Campana Red, Santa Elena Red. 
Chronological. Position: This form shows 

a cluster of occurrences in samples from the 
middle and late parts of the Kan phase, dur
ing which period it occurs in all samples in 
frequencies ranging lx>tween 5 and 16 per 
cent of total rims. Before and after. this per
iod there are scattered examples from alJ 

phases including the Lum phase. Whether the 
late examples indicate that the form was still 
in production or was merely the result of 
mi..xing could not be determined. 

Comparative Data: Forms very similar to 
the lateral-ridge bowl of the Kan phase oc
cur in a number of other regions of Meso
america. usuallv in Late Preclassic contexts. 
Exampl�s of the fonn, often identical with 
those of the Chiapas Highlands, occur fre
quently in collections from Late Preclassic 
sites in the Grijalva Valley ( Chiapa de Corzo, 
Periods V, VI, and possibly later, collections 
of the New World Archaeological Foundation, 
NvVAF; the Frailesca region, Guanacaste 
phase, Navarrete, 1960: Fig. 31, f). Similar 
forms occur in the Late Preclassic of the Cen
tral Mava Lowlands (Uaxactun, Chicane! 
phase, S�1ith, 1955: Fig. 70, a., 41; Tikal, end 
of the Late Predassic, Culbert, n.d.). The 
form is less common in the Guatemala High
lands, but does occur at some Late Preclassic 
sites ( Salcaja, Quetzaltenango, collections of 
the ��:fuseo ��acional de Arqueologia y Etno
logia, Guatemala, MNAE; Kaminaljuyu, 
MNAE). Forms vaguely similar were found 
at Panuco, Period III ( Ekholm, 1944: Fig. 
5, c-h) and Tres Zapotes ( Drucker, 1943: 
Fig. 23, a, b, d, g). The temporal indication 
of forms is essentially Late Preclassic. This 
is onlv one of several instances in which 
Kan-phase forms seem to have represented 
persistences from forms which had wide dis
tributions at the end of the Late Preclassic. 

Composite-Silhouette, Outcurving-Side Bowl 

(Fig. 21; Chart 3, No. 6) 
Fa-rm: Base unknov,·n; all large sherd sec

tions show c.-omposite silhouette; side: lower 
section probably rounded, upper section out
curving; orientation: upper section widely 
outflaring; rim direct; lip rounded, flattened, 
or thickened into bump on exterior. 

Dimensions: Diameter 20-32, median 26; 
upper section deeper than for other corn-

II 
Figure Zl. Cm,1ro�ITE-SILHOUETI'E, 

OuT-.UR\"ll'.G-SIDE BowLs 
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posite-silhonette forms of the Chiapas High
lands. 

Decoration: Re<l slipped, interior and ex
terior; a few examples of dichrome decoration, 
red on white, <lark red on red-orange, black 
on white; when t\vo colors are used, the sec
ond color was usually added as a broad band 
on the exterior of the lip. 

Types: Campuna Red, Las Rosas White, 
Santa Elena Red, Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba 
Buena Variety ( rare ) .  

Chronological Position : Almost entireiy re
stricted to the Kan phase with peak frequen
cies in the middle of the phase. 

CCJ1n.pt1;ratfoc Data: 111e form of this bowl 
is so sirnple that it is not easy to make signi
ficant comparisons. Those examples of the 
form that had lips thickened into a bump on 
the exterior find the most direct similarities 
with comp(,sitt:--silhouette vessels of lfsu!utan 
'ii\/are ( Longycar, 1952: Fig. 50, f, k; Lothrop, 
1933 : Figs. 19, f; 22, c; 32, r1, f ) .  Although the 
center d Usulutan production was far to the 
south of the Chiapas Highlands, the ware was 
not uncommon in the Late Predassic period 
of the Grijalva VaJley, and could have exerted 
an influence on local styles. 
Vertical-Side Bm!!l ( Fig. 22, a, ) 

Form: Base unknown; sometimes compos
ite silhouette; upper section straight or round
ed; orientation of upper section vertical; rim 
direct; lip thickent'd into bump on exterior. 

Dimensions: Diameter 18-30, median 24 
( only five examples ) .  

Decoration:  Red slipped, interior and ex-

Figure 22. K:1.K-PHASE BowLs 
a: Vertical-side bowl. b :  Deep flaring-sid(;" bo vls. 

terior; a few examples of dichromf; decora
tion, red on ,vhite, black on re<l--orange; sec
ond c-olor usuaily confined. to Hp; one example 
dark red and black on red-orange. 

Types : CampanH Hed, Lns Rosas \Vhik, 
Yerha Buena Fine: Yerba Buena Variety. 

Chronological Position: i, ran> form, the 
only examples of which occur in samples 
from the Kan phase. 

C:ompara:ti-i;e Data: Like the preceding 
forrrI> this form has closest si1nilarities \�·ith 
Usulutan vessels ( Lo%ryear,. 1952: Fig. 50, l ) .  

Deep Flaring-Side Bowi 
( Fig. 22, h; Chart �i, No. 7 )  
Form: Base flat; side straight or very 

slightly outcurving; on smne t�xamples there 
is a slight change of angle from les5 outflaring 
to more ontflaring at a point too low to con
sider it to be eversion of the rim; rim direct, 
sometimes slightly incurved; lip rounded. 

Dimensions: Diameter 20-60, median 26; 
there are no complete sections, but the larger 
sherds indicate that the vessel ,vas deep. 

Decoration : Red siipped. interior and ex
terior; white slipped, i;terior and exterior; 
rarely black on white. Some examples are en
circled by a finger-ir_npressed fi1iet at a point 
v.:ell below the lip. 

Types: Campana Hed, Las Rosas '\Vhite, 
Santa Elena Hed, Yerba Buena Fine : Yerbr. 
Buena Variety . 

Chronol.ogical Position :  The most charac
teristic t'xampies and the highest frequencies 
of this form occurred during the Kan phase. 
Peak frequencies, from 12 to '2.-7 per cent of 
total rims, \vere during the early part of the 
Kan phase, \Vith consistent frequencies be
tween 5 and U5 per cent of total rims through 
the rest of the phase. Scattered examples 
continued to appear through ali subsequent 
phases. 

Comparatfoe Data: Deep bo,�,Js with 
straight, outflaring ,valls and medium to large 
diameters hnve a long history in l',fesoamer
ica, particularly in the Ivfaya region. They 
appear in many Late Preclassic and Early 
Classic ceramic.: cornplexes and occasionally 
in Late Classic cenunic ones ( Salcaia site, 
Quetzaltenango, Late Prcdassic,, MNAE; .Pa
nuco, Period ill, Ekholm, 1944 : Fig. 6, c, f, g; 
Tikal, Late Predassic and Early Classic, Cul-
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bert n.d.; Uaxactun, Chicanel and Tzakol, 
Smith, 1955: Figs. 11, b, e; 12, a, f; 16, e, 4-7; 
19, b, 1-4, 10, 13.) The slightly incurved lip 
noted in some Kan-phase specimens is most 
frequently encountered in Late Preclassic ex
amples (Smith, 1955: Fig. 16,e,4-7). On the 
other hand, when the form is encircled by fin
ger impressions it is typical of the Early 
Classic or even Late Classic ( Tres Zapotes, 
Early Classic, Weiant, 1943: Fig. 11, b; San 
Jose IV, Thompson, 1939: Fig. 59, c; Maravil
las phase, Late Classic, Frailesca region, Nav
arrete, 1960: Fig. 39, e).

Polychrome Flaring-Side Dish 
( Fig. 18, a-h; Chart 3, No. 12) 
Form: Base flat; some examples angle to 

base; side straight or very slightly outcurving; 
orientation of side medium outflaring; rim 
direct, rarely wry slightly everted; Hp round
ed, pointed, thickened on exterior. 

Dimensions: Diameter 16-40, median 28. 
Decoration: Red and biack on orange in 

typical Soya titan Polychrome patterns ( see 
p. 55).

Types: Soyatitan Polychrome.
Chronol.ogical Position: ReslTicted entirely

to the Kan phase, during which frequencies 
range from O to 30 per cent of total rims. 
There seems to have been an element of reg
ional variation in the distribution, for this 
fo1m v-:as very common at Rancho San Nic
olas, fairly common at Cerro Campanat6n, 
and rare at Yerba Buena. 

Wide-Mouth Jar ( Fig. 23, a; Chart 4, No. 19) 
. 

Form: Neck-body juncture vague; neck 
outcurving or, less frequently, straight; orien
tation of neck outflaring, rarely vertical; rim 
direct; lip rounded or pointed. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 14-30, median 
23; neck diameter, 12-28, median 18; neck 
height 3.3-5.6, median 4.6. 

Decoration: Red slipped, poorly polished; 
neck usually shows marks of smoothing tool. 

Types: Santa Elena Red. 
Chronological Position: !\•lost common in 

the Kan phase with the peak in the early part 
of that phase. Scattered examples occur in 
samples dating to the Tsah phase. 

fl( 
0 

�{ (( ( 
Figure 23: KAN-PHASE JARS 

a.: \Vide-mouth jars. b: Tall, outcurving-neck jars. 
c: Small-mouth jars. d: Concave-lip jar. 

Tall, Outcurving-Neck Jar 
( Fig. 23, b; Chart 4, No. 20) 
Form: Neck-body juncture vague to well 

defined; neck outcurving; orientation of neck 
medium outflaring; rim direct; lip rounded or 
pointed. 

Ditr!ensions: Lip diameter 12-21, median
18; height 4.3-9.5, median 6.0. 

Deco-ration: Most commonly unslipped 
but well smoothed; rarely red lip on smoothed 
tan paste. 

Types: Santa Elena Red. 
Chronological Position: The form clusters 

in a few samples from the middie of the Kan 
phase and occurs only sporadically before and 
after. 

Small-Mouth Jar ( Fig. 23, c; Chart 4, No. 21) 
Form: Neck-body juncture well defined; 

neck outcurving; orientation of neck outflar
ing; rim direct; lip rounded or rounded bevel. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 12-20, median 
14; neck diameter 8-H, median 10; height 3.0-
3.5, median 3.3. 

Decoration: Red slipped, interior and ex
terior of neck. 

Types: Yerba Buena Fine, Santa Elena 
Red, Campana Red, Tzaconeja Red ( rare, 
Yash phase). 

Chrorwl.ogical Position: Small-mouth jars 
occur in the Kan, Tsah, and Yash phases. Al
though they are rare in all phases, they are 
encountered with slightly greater regularity 
in samples dating from the Kan phase. 
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Concave-Lip Jm· { Fig. 23, d) 
Form: Neck-bodv iuncture vague; neck 

straight or slightly o'ut�urving; orientation of 
neck vertical to slightly outflaring; rim evert-· 
ed at almost a right angle from the neck and 
grooved on the interior to give l:'1 dishlike ap
pearance; lip rounded. 

Dimerzsiom: Lip diameter 8-20, median 
13. 

Decoration: Red slipped, interior and cx
telior of n1cck. 

Type9.: Campana Red, Yerba Buena Fine: 
Yerba Buena Varietv. 

Chronological Position: This is a form 
0f which onl;'., a few examples were found, all 
at Rancho San Nicolas. Each of the occur
rences was in a definite or probabie Kan
phase context. 

Comparative Data: An almost identical 
example of this fomi ·was recovered from 
Mound :�, Tomb .3. Nebaj, Guatemala 
(MNAE ). TI1e Nehaj specimen should pro
b,1blv be dated to the Late Classic ( Smith 
and °Kidder, 1951). 

KAN-PHASE 'UNIQUE l-'ORMS 
Effigy Dish ( Fig. 2-1, a) 

Form: Base flat; side round; rim direct; 
lip rounded. Effigy head (perhaps a turtle) 
appliqued on exterior near lip. 

I 
C 

Figure 24. KA:,-PHASE UNIQUE FonMs 
a.: Effigy dish. h: Evened-rim inceusario. c: Com
posite-sill1ouette bo·,...,j with grooved lip. d: Bulging-· 

neck jar ,vith effigy. 

Dimensions: Lip diamder 12.2, height 2.8. 
Decoration: Polished black. 
Type: Paste nnd temper are uot unlike 

those of local tvpes, so the bmvl may have 
been of local m;nufacture. 
Everted-Rim lncens:.u-io ( F'ig. :2'1, b) 

Form: Base flat; side near base almost ver
tical, with widely outflaring upper section. 
Lip rounded. 

Dimuv,ious: 
3.4. 

Lip diameter 1:Z.0;

Decoration: l1 ns1ipped, interior dnrkiy 
smudged, probably from use a� an irn:ern.adu. 

Type: Rather coarse paste and t-e:mper: 
could be of loc.:,1l marn:facturt'. 
Composite-Silhoueth:- Bcrwl 'Nith Grooved Up 

(Fig, :24, c) 
Form: Bas<- probablv nnmded: ;.;idtc: lower 

section rounded, upper ;t'ction in;el, then out-
curv!?g; rim direct; . lip ro1.:md:�d. 1-vith deep
para.11el grrn)ves on mtenor. 

Decoration: Ikd-orange. 
Type: Unknmvn. 

Bulging-Neck Jar ,vith Effigy ( Fig. 24, d) 
Form: N<:'ck-body ju1,;.:,�ture v,1ell defined 

but angular; nrck bulging:. orientation of neck 
nearly verticaL rini everted; lip pointed. 

Dimeiisions: Neck ht'ight 5.4 
DccoratiOli: \Vhite slip, incised design 

which seems t!J he un ey(•. 
Type: Las Hosas \\'hite. 

TSAU PHASE 
CE.RAMIC '1'YPE,;;; 

Yerba Buena Fine: Ycrba Buena Variety 
Paste: Texture medi.urn to fine. Color us

uallv tan to orange t::l.n. with some exampies 
sha21.ing toward brown, or brick red. Indus� 
ions: small amounts of finely ground ,vhite 
material v./hich is probably t'alcite. I.1argc ves
sel forms have more abundant and less finely 
gronnd temper. Some sherds show tin;' dark 
areas indicative of the presence of an in
completely oxiJized organic- substnnce ihe 
inclusion of wbich mav have heen either ac:
cidental or purposefui.. 

Surface Treatment: 111e vessels have a 
fairly thin, well--polished slip which is almost 
always red-orange in color. On about one
third of the sherds. usuallv those from small
er, better-finished ,vessds.' a white base slip 
is visible under the surface slip. There ai� 
a fev.r exampies of curvilinear designs painted 
in dark red over the red-orange s1ip ( Fig. 2-5), 
and a few of black on red-orange decoration. 
Incising and other techniques of surface ma.n
ipulati;n are rare, witl-1 the exception of 
tbumb-irnpre!:sed filirt�, which are regularly 
applit'd to certain bowl forms. 
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Figure 25. YERUA BUENA FINE WITH RED ON 

RED-0RANC:E DECO!lATION 

Firing: The pottery is of medium hard
ness, with only about 10 per cent of the sherds 
having dark cores. 

Forms: l) Round-side bowls. 2) Restrict
ed-orifice fillet bowls. 3) Open-mouth fillet 
bowls. 4) Restricted-orifice bowls. 5) Large, 
flat-lip bowls. 6) Pseudo-neck bowls. 7) Out
curving-side dishes. 8) Straight-side dishes. 
9) Cylinders (rare). 10) Censers (rare).
11) Everted-rim jars. 12) Vertical-neck jars.
13) Small-mouth jars.

Chronological Position: The type Yerba
Buena Fine, which includes Yerba Buena 
Fine: Yerba Buena Variety as the major 
variety .:-tt i:he sii.es fruru which seriation sam
ples ;vere taken, was rare during the early 
part of the Kan phase, but increased steadily 
throughout t.�e phase to frequencies of 15 to 
20 per cent of the total sherds in the latest 
Kan samples. The steady increase in frequen
cy continued through the Tsah phase, reach
ing totals of 40 to 50 per cent of the sherds 
in samples from the end of the phase. The 
type began to decrease in frequency at the 
start of the Yash phase, but still accounted 
for 15 to 20 per cent of the sherds at the end 
of the phase. The samples from the early 
part of the Lum phase used in the seriation 
charts show a marked decline 

0
in the amount 

of Y erba Buena Fine, and the type was pro
bably no longer produced by the end of the 
Lum phase. 

Compamtive Data: The technique of ap
plying a white primary slip under a red or 
orange slip was used at Uaxact11n (Smith, 
1955) during the subphases Tzakol 3 and Te
peu 1 and 2, at Tikal ( Culbert, n.d.) at least 
during the equivalents of Tepeu 1 and 2, at 
Benque Viejo ( Thompson, 1940) during Per
iods III and IV, and at Palenque (Rands, per
sonal communication) during the Late Clas
sic. In all of these cases, however, the white 
primary slip was used for vessels which were 
decorated in polychrome designs. 

Comments: The Yerba Buena Variety of 
Yerba Buena Fine is most common in the 
eastern part of the Central Highlands. It also 
occurs, however, in Tsah-phase collections 
from the sites in the San Crist6bal Valley, par
ticularly in the form of restricted-orifice fillet 
bowls, a form that does not seem to have been 
produced in the other varieties of the type. 
Y erba Buena Fine: San Nicolas Variety 

Paste: Identical with that of Yerba Buena 
Fine: Yerba Buena Variety. 

Surface Treatment: Unslipped, but well 
smoothed. 

Firing: Identical with that of Yerba Buena 
Fine: Yerba Buena Variety. 

Forms: The only fonn in which this vari
ety occurs is the flat-lip jar. 

Chronological Position: The poor state of 
preservation of many of the sherds made it 
impossible to achieve a dependable separa
tion of the two varieties of Yerba Buena Fine, 
the Yerba Buena Varietv and the San Nicolas 
Varit:ty. An estimate of the time span of the 
latter variety was made from the occurrence 
of the flat-lip jars which are the only form 
for t.lus variety. On this basis, the San Nicolas 
variety seems to have been largely restricted 
to the Tsah phase, with only a few scattered 
examples from samples dating to the Yash 
phase, and none from those dating to the 
Kan phase. 

Comments: Yerba Buena Fine: San Nico
las Variety does not seem to have entered the 
San Cristobal Valley, for no examples occur
red in collections from that part of the High
lands. Flat-lip jars did appear in that region, 
but they were made of Santa Elena Red rather 
than of Yerba Buena Fine: San Nicolas Var
iety. 

Yerba Buena Fine: San Cristobal Variety 
Paste: Texture medium. Color most com

monly cream to buff. Inclusions: mediwn am
ounts of small to medium-size particles of a 
white, crystalline substance, probably calcite. 

Surface Treatment: The slip used is pro
bably the same as that used for the Yerba 
Buena Variety, but, because of the lighter 
paste, sherds of the San Crist6bal Variety tend 
to be yellow-orange rather than red-orange. 
No instances of the use of a white primary 
slip were noted. 
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Firing : The pottery is of medium hard
ness with about 10 per cent dark cores . On 
the whole, sherds o( the San Crist6bal Vari
ety seem to be slightly softer than those of the 
other varieties of the type. 

Forms : Forms of the San Cristobal Vari.etv 
are similar to those of the Yerba Buena Va;
iety, with the exception that restricted-orifice 
fillet bowls and open-mouth fillet bowls do 
not occur. 

Chronological Position: The stratigraphic 
situation at Cerro Edtepee and the limited 
time available for study of the collections 
from that site did not allow the development 
of a delicate scheme for the temporal assess
ment of the various samples. For that reason, 
the historv of Yerba Buena Fine: San 
Cristobal \:' ariety c.annot be given in great de-• 
tail. The type was abundant during both the 
Tsah and Yash phases, with some suggestions 
that it may have had a slightly later peak than 
did the Yerba Buena Varietv. The San Crist6-
bal Variety is also quite c<;mmon in samples 
from Cerro Ecatepec in ,vhich sherds of the 
Lum phase predominate, but it remains un
certain wlwther the variety continued to be 
produced at that time or whether its appear .. 
ance in these samples should he attributed 
to mixing. 

Comments: Yerba Buena Fine: San Cris
tobal Varietv is known only from a limited 
studv, and �annot be considered to be com
plet;ly defined. There i.s no doubt that this 
varietv had a center of distribution in the 
weste�n zone of the Highlands, for it is the 
predominant variety at the sites in the San 
Cristobal Valley, and the most common vari
ety in a very small sa...rnple of Yerba Buena 
Fine from the northern site of Cerro Cuch
umt6n. The variety occurs but is of mi
nor importance at sites in the eastern zone 
of the Chiapas Highlands. 

Moxviqwl Black: Moxviquil Variety (Fig. 26) 
l'aste: The sherd sample recovered was 

too small to permit a firm definition of paste 
and temper characteristics. In general, paste 
and temper seem to fall within the range of 
variation of Y erba Buena. Fine pastes and 
tempers, but a larger sample might prove 
this conclusion to be unwarranted. 

Swjace Treatment : The thin black slip 
varies in polish from low to high. Incising is 

Figure 26. MoxnQUJ.L Br.ACK 

very frequent in the smali. sarnple :recovered; 
eight of ten sherds are incised in simple goo-
metric patterns, ,vith triangles filled v..-·ith 
diagonal lines the rnost cornmon mohf. 

Firing : Sample too small for comment. 
Forms: ]. ) Outcurving-side, composite

silhouette bowls. '.� ) H.onnd-side bowls. 
ChrorwfogiOlll Position :  hfoxviquil Black 

is too rare to define exact temporal limits, but 
it seems to have br:,en most common during 
the Tsah phase. 

Comparatitie Data: Moxviquil Black 
shares the traits of black slip, incising, and 
small bowl forms with both the Balanza 
Black and Carmelita Bia('k groups of the 
Peten Classic ( Smith and Gifford, n.d. ) ,  but 
does not share any more specific features 
vvith these two gro11ps. 

Comm.ents: The site of Moxviquil ( infor
mation from Frans Blom ) deserves special 
mention in connection with the type that 
bears its name. A far larger sample of the 
type came from l\Ioxvic1uil, particularly from 
tombs, than came from any site excavated by 
the author. If, as seems not unlikelv, Moxvi
quil Biack was produced largely for' mortuary 
purposes, its rarity at other Highland sites, 
which produced few tombs, is not surprising. 

TSAR-PHASE VESSEL l<'ORIHS 
Round-Side Bvwl (Fig. 27; Chart 3, No. 1) 

Form: Base flat, annular, or ( rarely ) 
rounded; side rmmde<l; orientation of side: 
usually unrestricted nrifice with only a fev1 
examples of siightly restricted orifice; rim di
rect or slightly everted; lip rounded, pointed, 
or rounded bevel. 

Dimensions: Diameter 12--36, median 20; 
height 3.2-6.1 .  

Decoration: Red slipped, interior and ex
terior: red slipped, inte1ior only; dark red 
on red-orange ( rare ) ;  incising ( rare ) .  

Types : Yerba Buena Fine ( all varieties ) .  
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Figurn 27. RouND-SIDE BowLS AND D1sHES 

Chronological Position: This form occurs 
in all Tsah-phase samples with frequencies 
ranging between 25 and 45 per cent of total 
rims.· There was no pattern of increase or de
crease. 

Comments: Round-side bowls of the 
Tsah phase were very similar to those of the 
Kan phase. Low annular bases were very 
rare during the Tsah phase, while everted 
rims and rounded bevel lips were more com
mon in the Tsah phase than during the Kan 
phase. 

Restricted-Orifice Fillet Bowl 

( Fig. 28, b; Chart 3, No. 2) 
Farm: Base unknown; side rounded, some

times with a well-marked break where the 
,vall turns in to a restricted orifice; orientation 

. of side: slight to medium restriction of orifice; 
rim: slight to medium eversion; lip thickened 
on interior slightly below lip or just at lip; 
pointed above thickening when thickening 
occurs below lip. 

Dimensions: Diameter 18-60; median 35. 
Decoration: Exterior of bowl encircled bv 

fillet of clay marked by finger impression�; 
the fillet is placed at the point where the wall 
changes cmvature to attain restricted orifice. 
Red or red-orange slipped, interior and ex
terior. 

Types: Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba Buena 
Varietv. 

✓ 

Chronological Position: Restricted-orifice 
fillet bowls do not occur in any samples dat
ing from the Kan phase. The form appeared 
at the beginning of the Tsah phase and is 
present in all samples until the middle of 
the Yash phase. It continued to appear spor
adically in low frequencies during the sec
ond half of the Yash phase and the early part 
of the Lum phase. 

Comparative Data: This form is closely 
paralleled by bowls from Late Classic and 
Early Postclassic sites of the Grijalva Valley, 
but there are clear differences in ceramic 
types and minor modes of form between 
typical examples from the Highlands and 
the Grijalva region ( Navarrete, 1960: Fig. 
37, a-c; NW AF collections). The restricted
orifice fillet bowl of the Chiapas Highlands 
can be considered a part of a series of simi
lar, but regionally varying, bowl forms that 
had a wide distribution in the Maya Low
lands during the Late Classic period. These 
bowl forms share the general features of re
stricted orifice, large diameter, red slip, fre
quent thickened lips, and frequent decoration 
by means of finger impressions, sometimes, 
as in the Chiapas Highlands, placed on a fil
let of clay. Restricted-orifice bowls with 
thickened lip and finger-impressed fillet oc
curred during the Tepeu 1 subphase at Uax
actun ( Smith, 1955: Fig. 48, a, 8,9,11,12,15-18) 
and during a comparable time at Tikal ( Cul
bert, n.d.). A similar form without fillet oc
curred in Period IV at San Jose ( Thompson, 
1939: Fig. 59) and during the Late Classic 
period at Piedras Negras ( Butler, 1935: Plate 
8; Rands, personal communication). Forms in 
the same general pattern were common dur-

I I I /RIROOO 
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Figurn 28. FILLET BowLS 
a: Open-mouth bowls. b: Restricted-orifice bowls. 
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ing the Regional period in Yucatan ( Brain
erd, 1958: Figs. 2, c; 7 )  .. but iu Yncatan the 
form persisted into Coloniai and modern 
times ( Brainerd, 1951:l : Fig. 33, h ) .  A restrict
ed orifice bowl with thickened lip, but with
out finger impressions, was found at Tres 
Zapotes ( Drncker, 194,'3 :  Figs . 14 ;  15, g-k;
21, a-cl ) at a time level v·hich was not made 
clear in thf: report. In the Hnasteca, a bowl 
form with fiilet, but with more rounded sides 
and smi'!lkr diameter than was common in 
the }dava area, {1ccurred in Pbnuco Period 
IV ( Ekholm, 19·14: Fig. 8,z ) .

Open-Mouth FiHet Bowl 

( Fig. 28, a ;  Chart 3, No. 3 )  
Form : Base flat ( one example ) ;  side 

rounded; orientation of side ranges from 
slightly outflaring to vertical at lip; rim di
rect or slightly everted; iip thickened, either 
rounded or grooved. 

Dimensions: Diameter 28-50, median 4:2; 
height l7 ( one example ) .  

Decoration: Encircled by finger-impress
ed fillet; interior red slipped; exterior totally 
unslipped or red slipped dov,,·n to fillet. 

Types: Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba Buena 
Variety. 

Chro-nulogical Position: Continuous dis
b:·ilmtion of the form in low frequencies be
gan very slightly before the beginning of the 
Tsah phase and continued until the end of 
that phase. A few scattered examples appear
ed in sampies as late as the middle of the 
Yash phase. 

Comparative Data : Similar, but distin
guishable, forms occur at numerous Late 
Classic and Early Postclassic sites in the Cen
tral Depressior1 , of Chia pas ( N\.VAF collec
tions ) .  Large open-mouth bowls, usually dec 
orated with finger impressions, have a distri
bution sirn ilar to that of restricted-orifice 
bowls ( see preceding page ) in Late Classic 
sites of the Maya Lowlands. They occur in 
the early part of the Late Classic period at 
Uaxactun ( t-.·INAE ) and Tikal ( Culbert, n .d . ) ,  
but a t  these sites thev are rare and seem to 
have been functionally replaced by open
mouth bowls with incurved lips. Thompson 
( 1939: Fig. 69 ) iilustrates a vaguely similar 
fom1 from Period IV at San Jose. A number 
of examples of this general form appear in 
collections dating from the Regional pe1iod 

in Yucatan ( Brainerd. HJ,'58 : Figs. 2, c, e; 1 1  ) ,  
and one example ( Fig. 2 ,  e )  i s  identical with 
numerous Chiapas Highlands specimens. 
Some examples from Piedras Negras approxi
mate the form. but thev are not diaracter
istic of tile eeramic c;mp\ex at that site 
( Rands, personal comrmmi�ation ) .  

Comal (Chart 3, No. 11 )  
Fann: Base slightly rounded; side very 

siightly rounded; mientation of side widelv 
outflai'ing; rim direct or sHghtly upturned: 
lip rounded; appendages : a few examples 
have two diarnetricallv opposed handies 
which consisted eitht:!r ·of flatt1:'ned tabs of 
clay or horizontai loop,-;. 

Dimensions: None of the fragments re
covered was large enough to measure, but the 
form ,\'as of large diameter and extreme!y 
shallow. 

Decoration :  Unslipped and unsmoothed. 
Types : Santa Klena Red ( Unslipped var

iant ) .  
Chronological Posit-ioli : The form occurs 

only during the Tsah phase and early part 
of the Yash phase, and never exceeds .'5 per 
cent of the totai rims. E\·en dming its period 
of production the form was missing from more 
than half the sampies. 

Large-Diameter Restricted-Orifice Bowl 

( Fig. 29, a )  
Form : Base flat; sid0 rounded; orienta

tion of side restricted orifice; rim direct; lip 
thickened, either rounded or flattened. 

,,, 
0 

Figure 29. LA1tci:-D1;1.1'\ETER BowLS 
a :  Restridecl-orifice ho".!s. b :  Fbt-Hp bowl. 

Dimensions: Diamet<"r . 26-60, median 45. 
Decoration: Interior red siipned; exterior 

rough, unslipped. 
� ,. 

Types: Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba Buena 
Variety. 

Chronological Position :  This form was 
never common in the Chia.pas Highlands and 
occurs only jn scattered examples from sam-
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ples of the Tsah phase and early part of the 
Yash phase. 

Comparative Data: The form by itself is 
so simple that it is not of comparative value, 
but in this Late Classic-Early Postclassic con
text, it is clearly a part of the complex of 
large bowls discussed on pages 63-4. 

Large-Diameter Flat-Lip Bowl ( Fig. 29, b)

Form: Base unknown, probably flat; side 
rounded; orientation of side ranges from 
slightly outflaring to vertical at lip; 1im direct; 
lip flattened. 

Dimensfons: Diameter 28-50, median 35. 
Decorati.011: Interior red slipped; exter

ior rough, unslipped. 
Types: Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba Buena 

Variety. 
Chronowgical Position: This form was 

never common in the Chiapas Highlands. It 
occurs only in a few samples dating from 
the Tsah phase and the early part of the Yash 
phase. 

Comparative Data: A vessel of this form 
with similar flattened lip is diagnostic of pot
terv of the Chacalhaaz phase ( Late Classic) 
at ·Piedras Negras ( Rands, personal communi
cation; see also Butler, 1935: Forms 25 and 
26). Sporadic occurrences at other sites fail 
to show any significant pattern. 

Flat-Lip Jar ( Fig. 30, a; Chart 4, No. 15) 
Form,; Neck-body juncture well defined, 

angular; neck usuaily straight, sometimes 
slightly outcmving; orientation of neck: usu
ally outflaring, sometimes vertical; when the 
neck of the jar is straight, the ;im is everted; 
when the neck is outcurving, the rim may be 

({{l((l(I 
(({((f.{(l l 

Figure 30. Ts,m-PHAsE JARS 
a: Flat-lip jars. 11: Everted-rim jars. 

either direct or everted; lip flattened or 
grooved. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 14-22, median 
16; height 3.0 to greater than 6.0, median 4.9. 

Decora.tion: Unslipped but well smoothed. 
Types: Yerba Buena Fine: San Nicolas 

Variety; Santa Elena Red ( unslipped variant). 
Chronological Position: The major period 

of production of this form extended from 
slightly after the beginning of the Tsah phase 
until the middle of the Yash phase. There 
are some indications that the form continued 
to be common until a later date in the west
ern sector of the Highlands. 

Cornparative Data: Jars of this general 
form occur with some frequency in Classic 
collections from the site of Santa Cruz in 
the Grijaiva Valley ( Sanders, 1961: Figs. 37-
38), but at Santa Cruz the variant with out
curving neck and direct rim predominates, ra
ther than the straight-neck, everted-rim vari
ant. Although some examples appear at other 
Classic and Early Postclassic sites along the 
Grijalva, the form wa� nut ge11erally common 
in that area ( NW AF collections ) . This form 
may also be related to the unslipped jars of 
the Tepeu phase at Uaxachln ( Smith, 1955) 
and the Late Classic period at Tikal, for it 
shares with these form; of the Central Low
lands the characteristic flattened-lip mode. 
Scattered occurrences of a similar form in 
San Jose III (Thompson, 1939: Fig. 46a), 
Tres Zapotes ( Drucker, 1943: Fig. 16, d-f), 
and Finca Arabia ( Late Classic, Guatemala 
Highlands, MNAE) do not suggest any pat
tern of development, and the form is not 
characteristic enough to presume that they 
indicate any sort of prehistoric connection. 

Everted-Rim Jar ( Fig. 30, b; Chart 4, No. 16) 
Form: Neck-body juncture well defined, 

usually angular; neck straight, somewhat bulg
ing; orientation of neck: outflaring or, infre
quently, vertical; rim slight to wide eversion; 
lip rounded or pointed. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 10-26, median 
18; neck diameter 8-24, median 11; height 
3.3-6.5, median 4.9. 

Decomtion: Red-orange slipped, interior 
and exterior of neck; one example of red
orange on white decoration. 

Types: Yerba Buena Fine (all varieties). 
Chronological Positi-on: This form had a 
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long history in the Highlands of Chiapas. 
Scattered examples appeared as early as the 
middie of the Kan phase. The form is gen
erally present in samples dating from the 
Tsah and Yash phases wi.th maximum frc-• 
quencies ranging up to 16 per cent of total 
rims for specific samples. Only one example 
occurred in deposits clearly associated with

Lum-phase occupation in the eastern sector 
of the Highlands, but the form may have per
sisted into this phase in the western sector. 

Com-pa.mtive Data: Everted-rim jars iden
tical with those of the Central Highlands 
occurred duiing the Classic period at the site 
of Santa Cruz in the Grijalva Valley ( Sanders, 
1961), and were found sporadically at other 
Late Classic and Earlv Postclassic sites in 
that area ( NW AF collections). Jars of this 
form had a wide distribution in the Mava 
area during Late Classic times. Everted lips 
are not generally characteristic of jar forms 
in the Peten, but a few examples occur at 
both Tikal ( Culbert, n.d.) and Uaxactun 
( Smith, 1955: Fig. 47, a, 1, 3-6). TI1e U axac
tun examples, dated as Tepeu 1, share the 
bulging neck exhibited by some specimens 
from t he Chiapas Highlands. Everted-lip jars 
occurred at Piedras Negras ( Rands, personal 
communication; Butler, 1935: Plate 7) dur
ing the Late Classic, and a similar form decor
ated with incising occurred at Palenque in 
mixed lots which could not be specifically 
dated ( Rands, personal communication). Ex
act duplicates of Chiapas Highlands speci
mens were found at Tulum in the Yucatan 
Peninsula ( Sanders, 1960: Fig. 5, c, 1-14) 
and at Florescent-period sites in Yucatan 
( Brainerd, 1958: Fig. 20, e, 13-18). An approx
imately similar form was common at Nebaj 
<luring the Late Classic ( rvINAE), and unslip
ped jars with everted rims occurred during 
the San Francisco phase at Cotzumalhuapa 
on the Pacific Coast of Guatemala ( Thomp
son, 1948: Fig. 41). The conclusion made 
from these comparative examples is that this 
form was common during the Late Classic 
and Early Postclassic periods in many parts 
of the Maya area. 

TSAH-PHASE RARE AND UNIQUE J?ORl\'IS 
Small Composite-Silhouette Bowl ( Fig. 31, a) 

Form.: Base unknown; composite silhou
ette; side: upper section outcurv:ing; orienta-

tion of side: lower section outflaring, upper 
section nearh· vertical to outflaring: rim 
slightly evert�d; Hp rounded or pointe�l. 

Dimensions: Diameter 16-26 ( 4 exam
ples). 
- Decoration: Black slipped, incised on ex
terior.

Types: ;\tfoxviquii Dlack. 
Chmno!ogical Position.: This form is 

known almost exclusiveh· from the site of 
Mowiquil, \.vbere it occ�rred in quantity in 
grave contexts. �ot more than a dozen frag-
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Figure 31. TsAH-PHs\:'.E R,\llE AND U1-.1QUE FonMs 
a: Small cnmpmite-dhouettc bowls. b: Horizontal-rim 
vessels. c: Insloping-side vessel. d: Ve .ssel with boss. 

ments were encountered at other sites. The 
form appeared during both the Tsah and the 
Yash phases, but nothing more can he said 
about its temporal distrihutio11. 
Horizontal-Rim Vessel ( Fig. 31, h °) 

Form: This category was defined on the 
basis of a rim mode, for no complete sections 
of the form were recovered. From a few of 
the larger sherds, it is known that both bowls 
and jars are included in the category, hut the 
number of sherds which could be specifically 
attributed to bowls or jars was so small that 
the separation did not seem feasible, and all 
sherds sharing the characteristic rim treat
ment were lumped together. Side straight or 
slightly outcurving; orientation of side: nearly 
vertical; rim evcrted to the point where it 
approaches a horizontal position; the rim sec
tion is broad and in some cases is flattened 
and shelf-like; lip rounded. 

Decoration: Red slipped, interior and ex
terior . 

Types: Santa Elena Red; Yerba Buena 
Fine \ rare) . 

Chronological Position: The scattered oc
currences of this .form are confined to the 
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Tsah phase and the early part of the Yash 
phase. 

lnsloping-Side Vessel ( Fig. 31, c) 

Fonn: Base unknown; seems to be com
posite silhouette; upper section straight in
sloping; rim dir-ect; lip beveled. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 18 ems. 
Decoration and type: Unknown; sherd is 

·weathered.

Vessel with Bosses (Fig. 31, d)

Form: Base unknown; side outcurving; 
orientation of side almost vertical; rim: sec
tion near lip shows increased outcurve; lip 
rounded. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 22 cm. 
Decoration: Unslipped, bosses of clay ap

pliqued on exterior; sherd too small to indi
cate pattern of placing bosses. 

Type: Probably a variety of Yerba Buena 
Fine. 

YASH PHASE 

CERAMIC TYPES 

San Gregorio Coarse: San Gregorio Variety 

Paste: Texture very coarse. Color gray, 
bro,'VTl or brick red. Brick red paste was found 
at all levels, but was most frequent during 
the latter part of the Yash phase and the 
Lum phase. Paste of this color was also more 
common in the western sector of the High
lands than in the eastern sector. Inclusions: 
large quantities of coarse particles of crys
talline calcite. 

Surface Treatment: Always unslipped and 
unsmoothed. 

Firing: The pottery is soft, ,.,'ith about 25 
per cent of the sherds showing dark cores. 
A number of sherds have a core that is 
not black, but of a different color from the 
paste near the surfaces. This phenomenon is 
frequent ( about 33 per cent) in sherds with 
red paste, but rare ( 5 per cent or less) in 
sherds "'ith pastes of other colors. 

Forms: 1) Wide mouth, flat-lip jars ( es
pecially at San Gregorio). 2) Vague-neck 
jars. 3} Short grooved-neck jars ( especially in 
the San Cristobal Valley). 4) Colanders 
( only in the eastern sector). 5) Round-side 
bowls. 6) Straight-side bowls (rare). 

Chronological Position: San Gregorio 
Coarse appeared at the start of the Tsah 
phase and was present in small, steady 
amounts ( 10 to 15 per cent of total sherds) 
throughout that phase. The type increased 
rapidly in frequency at the start of the Yash 
phase, and composed almost one-half the 
ceramic sample during the latter part of that 
phase. San Gregorio Coarse decreased in 
frequency during the Lum phase, but was 
probably still in production at the time of the 
Conquest. 

Cumparative Data: Coarse, unslipped 
pottery, usually devoted to large jar forms, is 
one of the major components of almost every 
ceramic complex known in Mesoarnerica. As 
a general rule, this pottery has been little 
studied and poorly described. From personal 
inspection of the Tikal and Uaxactun collec
tions, I have noticed that a particular class 
of this pottery heavily tempered with large 
calcite particles appeared at both sites during 
the Late Classic and increased in frequency 
until the end of occupation at those sites ( see 
also Smith, 1955). Since this pottery from 
the Peten is very similar to San Gregorio 
Coarse in temper, surface, and vessel forms, 
there is some possibility that the types were 
part of a general pattern during Late Classic 
times and thereafter. 

Comments: There is more variety from 
one site to the next in San Gregorio Coarse 
than in any other type known from the Chi
apas Highlands. General characteristics of 
paste, color, and finish have different ranges 
of variation at each site, but none of the dif
ferences is systematic enough to provide a 
basis for the distinction of more than a 
single variety. Vessel forms made from San 
Gregorio Coarse also vary from one location 
to another. Although the general forms are 
similar everywhere, specific modes of lip 
shape, neck height, and other small features 
tend to be concentrated at a single site. It 
might be mentioned that there is a possibility 
that San Gregorio Coarse was produced loc
ally at many or all of the Central Highland 
sites, in contrast to the majority of other var
ieties which I believe to have been produced 
in specialized centers. 

Tzaconcja Red: Tzaconeja Variety 

Paste: Texture fine to coarse. Color almost 
always brick red to orange. Inclusions: fine 
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dark and fine ,vhite particles, both of min
eral origin, and large particles of hematite. 
TI1e quantity of inclusions ranges from small 
to large. 

Surface Treatment: The vessels were given 
a cream to ,vhite underslip and then an ad
ditional slip of bright red. Sometimes either 
the interior or the exterior of the vessel was 
ieft of cream color, with the red slip applied 
onlv to the other side. The combination of 
red and white slips was never used to make 
patterns. The white slip was rarely polished, 
while the red slip received a low to medium 
polish. Both slips are thick and very soft. 

Firing: The pottery is very soft, with 65 
to 7.5 per cent dark cores. 

Forms: 1) Bowls with round sides and 
slightly incurved lips. 2) Round-side bowls. 

Chronological Position: Tzaconeja Red 
was very common in Yash-phase samples at 
San Gregorio, but declined markedly in the 
few Lum-phase samples from that site. The 
type was very rare at all other sites, so it 
seems likely that it was a local type at San 
Gregorio. 

Ixtapa Fine: htapa Variety 

Paste: Texture: very fine. Color usually 
orange, with some examples buff or tan. In
clusions: usually none visible but some 
sherds, particularly from Cer:o Ecatepec, 
have a few tiny gray mineral particles. 

S1i1face Treatment: The surface treatment 
of this type seems to be unusually varied, but 
small samples and poor preservation made it 
difficult to determine the range of decorative 
techniques. The most common surface treat
ment is a thin white slip which ranges from 
chalky \vith low polish to hard with high 
polish. A thin red slip was less frequently 
applied to the base clay, and there are a few 
examples of a black slip directly over the 
base clav. In other cases, traces remain of 
red or black paint which had been applied, 
either separately or on the same vessel, over 
a primary white slip. Incising and grooving 
are fairly common, mostly of a sort empha
sizing thin lines which are either incised 
through the white slip or sometimes, perhaps, 
used on unslipped vessels. The patterns, as 
far as could be determined from the small 
fragments recovered, were curvilinear or rec
tilinear designs. 

Firing: Tiie pottery is very hard and was 
probably fired at a high temperature. Dark 
or discolored cores are common, but these 
can. be attributed to the very fine paste 
which impeded the penetration of oxygen 
during firing. 

Forms: l) Small outcurving-side bowls. 
2) Round-side bowls. 3) Straight, outflaring
side dishes. 4) Straight, outflaring-side dishes
with widely everted lip. 5) Cylindrical ves
sels.

Chronological Position: Examples of Ix
tapa Fine: Ixtapa Variety occurred in small 
quantity in Tsah-phase deposits at Cerro Eca
tepec. The type reached peaked frequencies 
during the Yash phase, but continued to be 
important during the Lum phase. 

Comments: The long time span and the 
range of decorative techniques observed for 
lxtapa Fine suggest that with larger samples 
and better stratigraphy it would be possible 
to subdivide the type into several additional 
varieties. Examples of Ixtapa Fine were not 
isolated from collections from the eastern 
sector of the Chiapas Highlands. Although 
a fev.· examples may have been sorted into 
the "odd" categorv for eastern sites, there is 
little doubt that I{tapa Fine was concentrated 
largely in the western sector of the Highlands. 
The fact that the type is more frequent in 
surface collections from sites in the Ixtapa 
Valley to the west of the Highlands than in 
any site in the Highlands indicates that it may 
have had its origin in that direction. 

Comparative Data: The general charac
teristics of a fine, untempered paste, decora-. 
tion, and vessel form suggest that there may 
be a relationship between Ixtapa Fine and 
the various types of Fine Orange pottery. The 
relationship is certainly not a direct one, for 
the more characteristic decorative elements 
and vessel forms of Fine Orange do not ap
pear in Ixtapa Fine, but the presence of im
ported Fine Orange vessels in tombs at Mox
viquil shows that the ware was known in the 
Central Highlands, and Ixtapa Fine could 
well have been a local imitation. The most 
direct similarities of Ixtapa Fine are with Z
Fine Orange ( Smith, 1958), which appar
ently had a center of production in Tabasco 
at a time transitional between the Late Clas
sic and Early Postclassic periods. The peak 
of Z-Fine Orange occurred somewhat before 
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that of Ixtapa Fine, and Ixtapa Fine con
tinued far later in time, but a lag of this sort 
is not surprising if one considers the gener
ally isolated nature of the Chiapas Highlands 
culture. 

Ixtapa Fine: Cuchumton Variety 

Paste: The Cuchumt6n variety of Ixtapa 
Fine differs from the Ixtapa variety in hav
ing a paste that is more porous, and in con
taining smail amounts of very fine inclusions 
of undetermined nature. The paste color is 
invariably orange. 

Swjace Treatment: Preservation was too 
poor to give much indication of the surface 
treatment. A white slip occurs ,-vith some 
frequency, and there are a few cases in which 
there are traces of red paint over a primary 
white slip, but the majority of the sherds are 
completely weathered. No examples of incis
ing or grooving were noted. 

Firing: T11e pottery is less hard than the 
hi:apa variety, but there are almost no dark 
cores. 

Forms: Similar to those of the Ixtapa 
variety. 

Chronological Position: This variety is 
known only from Lum-phase deposits at Cer
ro Cuchumt6n, but since it was most frequent 
in lower levels at that site it may have had a 
peak during the Yash phase. 

Chanal Modeled-carved: Chanal Variety 
( Fig. 6, a) 
Paste: \-Vithin the range of variation of 

Yerba Buena Fine. 
Surface Treatment: Some examples have 

a red-orange slip, while others seem to have 
been unslipped but well polished. Modeled
carved decoration appears on the exterior of 
the vessels. Most of the sherds are too small 
to show design patterns, but the carving is 
of an intricate stvle similar to that of Z-Fine 
Orange. The large fragment shown in Figure 
6, a shows a dancing figure surrounded by 
glyphlike designs. This same fragment has an 
identical design on the opposite side of the 
vessel, suggesting that the design was pro
duced from a mold. 

Firing: The pottery is fairly hard with no 
dark cores noted in the smail sample. 

Forms: The only example for which the 

form could be determined is a barrel-shape 
vessel with annular base. 

Chro1wwgical Position: All of the exam
ples came from surface deposits at Rancho 
San Nicolas, and could have pertained to 
either the Tsah phase or to the Yash phase, 
although the latter is the more likely. 

Comparative Data: TI1e relationship of 
this type to Z-Fine Orange ( Smith, 1958) and 
to Carved Ferruginous Ware ( Smith, 1955: 
Fig. 86) is obvious. In paste and temper, 
Chanal Modeled-carved clearly falls outside of 
the Fine Orange group. Without technolog
ical analysis, it is impossible to determine 
whether the type was imported or was a lo
cal copy of more widely spread modeled
carved types. 

YASH-PHASE VESSEL .FORl\18 

Round-Side Bowl or Dish 
( Fig. 27; Chart 3, No. 1) 
Data offered for this form in the descrip-
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the Yash phase. Average frequencies for this 
form continued to be about the same during 
the Yash phase as they were during the Tsah 
phase. TI1ere is, however, a variant of the 
form, common at San Gregorio, which differs 
enough from other examples to make separ
ate description desirable. 

Round-Side Bowl, Large-Diameter Variant 
(Fig. 32) 
Form: Base unknown; side rounded; ori

entation of side ranges from slightly outflar-

7 II 
·-Figure 32. LARGE-DJAMETER, RouND-SIDE Bowr.�

ing to slightly restricted; rim direct or slight
ly incurving; lip rounded. 

Dimensions: The small size of the sherds 
and the unevenness of the lips made measure
ment difficult, hut the diameter is regularly 
in excess of 30 ems., considerably larger than 
is standard for other round-side bowls. 

Deco-ration: Most commonly red slipped, 
interior and exterior; red-slipped interior, un-
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slipped exterior; white-slipped interior, red
siipped exterior. 

Types: Tzaconeja Red. 
Chronological Position.: This form was en

countered only at the site of San Gregorio. 
It was common in levels dating from the 
last half of the Yash phase, v:ith frequencies 
as high as 25 per cent of total rims in some 
samples. There was a decrease in the fre
quency with which the form appeared in the 
fevi levels from the Lum phase. There may, 
however, have been a connection between 
this form and large-diameter bo-wls that were 
common during the Lum phase in the west
ern sector of the Highlands. Both of these 
large round-side bowl forms seem to fill the 
role played by other large bowl forms :in 
earlier phases. 

Incensario, F'rying-l)an Type (Chart 3, No. 8)

Form: Base unknown; side rounded; ori
entation of side medium outflaring; rim di
rect; lip rounded; appendages : a holloVI' tub
ular handle, round in cross section, was at-· 
tached to the bowl just below the lip. 

Decorot/.on :  Plain and red-slipped exam
ples occur in about equal frequency; in some 
cases a stylized decoration was appligued to 
the handle or the inside of the bowl, hut it 
was not possible to determine what this dec
oration might have represented. 

Types: Santa Eiena Red; Yerba Buena 
Fine: Yerba Buena Varietv; Huistan Hard: 
Huistan Variety. 

Chronological Position: Frying-pan incen
sarios occurred in only a few samples, all dat
ing from the Tsah and Yash phases, It should 
be noted, however, that the presence of this 
form could be detected only ·when the sherd 
actually showed the juncture or place of junc
ture of the handle and bowl. Other examples 
could easilv have been sorted into round-side 
bowls, while h,rndle fragments could have 
been misclassified as feet. · 

Comparative Data: Frying-pan incensarios 
had a wide <list.ribntion in prehistoric Meso
america, with most exumples belonging on 
the Postclassic time level, or at least no earlier 
than t11e transition between Late Classic and 
Early Postclassic. The form was found in the 
Frailesca subregion of the Grijalva Valley in 
the Postclassic Ruiz and Tuxtla phases ( Nav-

arrete, 1960: Figs. 4:2, f; 43,, f ) .  It occurred at 
Uaxacn1n during Tepeu 3 ( Smitl1, 1955: Fig . 
66, b, 2, 3 )  and at Tikal ( Culbert, n.d. ) during 
the Early Post.dassic. Frying-pan incensario� 
were rn(>st common in \'u�tan du.ring the 
three phases of the Mexican period, altl{ough 
some examples did appear as early as the 
Fiorescent period ( Brainerd, 1958: Fig. 23, 
f ) .  The form appeared at Zacua1pa dming 
the Pokom and Tohil phases ( V\/ auchope, 
1948: Figs .  45; f,8, c ) ;  the Toh.ii vessel shown 
in the latter :illustration is of particljlar inter
est because it sho,;;,1s the sarne sort of ap
pliquld decoration as occurred in a few in
stances on Chiapas Highlands incensarios. 
Cylinder (Chart 3, No. 13) 

Forrn: Ba.se flat; side straight; orientation 
of side : vertical; :rim direct; lip rounded or 
pointed. 

Diniensions: Diameter 10- 18. median 14 
( examples from the eastern s�ctor of the 
Highlands ) .  

Decoration : Red slipped; white slipped 
( hi:apa Fine ) ;  incised, exterioi- ( Ixtapa 
Fine ) ;  cream slipped, one example from ball
court cache at Yerba Buena; painted stucco, 
one example from ball-court cache at Hancho 
San Nicolas; red and black on cream poly
chrome, one example; figure-painted poly
chrome, one example from tomb at Ceno 
Ed.tepee. 

Types: Yerba Bnen:.. Fine; Ixtapa Fine; 
types foreign to the Central Highlands. 

Chronological Position:  Cylindrical ves
sels were rare in the Chiapas Highlands. The 
scattered occurrences in the eastern sector 
date from the Tsah and Yash phases. Iu the 
area of distribution of Ixtapa Fine, the west
ern and northwestern parts of the Highlands, 
the form seems to have persisted into the Lum 
phase. 

Comparative Data : Cylindrical vesseis 
have a long history in Mesoamerica, and the 
form by itself is not a significant time diag
nostic. 

Comments: Both the number of decor
ated trade pieces in this class of vessels 
and the archeological contexts in which they 
were found indicate that this form must. have 
played a role in the ceremonial 1ife of the 
inhabitants of the Chiapas Highlands. 
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Wide-Mouth Coarse Jar 

( Fig. 33, a; Chart 4, No. 18) 
Form: Neck-body juncture vague; neck 

straight or, less frequently, outcurving; orien-

(ll(II l i ( 
Figure 33. YASH-PHASE JARS 

a: Wide-mouth, coarse jars. h: Vertical-neck jars. 

tation of neck: widely outflaring; rim direct; 
lip rounded, flattened or grooved. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 14 to greater 
than 30, median 18; height 3.2-4.4 ( 5 exam
ples). 

Decoration: Unslipped and unsmoothed. 
Types: San Gregorio Coarse. 
Chronological Position: Some examples of 
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but a continuous distribution of the form in 
fairly high frequencies did not begin until 
the middle of the Yash phase. During the last 
half of the Yash phase, the wide-mouth jar 
was the most important jar form. Although 
the form decreased in frequency in samples 
from the Lum phase, production seems to 
have continued through most of that phase, 
and perhaps until the time of the Conquest. 

Comments: This form shows a tendency 
to variation from one site to another within 
the eastern sector of the Highlands. The flat
lip mode and straight neck were predominant 
at San Gregorio, while rounded lips and out
curving necks occurred with far greater fre
quency at Yerba Buena. 

Short-Neck, Wide-Mouth Jar 

Form: Neck-body juncture well defined 
and angular; neck straight; orientation of 
neck: widely outflaring; rim: the body of the 
vessel turns directly outward into what might 
be called either a short neck or a rim without 
neck; lip rounded or flattened. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 16-26, median 
20 ( 6 examples); height 1.5-2.5, median 2.1 
( 6 examples). 

Decoration: Unslipped and unsmoothed; 
about 75 per cent of the vessels have hori-

zontal grooves that encircle the interior of the 
widely outflaring neck. 

Types: San Gregorio Coarse; La Hermita 
Coarse. 

Chronological Position: This form was im
portant during the Yash phase and continued 
into the early part of the Lum phase, but 
seems to have died out before the last stages 
of the Lum phase. 

Comments: This form is another illustra
tion of regional variety within the ceramic 
type San Gregorio Coarse. The short-neck 
wide-mouth jar was found only in the western 
sector of the Highlands where it coexisted 
·with a variant form of the wide-mouth coarse
jar.

Vertical-Neck Jar ( Fig. 33, b)

Form: Neck-body juncture well defined; 
neck straight; orientation of neck: vertical; 
rim direct or slightly everted (rare); lip 
rounded, pointed, flattened (rare). 

Dimensions: Diameter 8-16, median 12; 
height 7.4 ( one exampie, but other large 
fragments indicate that this height is probably 
typical.) 

Decoration: Red-orange slipped, interior 
and exterior of neck; dark red on red-orange; 
a few examples have a crnde face appliqued 
on the neck. 

Types: Yerba Buena Fine: Yerba Buena 
Variety; Santa Elena Red; Huistan Hard: 
Huistan Variety (rare). 

Chronological Position: This fon11 occur
red in all phases of the Chiapas Highlands 
sequence, with the exception of the Late Pre
classic Sak phase. Although the form was 
never common, the appearances were slight
ly more consistent during the Yash phase 
than during other phases. The use of an ef
figy face on the neck seems to have been 
restricted to the Tsah and Yash phases. 

LUM PHASE 

CERA.MIC TYPES 

For all of the preceding phases, it has 
been possible to consider the ceramics from 
all kno\\'n parts of the Central Highlands as 
a single ceramic complex, stressing regional 
variation only in the comments made about 
varieties that had resh·icted distributions. In 
the Late Postclassic Lum phase, the ceramic 
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divergence within the Highlaud, had become
so great that it seems best to consider the
�eramics as t\n_; cornple.xes, one P,ertaining to
cbe eastern sector ot tlle area, t!le other to
the \Vestern sector. Tvpes of the eastern cera
mic complex \\·ere enc�untered onh· at the site
of San Gregorio in specifically Lum contexts,
and eYE·n here the Lnm denosits date onh
from the earliest part of th/ pbase. For this
reason, the historv of the Late Postdassic
complex for th<." e·astern sector of the High
lands is ver:· poorly understood. CE-ramies per ..
taining to the \\·estern cornpl"'x occuned at
the ruins of La Hermita and Cnro Ecatepec
ill thE' San Crist6bal \' ailey v, here, although
the quantity of materi,,l rectwered \',,is large,
the stratigraphic- data \Yere too poor to give
pn·cise information about the patterns of
change. At Cuchumton, directh north of San
Crist�\baL the ceramic in,,entor�· show� a mix
ture of e,tstern arid ,,·estern t�-j:ies and forms,
with the \\·estern complex slighth· predomi
nant.

LUM PHASE: EASTERN COMPLEX 

Huistan Hard: Huistan Variety (Fig. 3-fl 
Paste : Texturt' medium to fine•. Color us

ually buff or tan. sometimes gray. The princi
pal inclmion is a large quantity of Yery fowl:,·di,ided calcite.

Su rface Trcafll lcn t :  About 60 per cent of
the sherds of Hnisbin Hard are nnslipped , but
well smoothf'd , Sinc-e the slip ust·d on this
t:'l'pe is e\trcmeh· dm.-ible. the perc·Pnt.1ge of
nnslipped sherds \\·as probahl�, not much af
fected b�- ,n,atlwring. The most common sl ip
is Yen· thin red \Yith mattc finish . .  1,bout 5
per cent of the sherds shm" a borderline be
tween la rge areas of red s lip and unslippcd
areas. so i t  is not unlikeh· that the sl inped
and the unslippecl sherds , actuall:, repr�sent
different parts llf partially s l ipped ,·c,;sels.
Occasionally tlie n'd ,lip w,1s nscd to makt>
desigm on the basE' cla:·, The dt>sign elements

are rectilinear geometric motifs execu tt:d with
either n"r\' fine; lines or with J ;nes of medium
width. \\:f f rarf:h·. biack. a� w<:>ll as red. was
1 1sed in the· dPsigns .
. .\ fen- shercLt ,\·ith other sorts of painted
dee-oration ha,·e been pro,·isional i:, included
in Huist{m Ha.rd .  These include white on
polished red. ; r·d ,nir.l black on gray, and
red, biack. ar!d :,elk)\\ on grny. The paste
characteristics aucl design motifs rf-'<:o�ry,ized
in these sherd, are closei- to those of 1-!uistan
Hard than to thosi:> of anY other known .High
land �-pe, aud it st-t:m�d tmwi_st:· t? introd�c��e\·ern1 ne\': t:--pes on ,he b.1,1s ot a harn..1fui
of  �\·ariant sherds. (�onsiderably larger sau1 ··ples fronl this tirne I\.tng{? \t:i l l b-c needf'd
befon:' it can be determined wbether this dec
orated pottl:'r\' does fa]! \\'ithin the li1nits of
variation of I-Iui,tan Hard, 0r \Vh,:ther new
types or ,·ari,:'ties should be designated.

Firing :  HuistAn Hard is harder than any
other type encountered in the- Cenn-al High
land� . Dark con's ?.�cur in, _ a?out 30 per cent
of tne sherds . ,nth a sngnt tendency for

d , -. 1 , ' more arK core� to oc:cur rn t'an> samp1es
than in la tt- one�.

Farms: i · 1 \ ·.-1(:ue-r,(:•ck iars, nrDbabh· with
handles. 2 l Colai\d(;'rs . �1 1 'Row;d-si<le -bO\Yls .
-1 ) Outcuning-sicle bmds. ;3 i Censers ( rare I .

ChronoioJjcal Position : Huistan J:-hu·d oc
curred in a -fr. ,_,_. scattered imt;m,�es in S<1m

ples from tlw Tsah phase. \'\-ith the beginning
of the Y,1sh uhasf:'. small but consist�nt
,unounts of tli/ hlK · bt0gan tu appear in al
most a l l  rnrnples. but en·n b\· the end of the
phase Hui,U1n HarJ still a,·fraged less than.
10 per cent ot the totai sherJt. Durinr- the
e(;_rh part of the Lum pluse. the t'.·pe inZ:e,is
ed ;,bruptl, tu freqm:Ill'it'S Gf ;2,5 . to :_,o per
cent. The hi ,ton d the t-Ypc· c,,uld not be
traced am· fmtli�-r ! ;,· �eriation. but a Sur.fact'
collect ion· from the · I ,ate Postcia�sic site of
C:b,1c:1hib in the Oc(ising:o \·alley suggests
tlwt HuisLi.n I-Lud was the most common
Lum-oha�e t,·fk in the eastern se ctor of the
l-:l.igl/mcls .  s·pora<lic occurrences of Hubh(n
Ha,rd in late ��ite� of the \YE-Stern sector indi
catt:> that lht' t\'l)f:' ,.,,,,s prohi!hlv stiil being
prndl_Jced ,1 t the \im<' of tht· Co1�quest.

Comparaticc Dc1ta : RecJ on ,; buff-colored
d,:n- forms the lHsic decorah,:t dement in a
nuinber of Late Pos tcbs�ic cer�1rnic types in
the Guatern:il.l Highlands. These include
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types probably produced at Chinautla and 
Mixco Viejo ( I\1NAE collections; Navarrete, 
personal c-ommunication; Lothrop, 1933). 

LUM PHASE: WESTERN COMPLEX 

La Hennita Coarse: La Hermita Variety 
Paste: Texture coarse to extremely coarse. 

Color most frequently brick red, sometimes 
tan or brown. Inclusions are remarkable both 
for the quantity and number of different sub
stances represented. Large particles of hema
tite, a translucent material that is probably 
sand, particles of some dark mineral, and var•• 
ious other things are represented. Many of 
the inclusions are probably the result of using 
an impure clay rather than of intentional 
tempering. 

Surface Treatment: Always unslipped and 
unsmoothed. 

Fi.ring: TI1e potter,; is soft to medium hard 
with about 50 per cent of the sherds showing 
dark cores. 

Fv;..,-;i.i; 1) \Vide-n1oui.h jars. 2) Out.Har
ing-neck jars. 3) Short-grooved-neck jars. 
4) Vague-neck jars. 5.) Large-diameter round
side bov1ls. 6) Restricted .. orifice, everted--lip
bowls. 7) Round-side incensarios. 8) Minia
ture bottles ( rare) .

Chronological Position: La Hennita Coarse 
was present in small quantities during the 
Yash phase, and increased rapidly through 
the Lum phase. Samples judged to date just 
before the Conquest contain La Hermita 
Coarse in frequencies of greater than 80 per 
cent of the total sherds. 

Ecatepec Red: Ecatepec Variety 
Paste: Texture medium to coarse. Color 

usually red, sometimes buff or brown. Inclu
sions: tempered Vvith large quantities of finely 
divided white material, probably calcite. Oth
er inclusions cover the same range of very 
heterogeneous substances that occur in La 
Hermita Coarse and probably indicate a com
mon clay source for the two types. 

Surface Treatment: Thick, unpolished red 
slip. 

Firing: The pottery is always soft, with 
almost all sherds having broad dark cores. 

Form.'/: 1) Large-diameter round-side 
bowls. 2) Restricted-orifice, everted-lip bowls. 

Chro-rwlogical Position: The type seems 

to have appeared during the latter half of the 
Yash phase and to have reached a peak dur
ing the early part of the Lum phase. 

Chamula Red: Chamula Variety 

Paste: Texture medium. Color tan to red
dish tan. Inclusions: small to medium 
amounts of fine to medium-size translucent 
particles. 

Surface Treatment: Red slip of low to 
medium polish. 

Firing: The pottery is soft with about 20 
per cent dark c.'Ores. 

Forms: l) Round-side bowls. 2) Com
posite-silhouette bowls. ,3) Pseud0--neck bowls. 

Chronological Position: Chamula Red was 
never a common type, and seems to have 
occurred only during the Lum phase. 

LUM-PHASE VESSEL FORMS 

Round-Side Bowl or Dish 
( Fig. 35, a.; Chart 3, No. 1) 
Form: Base flat, rounded (rare); side 

rounded; orientation of side outflaring; rim 
direct; lip rounded. Special mention should be 
made of feet made from the c..>eramic type 
Huistan Hard. Although the number of feet 
recovered was still so small that only a few 
vessels could have been involved, feet are 
more frequent in Huistan Hard than in any 
other Highland type. Most of the feet are 
long and hollow, but a few shorter solid 
examples occur. Since none of the feet are 
attached to a complete vessel section, it is im
possible to say to which form or forms they 
should be attributed. Since, however, round
side bowls are the most common bowl form 
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Figure 35. LUM-PHASE BowLS AND D1sHES 

a: Round-side bowls. b: Small outcurving-side 
dishes. c: Small straight-side dishes. 
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produced in Huistan Hard, it is not unlikely 
that at least some of the feet came from this 
form. A few solid nubbin feet are associated 
,vith the type lxtapa Fine. No effigy feet oc
cur in the Chiapas Highlands. 

Dimensions: Diameter 12-2,2, median 18. 
Deccrration : Hed slipped; coarse unslipped 

( San Gregnrio (;oarse ) ;  red on buff clay 
( Huistan Hard ) ;  red and black on buff clay 
( Huistan Hard ) ;  white slipped ( Ixtapa Fine ) ;  
incised on exterior ( Ix.ta pa Fine ) .  

Types: Produced in all ceramic tn)eS of 
the Lum phase, but rare in the coarse types. 

Chronological Position : The data are not 
sufficient to indicate the trend in frequency 
of round-side bowls in the eastern se�tor �f 
the Highlands during the Lum phase, The 
three Lum-phase samples for which calcula
tions could be made show freauencies that 
are within the lower part of the range of 
variation for earlier phases, and may repre
sent either an incipient decrease in popularity 
of the form or random variation. In the west
ern sector the frequency of the form is aug
mented by the presence of a number of ex
amples of a large-diameter variant that does 
not occur in the east. 

Small Outcmving-Side Dish 

( Fig. 35, b; Chart 3, No. 9 )  
Form: Base flat; side outcurving; orienta

tion of side medium to widely outflaring; 
rim direct or sharply everted to horizontal 
( Ixtapa Fine ) ;  lip rounded or pointed. 

Dimensions: Diameter 16-24; height 4.1 
( one example ) .  

Decoration: Red or red-orange slipped; 
red on smoothed 'buff paste ( Huistan Hard ) ;  
smoothed buff paste, unslipped ( Huistlin 
Hard) ;  red-slipped interior, 1,vhite on red ex
terior ( one example, Huistan Hard ) ;  white 
slipped ( Ixtapa Fine ) .  

Types: Yerba Buena Fine; Tzaconeja Red; 
Huistan Hard; Ixtapa Fine. 

Chronological Position :  This form appears 
in scattered examples from all phases except 
the Sal· phase, but is present in the majority 
of samples only during the late part of the 
Yash phase and the Lum phase. Partial data 
for this phase suggest a late peak. It should be 
rioted that the profile of small sherds of this 
general form is common to both dish and 

jar forms. Therefore only sections large en
ough to il_1dicate dearly t�at_ tht: vessel had
been a dish were counteu m tne category 
discussed here, probably resulting in the ex
clusion of some srna!l sherds that had be
longed to vessels of this form. 

Con11nents: This forrn was common to 
both the eastern and \Ve.stem sectors of the 
Chiapas Highlands and seems t.o have had a 
similar temporal distTibution in hoth sectors. 
During the- Postclassic, however, there ,vere 
differences in the type from v;hich the fonn 
,vas made in the hvo sectors, with Tzaconeja 
Red and Huistan Hard predominating in t,.½.e 
east and htapa Fine in the \vest. 
Small Straight-Side Dish 

( Fig. 35, c; Chart 3, No. 10 )  
Form: Base fiat; side straight; orientation 

of side outflaring; rim direct, slightly cverted, 
or sharply everted to horizontal ( Ixtapa 
Fine ) ;  lip rounded, pointed, rounded heYel. 

Dimensions: Diarneter 10-30, median 20; 
height 4.6-5.4 ( 4 examples ) .  

Decoration :  Red slipped; ... vhite �lipped; 
several types of dichrome. 

Types : Produced in all slipped types en-

countered in the Chiaoas Highlands, with the 
exception of Soyatita� :Polycl1rorne. 

Chrnnological Position : This form is an 
almost universal one in the Central Highlands 
of Chiapas. It occurs in low frequencies in the 
majority of samples from all phases. Two 
slight peaks were noted, one in the early part 
of the Kan phase, the second in the Lum 
phase. 

Fon,,,1s LARGELY CONFINED TO THE 
EASTEH.N SEC'l'OR 

Vague--Neck Jar (Fig. 36; Chart 4, No. 14) 
Form : Neck-bodv juncture: the bodv 

merges so gradually into the neck of th� 
vessel that it is impossible in many cases 
to specify exactly the point of juncture; 
neck outcurving; orientation of neck: ranges 
from slightly outflaring to examples in •.vhich 
the entire neck is insloping up to the rim; 
rim : short, but frequently sharp, eversion; 
lip rounded or pointed; appendages : this 
form seems to have been e<:jltipped with loop 
handles when made in Huistan Hard; no 
sherd large enough to indicate the number 
of handles was recovered. One specimen in 
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Figure 36. VAGUE-NECK JARs 

the collection of Frans Blom has an effigy 
bird's head just above one of the handles; 
one or two similar effigies of Huistan Hard 
recovered in the excavations were probably 
placed in a similar position. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 8-24, median 
14; height 5.7 ( one example). 

Decoration: Red slipped; unslipped; red 
on buff paste exterior, red-slipped interior. 

Types: Huistan Hard; San Gregorio 
Coarse; Yerba Buena Fine (rare). 

r.h.Tn-nnlngi.rnT Pn.<liHf}n• On" ��mpl,. from
the Kan phase and four from the Tsah phase 
contain examples of this form. It is likely 
that these examples are due either to mixine: 
or to accidental approximation of the for� 
The form begins to appear with some fre
quency in the Y ash phase, but does not 
achieve continuous distribution until the 
early samples from the Lum phase. ·what 
seems to have been a late sample of the Lum 
phase from the site of Chacalxib in the Oco
singo Valley suggests that this was the dom
inant vessel form during the last half of the 
Lum phase in the eastern sector of the High
lands. 

Comparative Data: Examples of this form 
made in Huistan Hard appeared in the west
ern sector of the Highlands, but are so rare 
that they must be considered trade piec.-es. 
Another Huistan Hard example was found in 
the Comitan Valley ( Blom collections) . An 
approximately similar form made in an un
slipped, calcite-tempered ware was found in 
the Colonial town of Copanaguastla. In other 
regions of Mesoamerica, similar forms have a 
slight tendency to cluster in Postclassic cer
amic complexes, but there are a number of 
occurrences from Classic contexts as well. In 
Postclassic times, jars with a vague neck
body juncture and everted rim appeared in 
Panuco V ( Ekholm, 1944: Fig. 23, g, Ji) and 

in tl1e Pokom and Tohil phases at Zacualpa 
(Wauchope, 1948: Fig. 49, j-m, cc, pp, ss). 
The form also occurred in San Jose IV 
( Thompson, 1939: Fig. 93) at the transition 
between Late Classic and Early Postclassic, 
and in a Late Classic sample from Chipoc 
( MNAE; Smith, 1952). A bird's head effigy 
very similar to Chiapas Highlands examples 
was recovered by Sanders ( 1960: Fig. 8, b,
33) from the site of Ichpaatun in the Yucatan
Peninsula, while somewhat similar bird's
heads were found at Zaculeu ( Woodbury
and Trik, 1953: Fig. 275, f) in an undated
surface <.'Ollection, and near Cotzmnalhuapa
(Thompson, 1948: Fig. 58, g), also in a surface
collection. The example from Cotzumalhuapa
was placed at the rim of a bowl; the other
two examples were broken off, but may well
have been attached to vessels.
Pe1forated Jar or Colander 

(Fig. 34; Chart 4, No. 17) 
Form: Body perforated with evenly 

spaced small holes; neck-body juncture vague; 
n-eck outcurving; orientation· of neck outflar
ing; rim direct or everted; lip rounded.

Dimensions: Lip diameter 8-10 ( 3 exam-
ples). 

Decomtion: Unslipped; red slipped; red 
on buff paste ( Huistan Hard). 

Types: Huistan Hard; San Gregorio 
Coarse; Santa Elena Red. 

Chronological Position: There are two 
samples from the Yash phase that show very 
high frequencies of perforated jars. These 
high frequencies may well have been due to 
the separate tabulation of a number of sherds 
from the same vessel, and probably are not 
indicative of any great number of vessels in 
production at that date. Continuous appear
ances of the fonn began in the Lum phase, 
and it is likely that peak frequencies occur
red during that phase. It should be noted 
that body sherds showing perforation were 
tabulated as perforated jars, but that most 
rim sherds would probably have been tabu
lated as vague-neck jars, for few sherds are 
large enough to demonstrate the perforated 
body. 

Comparative Data: Perforated small
mouth jars are a specifically Postclassic fea
ture most common in the Guatemala High
lands. They have been reported from several 
late sites near Lake Atitlan ( Chuitinamit, 
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Chukumul, and Pasajaye; Lothrop, 183-3: 
70-71; Fig. 42). from the Tohil phase at
Zacualpa ( \Vauchope, 19'18: 151), and from 
Postclassic Tajumulco ( Dutton and Hobbs, 
1943: Fig. 8:t, a). At Uaxactun, there was 
a much earlier occurrence of perforated 
jars in Period J ( Predassic; Ricketson and 
·Ricketson, 1937: 25.3).

Conunents: A few perforated jars were 
made in local ceramic: tyoes in the western 
sector of the Chiapas Ifighlands during the 
Postclassi!:, bnt they were not nearly so com
mon as in the eastern sector. 

F-ORMS LARGELY CONFINF;D TO THE 

WESTERN SE::::TOR 

Round-Side Bowl, Large-Diameter Variant 
Form: Base unknown; side rounded; orien

tation of side outflaring; rim direct; lip 
rounded. 

Dimensions: Diameter 30-52, mediau 40. 
Decoration; Red-slipped interior, unslip·· 

ped exterior. 
Types: Chamula Red; Ed.tepee Red. 
Chronological Positi,on: This form was im

portant in the western sector of the Central 
Highlands during the Yash and Lum phases. 
There was not enough stratigraphic data to 
indicate the time of peak frequencies, but 
the form was no longer common during the 
closing stages of the Lum phase. 
N eckless Jar 

Form: Base unkno\vn; side rounded; orien
tation of side restricted orifice; rim direct 
or slightiy everted just at lip; lip rounded or 
rounded and thickened. 

Dim.ensions: :Diameter 36-4-1 ( 4 exam
ples). 

Deco-ration: Unslipped; red slipped. 
Types: La Hcrmita Coarse; Chamula Red; 

Ed.tepee Red. 
Chronological Position: Production of this 

form was at a peak at some time during 
the Yash phase or the Lum phase, but was no 
longer common in the closing stages of the 
Lum phase. 
Outcurving-Neck Coarse Jar (Fig. 37) 

Form: Neck-body junctw·e vague or 
rounded; neck almost straight to widely out
cuning; orientation of neck medium to wide
ly outf1aring; rim direct; Hp rnundt:d. 

(
\ --- --r--·---
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Dimensions: Lip diameter &-26_, median 
14, height 3.0-S.5, medfo.n 4.5. There is ..:on
sidernble v:ui.ation in the neek dimensions of 
these vessels v,ith littk tendencv for dimen-
sions to cluster. 

Decomtion: Unsiipped and unsmootned. 
Types: La Hermita Coarse. 
Chronological Position: The peak frequen-• 

cy of this form occurred late in the Lum 
phase, at th,_, time just before the Conquest. 
Because of poor stratigraphic data the time 
of introduction of the form cnnld 1�ot be de
termined, but it mav have been as early as 
the Yash phase. , 
Incensario, Round-Side-Dish Type ( Fig, 38, a)

F onn; Buse flat, single perforation in cen
ter of has�,; side rounded and thickened near 
base; orientation of side: open mouth to 
slightly restricted orifice; rim direct; lip 
rounded; appendages: t.1-i.::ee loops of clay 
were placed on the interior of the dish, reach
ing from the sides to tlle base. 

Dimensions: Diameter l-4..2; height 4.0 
( one example). 

Decorati<m: Unslipped and unsmoothed; 
three examples were stained by red ochre, 
but the stains probably resulted from use of 

b 

a 

Figure 38. Lm1.-PHASF. ( WrnnERN Cm.U'LEX) VESSELS 
a: Round-side dish-type incensario. b: Miniature jar. 
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the vessel in offerings rather than from an 
attempt at decoration. 

Types: La He1mita Coarse.-
Chronological Position: This form was 

found in only one location, drrectly in front 
of the single pyramid at the site of La Her
mita. This means that the form certainly was 
in existence at the end of the Lum Phase, 
but the total amount of time it covered can
not be stated, for no comparable location was 
excavated at any other site in the western 
sector. 

Comments: The functional assignment of 
this form to the general class of incensarios 
is supported both by the location in which a 
large deposit of the vessels occurred, and by 
the fact that almost all examples were en
crusted with charcoal. In the same deposit 
with the dish forms ,vere found a quantity of 
large fragments of cylindrical form. Neither 
rims nor bases were ree,-overed, so the total 
form remains in doubt, but it seems not un
likely that these vessels were large hollow 
cyiinders that served as bases for the dish 
incensarios. 

Bottle 

Form: Neck-body juncture unknown; 
neck straight or slightly outcurving; orienta
tion of neck vertical to slightly insloping; rim 
direct or slightly everted; lip rounded. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 18-22 ( 4 ex-
amples). 

Decoration: Unslipped. 
Type: La Hennita Coarse. 
Chronological Position: Known only from 

samples from the end of the Lum phase. 

Miniature Jar ( Fig. 38, b) 

Form: Neck-body juncture rounded; neck 
straight or outcurving; orientation of neck 
outflaring; rim direct; lip rounded. 

Dimensions: Lip diameter 4 ( one exam-
ple). 

Deco1'atiori: U nslipped. 

Type: La Hermita Coarse. 

Chronol.ogical Position: Found only in the 
<leposit at the foot of the pyramid at the site 
of La Hermita. 



DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

The foregoing sections have presented the 
data upon which the ceramic sequence of the 
Central Highlands of Chiapas was based. 
The ceramic complexes have been described, 
and the temporal ordering of the complexes 
and the nature of the h·ansitions between 
them discussed. A phase by phase considera
tion of the ceramic historv of the Central 
Highlands can now be attempted, drawing 
together the data that shed light upon gen
eral cultural and historic.-al patterns within 
the area, and indicating the ceramic relation
ships that linked the Chiapas Highlands with 
the rest of Mesoamerica. 

Sak Phase 

Ceramics of the Sak phase, the earliest 
phase in the Highland sequence, are the least 
known of the ceramic complexes. Sak cer
amics were encountered by excavation only 
at the site of 1..fercede:; de la. � .. ,!aria, a�d the 
sample from that site was too small to permit 
any subdivision of the phase, or even to give 
assurance t_hat t.he total ceramic inventory 
is recognized. As Adams ( 1961: 342-4) ha's 
pointed out, the scarcity of Preclassic remains 
in the area seems to be a definite fact rather 
than the result of incomplete sampling, and 
one must conclude that the occupation of the 
area was very limited before the beginning 
of the Classic period. 

In spite of the limited ceramic sample
or perhaps because of it-the Sak phase 
proved easy to date. For this phase, use 
could be made of the excellent ceramic se
quence obtained from excavations at Chiapa 
de Corzo by the New World Archaeological 
Foundation (Warren, personal communica
tion). Sak-phase ceramics conform well to 
those from the Late Preclassic period at Chi
apa de  Corzo and other sites in the depres
sion of the Grijalva River ( Lowe, 1959). The 
Late Preclassic ceramic traditions of both the 
Central Highlands and the Grijalva Valley are 
part of a widespread group of h'aditions that 
covered the Lowland Maya area and neigh
boring regions during a time equivalent to 
the Chicane! phase at U axactun ( Smith and 
Gifford, n.d.). The exact nature and extent of 

the connections between the people partici
pating in these traditions cannot be explained 
at present, but Lowe ( 1959:11) suggests that 
the Grijalva Depression was occupied by a 
Mayan people during the Late. Preclassic. 
The few Highland sites of the Sak phase were 
probably derived directly from the occupa
tion along the Grijalva River, for they are 
located in positions of easy access to the 
river valley. No very precise date can be 
given to the Sak phase on the basis of the 
very scanty evidence available, but a guess 
date of 300 B.C. to A. D. 100 might be sug-
gested. 

Kan Phase 

Because of a discontinuity in the data, cer
amics cannot be used as a basis for conclus
ions about the nature of the transition be
tween the Late Preclassic Sak phase and the 
Early Classic Kan phase. On the basis of other 
data, some important trends in the culture 
history of the Chiapas Highlands seem to 
have been initiated during this transitional 
period (see Adams, 1961:344-5). Beginning, 
perhaps. at this time, and continuing through 
the early part of the Kan phase, there was 
an expansion in the population of the Central 
Highlands that led from the hvo very small 
sites that could be dated to the Sak phase to 
the much larger and more numerous sites of 
the Tsah phase. In my opinion, this expan
sion was too great to be explained as a nor
mal increase in the very small Preclassic pop
ulation of the area. Rather it seems that there 
must have been an influx of people entering 
the Highlands from some outside region. 

The Kan phase also marked a drastic 
change in settlement pattern between the val
ley-floor sites of the Sak phase and the hilltop 
sites that were so typical of the Tsah and 
later phases. There may have been a transi
tional period in terms of settlement pattern, 
for Cerro Campanaton, the earliest Kan
phase site at which excavations were made, 
occupied a low eminence that is c,•onsiderably 
different from the high, steep hillsides upon 
which later sites were built. Both of the other 
Classic sites tested, Rancho San Nicolas and 
Yerba Buena, occupied steep hills and ridges, 
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and both showed initiai occupations dating 
from the latter part of the Kan phase. 

These changes were accompanied by a 
marked change in ceramic tradition, for there 
was almost no connection behveen ceramics 
of the Sak phase and those of the Kan phase. 
Since the temporal gap between the Sak and 
Kan samples cannot have been much more 
than hvo centuries, the ceramic transition 
must have been fairlv abrupt. 

There is some in'dicatio� that the Kan
phase ceramic tradition did not cover the 
whole of the Central Highlands. The three 
sites at which Kan ceramics were encounter
ed, Cerro Campanat6n, Rancho San Nicolas, 
and Yerba Buena, are all in the southern 
part of the Highlands, and all belong to a 
single ceramic province. In the western sec
tor of the Highlands a ceramic sample which 
has been provisionally dated as Eady Classic 
was recovered during excavations at Cerro 
Ecatepec. This sample was totally unrelated 
to the Kan tradition, and reflects, instead, con
nections with a tradition that was common in 
the northern part of the Grijalva Valley dur
ing the Late Preclassic and Early Classic. The 
western sector of the Chiapas Highlands was 
too poorly covered for this early time range 
to indicate whether there had been a clear 
boundary between the Kan and the northern 
Grijalva, traditions. 

Outside of the Central Highlands, Kan 
ceramics were encountered in quantity at the 
site of Santa Cruz in the Grijalva Valley, but 
at this site were mixed with numerous t�s 
which were foreign to the Highlands ( collec
tions in possession of William Sanders). Kan 
ceramics were very rare in other sites in the 
Grijalva Valley ( NWAF collections) but it 
should be pointed out that Santa Cruz, Acala 
and Chiapa de Corzo are the only sites in this 
particular part of the valley adjacent to the 
Central Highlands that are known to have 
had an Early Classic occupation ( Lowe, 
1959: 15, 16). Burial and cache vessels re
ported by L◊-we and Agrinier ( 1960), Mason 
( 1960), Lowe ( 1962), and Ag1inier ( 1964) 
for the Jiquipilas and Laguna phases at 
Chiapa de Corzo do not include any vessels 
of Highland origin. 

A fair number of examples of _Kan ceram
ics also appeared in a surface collection from 
the site of Hun Chavfn in the Comitan Val
ley. Since these included almost all of the im-

portant types in the Kan inventory, there must 
have been at least strong trade connections, 
and perhaps even ceramic identity, between 
the southeastern part of the Central High
lands and the Comitan Valley jn Early Classic 
times. Kan ceramics were totally absent in a 
large surface collection obtain'ed from the 
Classic site of Tonina in the Ocosingo Valley, 
although there is a Kan vessel in the collec
tions of the Merican National Museum that 
has a stated provenience of Tonina. 

Recognizable trade pieces from outside 
the Central Highlands were extremely rare 
in Kan-phase deposits. A single specimen of 
a characteristic white-slipped ware, found in 
large quantities at the site of Santa Cruz in 
the Grijalva Valley, occurred at Rancho San 
Nicolas in a sample datable to the end of the 
Kan phase. A polychrome, basal-flange bowl 
fragment was recovered from a pit at Rancho 
San Nicolas in which a mixture of Kan phase 
and Tsah-phase ceramics occurred. Since the 
bowl form is typical of the Early Classic per
iod of the :t-.faya Lowlands (Uaxactun, Tzakol 
phase, Smith, 1955), it would have been ser
iously out of place in the Tsah phase and 
must be considered contemporary with the 
Kan ceramics in the pit. 

In the absence of evidence of outside 
trade connections, the Kan phase was dated 
on the basis of general similarities in ceramics 
with the cuitures of the Grijalva Valley and 
the Lowland Maya region. A number of 
these similarities involved the forms of the 
Kan-phase ceramic complex and Late Pre
classic ceramics from other areas. The lateral
ridge bowl, deep, outcurving-side bowl, and 
deep, straight-side bowl find parallels in the 
Late Preclassic ceramic complexes of the Gri
jalva Valley and the Lowland Maya region, 
and Soyatitan Polychrome is very similar 
to a Protoclassic polychrome type from Chi
apa de Corzo. 

In spite of this list of Late Preclassic 
similarities to Kan ceramics, the total Kan 
collections cannot be considered Preclassic 
or even Protoclassic. The connections with 
Late Preclassic ceramic complexes involve 
only a small percentage of the total collec
tions, and the rest of them are not compat
ible with a Preclassic date. Manv of the most 
common forms of the Kan pha;e are clearly 
not Preclassic. Hemispherical bowls v.rith ring 
base, which are common in the Kan collec-
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tions, were a Classic, rather than Preclassic, 
form in the Maya region. At Uaxactun, they 
did not appear until Tzakol 2 ( Smith, 1955: 
23), while at Kaminaljuyu they first appeared 
in the Esperanza phase ( Kidder, Jennings, 
and Shook, 1946:177). Most of the jar forms 
of the Kan phase have high necks which are 
comparable to the Classic forms in the Maya 
Lowlands, and completely different from the 
short, outcurving jar necks of the Preclassic 
of that region ( Uaxactun, Smith, 1955:23; San 
Jose, Thompson, 1939:158). 

The total impression of the Kan-phase 
ceramic complex is that of an Early Classic 
tradition of ultimately :tviaya origin, but of 
considerable isolation. \Vith the failure of 
Maya Early Classic polychrome decoration 
and the vessel forms associated with it to pen
etrate the Highlands, many Preclassic forms 
persisted among the finer vessels. The forms 
of Kan utility vessels followed the general 
Maya pattern of development from the Late 
Preclassic to the Early Classic, although with
out specific similarities to any known Maya 
Early Classic ceramic complex. ln the light 
of these conclusions, it seems likely that the 
Kan phase began at about A. D. 300, a date 
at which some of the rather specific Preclassic 
similarities would not be remarkable. It 
should be noted, however, that if Cerro Cam
panat6n was, as suspected, earlier than the 
other two Kan sites at which excavations were 
made, penetration of the Highlands proper 
by the Kan tradition may not have occurred 
earlier than A. D. 400 to 500. On the basis of 
data for the Tsah phase, the end date of the 
Kan phase has been set at A. D. 700, a cen
tury after the end of the Earlv Classic in the 
Peten. The fact that the Kan'-phase deposits 
were generally deeper and of more varied 
ceramic inventory than the deposits from 
other phases tends to support the long time
span suggested for the phase. 

If the assumption is made that people 
moving into an area that had previously been 
very sparsely populated would not be likely 
to abandon their ceramic tradition and adopt 
a completely new one, one may use the cer
amic data to speculate about the origin of the 
Classic-period population in the Chiapas 
Highlands. If there was a movement of peo
ple into the Highlands from some outside 
region during the Kan phase, the most likely 
source would seem to have been either the 

Grijalva Valley or the Maya Lowlands, the 
two regions with which Kan ceramics are 
most closely related. These possible sources 
receive some support from the dish·ibution 
of Kan ceramics, which seem to have first 
become established in the southeastern part 
of the Central Highlands. 

Data from the Grijalva Valley may have 
some bearing upon this question ( Lowe, 
1959; Warren, personal comnmnication on 
the ceramic sequence of Chiapa de Corzo; 
Brockington, personal communication on the 
site of Santa Rosa). There was an intensive 
occupation of the entire Central Depression 
of Chiapas during the Late Pre.classic and 
Protoclassic periods. Lowe ( 1959: 11-14) sug
gests an origin in the Maya Lowlands for the 
basic ceramic tradition of this era, but to
ward the end of the Preclassic the Central 
Depression underwent a period of increasing 
regional divergence in ceramics, and was 
subject to influences from the highlands of 
Guatemala _and the Gulf Coast of Mexico. 
At about the start of the Classic period, 
there was a serious disruption of the estab
lished pattern of occupation. At the same 
time, sites in the northern part of the 
Grijaiva Valley dispiayed ceramics that show 
connections with the Gulf Coast of Mexico, 
and almost all traces of earlier Maya connec
tions disappeared from this area. It seems 
quite possible that the influence that was res-
ponsible for the disruption of occupation in 
the Grijalva Valley might have resulted in a 
displacement of population into the Central 
Highlands. 

The source and nature of the relationship 
between the ceramics of the Chiapas High
lands and those of the Lowland Maya area 
cannot be explained because of the lack of
data from intervening areas. The relationship 
may have been remote, and mediated entirely 
through the inhabitants of the Grijalva Val
ley, but the possibility of other connections 
cannot be dismissed. Although Classic Maya 
traits such as dated monuments and the cor
beled arch reached the Ocosingo Valley at 
the eastern border of the Highlands during 
the Early Classic ( Blom and Lafarge, 1926;
Morley, 1946), there does not seem to have 
been anv direct ceramic influence in the 
Highlands from this source, for the surface 
collection of ceramics from the site of Tonina 
showed no connection with Kan ceramics. The 
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ceramic tradition of the Central Highlands 
seems to have been similarly unrelated to 
that of the Late Classic occupation of the 
Comitan Valley, where Lowland Maya traits 
also appeared, hut Kan ceramics did occur in 
the Comitan Vallev during the Earlv Classic, 
and some connections ·with the }-fa)'a region 
through this area before the arrival of Classic 
Maya features is possible. 

Attention should also be given to the 
degree to which the ceramic data correspond 
to glottochronological data derived from the 
modern indigenous languages of the Chiapas 
Highlands. Although Adams ( 1961 : 344 ) has 
already considered this question. some ex
pansion of his remarks in terms of the latest 
ceramic data mav be of interest. 

The lexicost�tistical data ( McQuown, 
1959 ) indicate that the Tzeltal and Tzotzil 
languages, the ianguages spoken in the Cen
tral Highlands today, have been separated for 
a period of time between 1000 and 1500 years. 
Chuj, the nearest relative of the Tzeltal-Tzot
zil group, is separated from the tv,·o by about 
16 to 17 centuries. The first basic question 
is whether the influx into the Chiapas High
lands that occurred during the Kan phase 
might represent the arrival of the parent 
stock out of v,,-hich Tzeltal and Tzotzil differ
entiated. The ceramic: data indicate that such 
was most likely the case. If one assumes that 
differentiation of the Tzeltal-Tzotzil stock did 
not begin until the parent group had been 
well dispersed over the Highlands, the begin
ning of divergence would have taken place 
at about the start of the Tsah phase, 1200 to 
1300 years before present, in excellent agree
ment with the glottochronological data. There 
is also an apparent parallel between the pat
terns of linguistic and ceramic divergence 
within the Highlands. Both sets of data sug
gest a relative uniformity of culture patterns 
in the region during the Classic period, fol
lowed by increasing divergence that eventu
ally resulted in the establishment of two sep
arate zones . 

It is more difficult to relate ceramic and 
glottochronological data in the problem of the 
ultimate origin of the Classic population of 
the Chiapas Highlands. It would be conven• 
ient to attribute the Maya influence in the 
Late Preclassic ceramics of the Grijalva Val
ley-and perhaps the Comitan Valley-to 
the presence in that region of the parent stock 

of Tzeltal and Tzotz.il, or Tzeltal, Tzotzil and 
Chui, but thl" preliminary linguistic data in
dicate that the periods of separation involved 
are far too short to make such a history likely . 
Unless the final tabulation of the lexicostatis
tical data results in considerably longer per
iods of separation, a more likely ex.-planation 
would seem to be that the advent of the un
differentiated Tzeltal-Tzotzil group in the re
gions bordering the Highlands was a pa1t of 
the series of new influences and unrest that 
marked the end of the Late Predassic in the 
Grijalva Valley. 

Although it seems probable that the spread 
of Classic ceramics in the Central Highlands 
of Chiapas can be conelated ,,ith the advent 
of the parent Tzeltal-Tzotzil group in the 
region, all the hypotheses about the origin of 
the group must be considered extremely con
jectural. Not only are the glottochronological 
data preliminary, but the archeological con
siderations are derived from a few bits and 
fragments of evidence that have been gath-
ered from region:; that still remain essen
tially unknov,•n. The speculations are offered 
only in the hope that they may highlight prob
lems for further study, and indicate the pos
sibilities for historical reconstruction that are 
inherent i11 a correlation of archeological and 
linguistic data. 

Tsah Phase 

In terms of the number of sites occupied, 
the Late Classic Tsah phase was one of the 
major periods in the �listory of the Chiapas 
Highlands (Adams, 1961:345-7 ) .  A large col
lection of ceramics from this phase was re
covered by excavation at the sites of Rancho 
San Nicolas and Yerba Buena, and was sup
plemented by a brief review of ceramics ob
tained in excavations at Moxviquil and Cerro 
Ecatepec in the San Cristobal Valley. 

After a brief period of rapid ceramic 
change at the beginning of the Tsah phase, 
the ceramic tradition of the Central High
lands settled down to a stable entitv that cov
ered the whole of the Highland region. Tsah 
phase ceramics are best understood for the 
southeastern part of the area, and the seria
tion data used in defining the sequence were 
obtained from sites in that sector. Ceramics 
from sites in the San Cristobal Valley make it 
clear that the w·estern part of the Highlands 
participated in a regionally variant tradition 
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in which there were different varieties of 
some of the types found in the southeastern 
sector, as well as several additional types that 
were not found in the southeast. Nonetheless, 
the bulk of the collections from the two sub
regions were close enough in both type and 
vessel form to give the Highlands a ceramic 
unity greater than at any subsequent time. 

Tsah ceramics were not widelv distribu
ted outside of the Chiapas Highlands. The 
Classic site at Tonina in the Ocosingo Valley 
remained completely unrelated to the High
lands in ceramic inventory. Collections from 
Late Classic sites in the Comitan Valley show 
a number of general ceramic similarities be
tween that area and the Highlands, but the 
ceramic traditions of the two areas give the 
impression of traditions which were either di
verging from a common base or were sub
ject to similar influences. 

It is possible that the Comitan Valley was 
subject to strong influences from the Lowland 
Maya area at the start of and dming the 
Late Classic period, for dated monuments 
and architectural techniques related to those 
of the Lowland Maya area appeared in the 
region at that time. Although this influence 
did not per1etrate the HigliJands to a..,T}y great
extent, it might have been responsible for the 
cluster of ceramic changes that marked the 
introduction of Tsah ceramics. 

Trade pieces of Tsah ceramics occurred 
only rarely in sites in the depression of the 
Grijalva River ( NW AF collections). The oc
currences were most frequent in a restricted 
part of what Lowe ( 1959:30-43) calls the 
Acala subregion. It is at this point that the 
river passes closest to the highland massif, 
and ceramics of Grijalva types are known to 
have reached into the lower slopes of the 
Highlands around the town of Zapotal ( Ad
ams, 1961: Fig. 1 ) . De.spite the occasional 
trade connections, the basic ceramic tradition 
of the Central Depression during Late Classic 
times was quite different from that of the 
Central Highlands, although there were some 
similarities in vessel fonns between the two 
b·aditions. 

The vessel forms in which the Tsah cer
amic inventory shows the closest relationships 
with the ceramics of the Grijalva and Comi
tan valleys are utility forms, such as large 
storage bowls and jars. These forms are part 
of a very broad tradition of forms for utility 

vessels that covered the Lowland Maya area 
from Barton Ramie ( Gifford, personal com
munication) and San Jose (Thompson 1939) 
on the east to Altar de Sacrificios ( Richard 
Adams, personal communication) and the 
Usurnacinta sites ( Rands, personal communi
cation) on the west during the Late Classic 
period. All of the Late Classic ceramic com
plexes of Central Chiapas seem to belong to 
the margins of the Lowland 1vlaya sphere of 
influence. 

Tsah-phase collections from the Central 
Highlands contained more trade pottery of 
determinable source than did collections of 
any other phase. Trade pieces were still ex
tremely rare, and confined largely to mortu
ary and cache contexts, but they did indicate 
economic relationships with other parts 
of Mesoamerica. Several polychrome vessels 
found in Tsah contexts indicate connections 
between the Chiapas Highlands and the Maya 
Lowlands, . and a fragment of a modeled
carved vessel from Rancho San Nicolas ( Fig. 
6, a) is very similar to Carved Ferruginous 
v.,are fron1 the Peh�n. Z-Fine Orange vessels 
found in tombs at Moxviquil were obtained 
by trade with the Tabasco coastal plain 
( Smith, 1958), and the effigy urn found in
the ball-court cache at Yerba Buena: is similar 
to examples known from Qu'en Santo in west
ern Guatemala (E. Seler, 1901). 

General similarities in vessel form place 
the Tsah phase as roughly contemporary with 
the Late Classic ceramic complexes of the 
Lowland Maya area. The trade pieces that 
were encountered in the Central Highl�ds 
offered a potential means by which to pro
vide a more exact estimate of the relative 
temporal position of the phase. Although 
many of the _trade vessels occurred in dubious 
stratigraphic situations or, if they occurred 
in tombs or caches, were unaccompanied by 
temporally significant local forms, the total 
information available for dating the Tsah 
phase was more than was available for any 
other phase in the sequence. 

Whole or fragmentary vessels datable by 
reference to known sequences in the Maya 
Lowlands, and of undeniably Tsah-phase con
texts in the Chiapas Highlands, belong to 
types that occuned during Tepeu 2 and 3 at 
U axach'm, but none of the examples seem 
to be as early as Tepeu 1 (Smith, 1955). In 
addition, the tombs at Moxviquil, which are 
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estimated to date from the end of the Tsah 
phase, contained numerous exarnples of Z
Fine Orange, which dates from the transi
tional period between the Late Classic and 
Early Postdassic ( Smith, 1958; Smith and 
Gifford, n .d. ) .  111e Tsah phase thus probably 
began at about the time of Tepeu 2, i.e.,

A.D. 700, and continued until the time of
distribution of Z--Fine Orange. about A. D.
1000.

Yash Phase 

During the Yash phase, the general pat
terns of occupation and artifact manufacture 
that had bet·ome established during the Tsah 
phase were continued. Almost all Tsah-phase 
sites continued to be occupied at least during 
the early part of the Yash phase, but the ma
jority of them declined and were abandoned 
before the beginning of the succeeding Lum 
phase. In the excavation samples, the Yash 
phase ,vas represented in material from the 
sites of San Gregorio, Yerba Buena, and 
Rancho San Nicolas, as well as in supplemen
tary material from Moxviquil and Cerro Eca
tepec. 

111e discussion of Yash ceramics is made 
difficult by the fact that the ceramic complex 
of this phase had few distinctive characteris
tics of its own. The seriation charts indicate 
that the ceramic inventory consisted of little 
more than the persistenc� and diminution of 
elements that had been present during the 
preceding Tsah phase. The decreasing Tsah 
types and forms were replaced by increased 
production of San Gregorio Coarse, the dom
inant ceramic type of the Yash phase, and by 
the gradual addition of small quantities of 
ceramic types which were to become impor
tant in the following Lum phase. In many 
ways, the Yash phase may be thought of as a 
very slow transition bet\veen the ceramic com
ple�es of the Late Classic and Late Postclassic. 
The transitional character of the Yash phase 
seems to have held true for the patterns of 
occupation and territorial organization as well 
( Adams, 1961 : ��52 ) .  

The continuity between the Tsah and 
Yash phases in the Central Highlands of Chi
apas is an important contrast to the situation 
that occurred throughout much of i\foso
america at this time. It can be linked with a 
similar continuity between phases repo1te<l 
by Lowe ( 1959 ) and Navarrete ( 1959 ) for 

the Grijalva Depression. Central Chiapas 
seems to have stood anart from the serious 
disruption between the Late Classic and 
Early Postclassic that occurred in many other 
areas. \Villev has summarized this transition 
in the h-fay,1 Lowlands as follows : 

One of the roo5t startling settlement phe
nomena of Middle American pre-history 
occurs with the cha..'1ge from Classic to 
Postclassie;. This is the apparent ahandon
me.nt of the south.em Maya lowlands. This 
abm1donment is noted u1. all the southern 
ceremoniai centers, where construction and 
stelae dates cense after about i}(X) A.D, And, 
from the data availuble. the events of the 
ceremonial centers ,ippe,u: to he paralleled 
in the domestic site,. Ceramks and other 
material� datable as Postclassic are r-are in 
the Peten and the Belize Valley. ( 1956: 113 ) 

Willev's statement nmst be modified some -
what in · the light of more recent data, but

still holds true in its most essential aspect, 
that there was a marked disintegration of pre-• 
vious culture patterns in the Central Maya 
area at the end of the Late Classic. period. 
Although the presence of such undeniably 
Earlv Postdassic tvpes as Tohil Plumbate 
and 'X-Fine Orange' ,�t Tikal (W. Coe, 1962 ) 
and U axactun ( Smith, 1955) indicates that 
continued occupation occurred at these sites,

the occupation was of such a marginal 
character that it has not even been possible to 
define local ceran:-dc complexes for the Early 
Postclassic. Ai Palenque ( Rands, personal 
communication )  the situation seem� to have 
been similar, with only a few scattered sherds 
to indicate Postclassic.; activitv at the site. 

At a series of sites, including Altar de Sac
rificios and Dos Pilas, along th'e Pasion !liver 
at the southern edge of the Pet-en, a different 
situation seems to have existed. These sites 
show a well developed Early Postdassic cer
amic tradition including large quantities of 
.Fine Orange and Fine Grey. Although there 
are some indications that there was Mexican 
influence at these sites ( Navarrete, personal 
communication ) ,  the nature of the transition 
between Late Classic and Early Postclassic 
has yet to be reported. 

Although knowledge of the Guatemala 
Highlands for this time range is limited, the 
abrupt change in settlement pattern at, or 
slightly after, the end of the Late Classic 
( Shook and Proskomiakoff, 1956 ) suggests a 
disruption comparable to that of the Peten. 
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In Yucatan, on the other hand, the ceramic 
transition at least was more similar to that of 
the Chiapas Highlands. Smitl1 and Gifford 
( n.d. ) emphasize the position of the Early 
Postclassic ceramic complex in that area as 
a slow transition between ilie Late Classic 
complex and the Middle Postclassic complex. 

The fact that the disappearance of the 
ceramic tradition and territorial organization 
of the Classic period in the Cbiapas High
lands was a gradual process covering several 
centuries, rather than the abrupt transition 
evident in so many areas, was probably con
nected with the extreme isolation of the High
lands during the Yash phase. The external 
connections that had marked the Tsah phase 
were interrupted before the beginning of the 
Early Postclassic and no new connections 
were established. The Mexican influences vis
ible in the Maya area on the Pacific coast of 
Guatemala (Thompson, 1948) and Yucatan 
( Morley, 1946) never appeared in the Chi
apas Highlands. Even more surprising was the 
�vtrPm.a. cro,;i., .. r,.�h� f'\+ t-'hn. +t,"llo h"')rlo nn#o,-.,l' t-hol-
....,.1 ... � "-''"'"-.O.V ..ct._,._ ......... .._ J .._,.._ ._..,..,...._, .-.�,.__.,.._, \.A....,.._..._, l.i�.10..\..VA. 1 I....L.L.._.,._ 

covered large areas of southern Mesoa�erica 
during the Early Postclassic. Tohil Plumbate, 
which reached almost every part of Meso
america ( Shepard, 1948), is represented in 
the Chiapas Highlands by only one dubious 
Plumbate sherd from a surface collection at 
Rancho San Nicolas, a single vessel reported 
to have been found at San Gregorio ( Schu
mann, 1936), a few sherds recovered by Lor
enzo ( personal communication) in the exca
vation of rock shelters in the Teopisca Valley, 
and a vessel in the Blom collections reported 
to have come from near Teopisca. Considering 
the bulk of Early Postclassic ceramics recov
ered, the quantity of Plumbate that entered 
the region must have been very small indeed. 
X-Fine Orange, which had almost as wide a
distribution as Plumbate ( Smith, 1958) is to
tally unrepresented in the Central Highlands
collections.

Even connections with the neighboring 
Grijalva Valley were rare during the Yash 
phase. Better comparative data for the Gri
jalva are available for this time period, be
cause of large collections obtained from my 
excavations at the site of Cop-anaguastla, in 
the Central Depression near the base of the 
highland massif. The earliest occupation at 
Copanaguastla has been tentatively dated as 
Early Postclassic. During this time there 

were a few trade pieces from the Highlands 
at Copanaguastla, even rarer items from the 
Grijalva in some of the Highlands sites, and 
some similarities in the vessel forms of the 
two regions. Although these connections leave 
little doubt that some commercial contacts 
existed between the Central Highlands and 
neighboring parts of the Grijalva Depression, 
the trade pieces and similarities involve only 
a tiny fraction of the total ceramic inven
tories'. The amount of contact indicated by 
ceramics is very low, especially in view of the 
fact that Copanaguastla was occupied in Col
onial times, and probably before the Conquest 
as well, by a people who spoke one of the 
languages of the Chiapas Highlands. 

Some idea of the regional variation within 
the Central Highlands during the Yash phase 
was provided by ceramics of this date from 
tl1e sites of Mo:,,,.'Vi.quil and Ceno Ecatepec in 
the San Cristobal .Valley. As during the Tsah 
phase, the ceramic complex of the western 
sector was ·regionally variant, with different 
,,ri,...; n+.: .o,.. nf l,..,.,_r\.,wrv-,. h,�., n,r'\� n £c.vcY1' .....,,..,.,.,.., ..,_,. ,..-..�,.. 
'JU.,L.i.Vt..r.V..JI '--'.I. :l'\J..L\JY".1.1 '-Jt'V� <'.,l..l..l\.-1. <J, ..t..\..0,-,V ..l.l'-'1'Y LJ.t''--'J 

not encountered in the eastern sector. Al
though in the western sector, as in the east
ern, firm conclusions about the Yash phase 
are made difficult by the vague separation of 
tl1e phase from the preceding and following 
phases, the degree of regional variation seems 
to have been increasing. The Yash phase was 
the apex in the western sector of the type 
Ixtapa Fine, a type that did not occur in the 
east. Also several new varieties and types 
which were to mark the strong regional dif
ferentiation of the Lum phase began to ap
pear in Yash-phase samples from the San 
Cristobal Valley. 

Even within the eastern sector there was 
a greater degree of subregional variation dur
ing the Yash phase than had been noted for 
earlier phases. Deposits at San Gregorio con
tained large amounts of Tzaconeja Red, a 
type which did not occur at Rancho San Nic
olas and Yerba Buena, and the forms of San 
Gregorio Coarse differed in frequency from 
site to site. If one can picture the Kan phase 
as a period during which the present inhabi
tants were spreading over the Central High
lands, and the Tsal1 phase as the period dur
ing which the total occupation of the area 
was achieved by a people who still had a 
fairly homogeneous culture, the Yash phase 
would seem to mark the acceleration of intra-
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Highlands differentiation of a people who 
had been estahlished in the area for several 
centuries. 

The isolation of the Highlands, and the 
lack of separation between the Tsah and Yash 
phases make the assignment of any hut ar
bitrary dates to the Yash phase an impossi
bility . 'The presence of a Tohil Plum bate 
vessel at San Gregorio supports a general 
Early Postclassic date. The beginning date of 
A. D. 1000 \Vas based upon the conclusion
that the l\fo:wiquil tombs containing Z-Fine

, Orange vessels belonged to the end of the
Tsah phase. A closing date of A. D. 1250 was 
chosen simply because it leaves sufficient time 
for the ceramic development noted for the 
Lum phase. 

Lum Phase 

Although ceramics pertaining to the Late 
Postclassic Lum uhase ,vere obtained from 
the sites of San 'Gregorio, Cerro Ed.tepee, 
Cuchumt6n, and La Hermita, the conclusions 
regarding the development of ceramics in 
this phase must be regarded with less confi
dence than those offered for earlier phases. 
The basic problem is that Lum ceramics are 
known primarily from the \vestern sector of 
the Highlands and, because of strong regional 
divergence at this time level, are difficult to

relate to earlier ceramics from the eastern 
sector. 

Data to "·hich seriation techniques could 
be applied were obtained for the Lum phase 
onlv from a few levels at the site of San Gre
gorio, and these levels were terminated at a 
time only siightly after the beginning of the 
phase. The chief characteristic of the ceramic 
complex from these levels was the abrupt 
rise in the tr('quency of the type Huistan 
Hard, which was associated with the extinc
tion of most of the Tsah phase elements that 
had persisted through the Lum phase. The 
total increment of change was greater than 
that which had occurred at the Tsah-Yash 
phase boundary, but less extensive than that 
at the Kan-Tsah boundarv. There was evi
dence from surface collections and from con
nections \,·itb the ,vestern Highlands that 
demonstrated that tlw ceramic tradition sug
gested hy the earl)· Lum levels at San Gre
gorio continued considerably after the aban
donment of that site, probably until the time 
of the Conquest. 

Regional variation within the Central 
Highlands ha.cl increase,d to such a degree by 

the time of the Lum phase that the original 
late Lum-phase sample from the site of La 
Hermita in the San Cristobal Vallev could 
not be dated by comparison ,vith L�m cer•· 
amics from San Gregorio, and had to be as
signed a Late Postclassic: date merely by the 
-elimination of possibilities. Collections made
later at the site of Cerro Ecatepec s·howed
somewhat more clearly the temporal position
of the Lum cernmic complex from the San
Cristobal area, and demonstrated a fev,1 trade
connections with the eastern uart of the Cen-•
trai Highlands. The connecti�ns were so fow,
however, that it seems necessary to formulate
the data in terms of two ceramic complexes,
rather than a single Highland unit 'il1e cer
amics from Cerro Cuchumt6n in tho northern
part of the Chiapas Highlands represent a
third ceramic inventory which was, by and
large, a blend of elements from the two bet
ter-known areas. In general, Lum phase cer
amics from the Central Highlands could not
be dealt with as a single unit, as in earlier
phases, for knowledge of the ceramics of a
single section within the Highlands would no
longer provide even a rough key for the dat
ing of samples from remote parts of the area.

The Lum phase was also marked by the 
expansion of Highland types into neighbor
ing areas outside of the Highlands proper. 
The sample from Chacalxib in the Ocosingo 
Vallev indicates that that area shared com
pletely in the ceramic tradition of the eastern 
sector of the Highlands during the Late Post
classic, even though the1·e had been no con
nections with the Highlands during the Clas
sic phases. Ceramics of the western complex 
were represented in the Ixtapa Valley, par
ticularly at the large site of La Tortuga ( Mc
Vicker, personal communication ) .  Since little 
is known about earlier ceramic complexes in 
the Ixtapa area, it is impossible to say whether 
the connections \vith the Highlands repre
sent a late intrusion, or whether they may 
have a long history in the area. 

The patterns of ceramic distribution in thti 
Lum phase can be interpreted in the light of 
the change in patterns of territorial organiza
tion proposed by Adams ( 1961 : 3."52-!-t ) for 
this period. Adams suggests that there was a 
trend toward larger, more complex, and more 
powerful political units during the Lum 
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phase. If, as is not unlikely, there was grow
ing antagonism between these units, it might 
have resulted in a fragmentation of culture 
patterns that had previously been similar 
throughout the Central Highlands. The in
creasing divergence in ceramic inventory 
within the area could have been symptomatic 
of the tendency to fragmentation. The out
ward expansion of Lum ceramic types could 
be an indication that the growing political' 
strength of the units of the Chiapas High
lands made it possible and desirable to at
tempt expansion into neighboring areas, par
ticularly into locations, such as the Ocosingo 
Valley and the Ixtapa Valley, where there 
was a compact valley unit of the type favor
ed as a center of settlement in the Highlands 
themselves. 

Connections between the ceramics of the 
Central Highlands and those of the Grijalva 
Valley remained remote during the Late Post
classic period. Data concerning the valley 
are conflicting but the area was probably di-
";rlorl ;n.,.n. o n,,mh.c,. "+ o+.l-u ... i,-,. ,.om-..,," ,uht,,h � ,.......,..._,...,._ .._.....,.._'-" - .. _.�..,. ... _...,,..._,.., '-'.L .._,LJL.a.A.&&..._, J. ...... 0.1.'-'l.•� 1'1' &.&4 ..... 4-l 

seem also to have been regions of ceramic 
differentiation. The area around and to the 
south of Chiapa de Corzo was occupied by 
the Chiapanecs. Chiapanec ceramics have 
been intensively studied by Navarrete ( per
sonal communication) and they show no evi
dence of relationship with Lum ceramics. The 
Chiapanecs seem never to have penetrated 
much further south along the G1ijalva than 
Acala, and the region of the Central Depres
sion lying closest to the Central Highlands 
was probably occupied by the Tzeltal and 
Tzotzil ( Calnek, n.d.). Ceramics from Cop
anaguastla, within this part of the Grijalva 
Valley, showed no closer similarities to those 
of the Highlands than they had during the 
Yash phase. Lowe ( 1959) attributes very few 
of the sites in the area south of Acala and 
southwest of the Comitan region to the 
Late Postclassic period. None of these sites 

show ceramic connections with the Central 
Highlands. 

In terms of more general similarities, the 
ceramic complexes of the Lum phase still 
seem to have been in considerable isolation 
from outside influences, although this may be 
partly a result of very incomplete knowledge 
of Late Postclassic ceramic complexes for the 
Maya area. A few general similarities do 
seem to connect the Lum ceramic tradition 
with ceramics of the highlands of Guatemala. 
Such features as the general decoration and 
vessel shapes of Huistan Hard are vaguely 
like those of Late Postclassic pottery pro
duced at Highland Guatemala centers such 
as Chinautla and Mixco Viejo ( MNAE col
lections). It should be noted that these tenu
ous similarities apply only to ceramics from 
the eastern sector of the Highlands, and that 
no connections of any sort can be noted for 
the inelegant ceramics of the western sector. 

The possible connection between modern 
Amatenango pottery and the Late Postclassic 
type, Huistan Hard, suggests that the native 
ceramic tradition of the Chiapas Highlands 
may have survived the impact of the Con
quest. In a similar situation at the site of 
Copanaguastla, preconquest ceramic types 
continued to be produced without radical 
change through at least the first century of 
the Colonial era. Also, the introduction dur
ing the Colonial period at Copanaguastla of 
pottery that appears to be related to the High
land types Huistan Hard and San Gregorio 
Coarse suggests that new trade patterns may 
have brought the area of Copanaguastla into 
contact with a still existing native pottery in
dustry of the Central Highlands. In spite of 
extensive excavations in Amatenango and 
Teopisca, however, no Colonial ceramics from 
the Central Highlands were recovered. In the 
lack of knowledge concerning the Colonial 
ceramic inventory of the area the date of the 
Conquest, 1524, has been ad�pted as the end 
of the Lum phase. 
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